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FOREWORD

This book4.et is based on the experience of eleven jointly-funded
demonstration child abuse and neglect treatment projects. We in the

Federal Government are proud of the joint nature of this important
demonstration program because of the example it.sets for federal coor-

dination and cooperation. The projects were funded by two federal
agencieS, the Office of Child Development and the Social and Rehabili-
tation Service and.evalualed by a third, the National Center for Health

Services Research.

The projects helped people in ten different States, and involved
the efforts of six public departments of social services, two coMmunity
hospitals, two community voluntary agencies, one department of educe-,
tion, and one Indian tribal council. All projects have utilized a staff

with a range of professional and para-professional backgrounds working
together to provide appropriate services to abused and neglected children

and their families.

On !_-he basis of the exPerience of these eleven,projects, four essen-
tial elements for good program development have been identified: (1)

overall community needs must be assrss-ed before the program is initiated,

(2) goals and objectives of any project must be clearly stated before
A

the project is commenced, (3) performance standards by case management
and treatment must be established in the first stages of program.operation,
and (4) on-goinglmonitoring cf program expenditures and,effectiveness
is the,key to long-term success.

This booklet is certaihly not a complete or final answer to the .

problems of providing appropriate services-to ch;ldren and familjes,-but

we,hope that the experience of these 21even projects, as dis011ed In this

publication, will provide assisc.arice to those communities seeking hew O'r

improved programs to'help protect-our natiOn's endangered dhildren,and
to help their troubled parents.

Douglas J. Besharov, Director
National.Center on Child Abde and Neglect

Gerald Rosenthal, Ph.D., Director
National Center for Health Servics Research
Public Health ServiCe

Carolyn Betts, Acting Commissioner
..,

Public Services AdMinictratión
Social and Rehabilitation Service-,
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INTRODUCTiON

Berkeley Planning Associates has written PLANNING AND !MPLEMENTING
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT SERVICE PROGRAMS: The Experience of Eleven

Demonstration Projects for those planning to embark on the development

of new programs in the field. These materials have been developed in
conjunction'with an evaluation effort funded by the Health Resources
Administration, Department of Health, Education,and Welfare, of.eleven

child abuse and neglect demonstration projects. These projects are

funded jointly by the Children's Bureau of the Office of Child Development

and Social and RehaLilitation Service, also of D/HEW..

The Purpose of thi document is to assist individuals planning or

operating service progrart2s, in child abuse and neglect. It should also

be useful to thoseplanning other kinds of social service programs. The

document reflects the experiences of many community child abuse and ne-

glect demonstration programs and service systems across 'the country. It

provids a compact review of the fundamental issues that -Should be
address'ed by those interested in establi'shing prograrris for the allevia-

tion of child maltreatment.

The authors hope that this document will be useful to the program

planner in a number of different ways. It cahelp in determining the

service needs within a given community. It can be a guide in identify-

ing program goals and objectiyes. The document outlines the ranae of

models and specific 'treatment Strategies a program might adopt and can,

therefore, aid in the design of a program. Performance standards for

case management and trebtment, ancl methods for monitoring program resource

expenditures are presented as issues of concern to program managers.
Me.thods for working with the'community agencies or groups are explored.

Finally, case studies of four existing chlla abuse and neglect service

programs are appended as real-world eXamples of many of the issues dis-

cussed in the main body of the document.

Although child abuse and neglect are by no means new problems, uptil

recently'there have been very' few programs that dealt specifically with

them. Little ;s.' known about the causes of child abuse and:neglect,,about
which treatment-services are .most effective, about what klinds ol workers ,

should proviae services, and about how they should be trainea. The field'

is stlll very young. Since this document has beerrdeveloped at a time

when kno.:/ledge is limited, it is not the final word on what programs

should be like. Instead, the document presents issues and questions _

that progrlm planners should conside .. prior to designing.their programs:
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ciates statt and not necessarily the opinions ot the tederai government.

Formal guidelines for child abuse old neglect service programs are cur-
rently being developed by the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect
of the U.S. Children's Bureau.

Readers may b'e intereSled in obtaining additional informalion, not
covered in this document, about child abuse and neglect programs. The

National Center on Child Abuse and Negject of 'the Children's Burea.0 in
Washington, D.C. can be an invaluable resource to those in the field.
It has listings of all currently funded demonstratien programs in the

child abuse and neglect field, annotated bibliographies on abuse and
neglect, as well as information on other ongoing activities in the field.

We wish, at this time, to thaOkseveral people who have assisted
the evaluation staff in compiling this document. The directors and staff
of the eleven demonstration projects currently being evaluated by,Berke-
ley Planning Associates shared with us their experiences in implement.ing
neW Programs in the child 'abuse and. neglect.field. These have become
the basis of many discussiOns inithe document. The director and staff
membens or the Extended Family Center in San Francisco, a former Chil-
dren'sBureau child abuse demonstration-service program, also offered many
insights into the dynamics'of setting up a new program. Elsa TenBroeck,

Elizabeth Davoren and Eli Newbenger, consultants to Berkeley Planning
Associates, provided valuable suggestions, rot; pod criticisms of this

document. Feather Hair from Health Resources Administration; Cecelia
Sudia, Douglas Besharov and Betty Simmons from the Office of Child Develop-
ment and other members of the Department of Health, Educatkon,and Wel-
fares Interdepartmental Commiltee on Child Abuse and Neglect also pro-
vided useful suggestions. 'Penny Barkin thoroughly edited the'manuscript
and Donna Gara has carefully typed it. Finally, other members of the
Berkeley Planning Associates staff, including Katherine Armstrong, Linda
Barrett, Donald Clemons, Frederick C. Collignon aDd Todd Everett, pro-
vided vauluable in-house review of the document.

Mk

Anne Harris Cohn, Project Director
Beverly DeGraaf
Mary Kay Miller
Susan Shea Ridge

June 1976



CHAPTER I: PLANNING: SOME THEOR,Y,BE'FORE IMPLEMENTING A PROGRAM

This document-attempts to offer, in a compact format, assistance to

those whoy soon undertake to plan the-i-r,own child abuse and neglect

ser,i,s,e-Programs. It cutlines, theMajor processes involved and some Of

the\options to be considered: 'In a separatO chapter some of the orob-

or pitfalls which others have entountered are presented, With the

nope',that program planners may be able to avoid them.

One of the major problems in program implementation, however, seems

to merit a chapter to itself: that is, the need for program developers

to have a good grounding in the elements of 0-ogram planning the steps

required, and ti.c importance of each step. Wl,ile it ls not posible in'

this chapter to pruvide an exhaustive review of different pi-ogram plan-
cnirig methods, we set forth some of the basic and essentlal elements of

prOgram planning, presenting a schema for understandin,g the,program plan; .

ning process. Because program planning is a political process, we first

discuss strategies for accomplishing planning within a political context.

Working Within a Political Context

The planning process is a political one and as such must take place

within the context 'of a community's political environment. Ignoring

political issues invariably results in unsuccessful planning. The

astute plannet- will try o 'keep abreast of what is happening in the com-

munity, while touching ba e with poOer centers, potential fu,iding sources,

and others who will be imp rtant in later stages of program implementa7

tion (such as theSe who mi ht refer clients or provide volunteer serv-

ices). The key is letting people*know what you,are planning, soliciting

their ideas, and being aw re of the interests of others' while working

with them to help ensur a program's success.

'The planner can bec famiiiar with the community .!s. dynamics by

readin.g_relevant documents such as the local daily newspaper or the ruin-

utes of lotalgovernment bodies' meetings, as we.11 as by keeping in con-

tact with those who are active in the community.. Apionq the. obvious

agencies to contact are the :local protective services department, the

ehiAdrenls_hcspital, the police and/or sheriff7s department, th2 public

/helth department, the juvenile court, day care programs, the Kayor's

office,'as well as United Way and other. local funding Wroups. In addi-
,

tion, each region of the country now has a federally'-funde& Regional

),Child Abuse and Neglect Resource Center and an Office of Child Develop-

,-ment and :Social and Rchabilitation-Service Child Abuse Designee within

3



of other local chi:d abuse and neglect activities.

Keeping abreast of what is happening state-wide and nationaljy is
alsb important. The federal National Cennter on Child Abuse and Neglect
Report is an example of many currently published documents that can
aSsist in this effort.

Perhaps most important is letting others in the Community know what
you are pinening Because of the emotional nature.of. the problem, and
the high level of social concern, program planners will not find it dif-
ficult to attract a number of political supports. In order to develor

that Support, however, word must go out about your plans. Effective

public relations and,real efforts to contact and wOrk with the appro-
priate people are invaluable.

A Model for Program Planning
6,

Table I-A depicts the steps in the program planning process.

The first step in the program planning process is typically a Needs
Assessment. Ac discussed in detail in Chapter II, a needs assessment is
the compilation of opinions and informatiori necessary to determim -:. the

status quo and identify problems or unmet needs. In 'this sense, a needs

assessment is like a .,ignal system which, on the basis of information
collected, suggesls or flags where interventions ought to be made. What

gaps.or duplications exi.st within the system? Where is the system inef-

ficient?- Where is the handling of cases, the provision of services, or
the recruittfient of workers getting bdgged down? Are professionals or
the general public lacking in knowledge or expertise about the problem

under consideration?

General rules for conductincia needs assessment are (a). to think .

comprehen7,1vely (to be concerned with all systems that might'influence
the situation of con,cern), (b) to think pro5pectively (to be concerned

-not jUst with the p-ast and the current situation, but also with the
probable future), and (c) to involve many different perspectiyes (to
inc.iude those representing different ,cllsciplines and agencies). In

addition to ordviding insights into'areas of appropriate intervtention,
the assessment will al-:o provide a basis for ultimately. evaluating the
appropriateness and effectiveness of the intervention selected. '

14



_TABLE 1-Po. S.TEPS IN THE PLANNING PROCESS*

2. ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS

IINTERPRETATION --:PROBLEM'SELECTION

PROBLEM ANALYS1S7

[INTEkVENTION SELECTION

IMPLEMENTATION 1

\T-
EVALUATION

0 -

The second step in prooram planning is InterpretatiOn or Problem

Selection. Having identified the range of e,,Isting problems, one'must

then decide which will be the area of focus. Since no onc program can

:generally expect to attack all problem's, it is best to aeVelop specific

criteria by which to judge the importance of the various problems. The

crIteria shoulq reflect the values and concerns of those who can affect,

or are affected by, the situation.

Havirig identified the principli/problem(s), the t;lird planning step

is Problem Analysis, that is, anaLi7ing the problem :n terms of alter-

native intervention points. A given problem will have numerous possible

solutions. A useful 'approach to problem analysis is to identify all of

.the "inputs and outputs," or causes and'effects, of the problem. By

assessing all of the different precursors to and consequences of the

problem, areas of possible intervention will present themselves. In

1

c, 0

*As outlined by Henrik Blum in Planning for Health, Human Sciences Press,

New,Yorki 1974.
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negative to merit intervention. !able 1-11. is an exampie'ot a probi,
.analysis. The problem-analyzed is the frequent duplication of investiga-

.; tiOn; protective services:the police, the local children's hospital and
the public healph department all sjmultaneously,.but not jointly, inves-
tigate the circustances'surroun.ding the samc reported physical abuse
case. As: the table- indicates, pritary..precursors to this probleiii. include
a vague r'eporting law;')ack of communication among 'agencies; protection
of turf by each agency; and divergent purposes in conductingthe inves-
-tigation. Some of the primary consecfuences of this problem irA,,tode:.
anithosity between agencies; wasted resources;.and unnecessa-y cohfusion
and conftict for the client. By studying both the primary causes and
'effects, and the secondary ones, poSsible areas of interyention become,
'apparent, including: (l). the estabt4shment Of a c6mmunity-wide multi-
di'sciplinary diagnostic team or todrdinating council to enhance communi-

. 'catlon,between agencies; (2) reform, or' 'more precise,interpretation, of
the state reportIng law ; (3) establi$hment of formal agreements between '
agenti.es toconduck.joint investi.gations where possible.

After identifying alternative-interventionsl, the next step in the
program planning process is Intervefltioft:Selectibn. The costs,and bene-
fits of each alternative should ti6 considered in selecting the most
appropriate interventions. How much would it cost to implement a parti-
tular intervention? How many dollars are needed? How much effort must
-be diverted.Trom other activities? How long will the in't6rvention take?
What are the benefits of a particular intervention? What, additional

problems are avoided by intervening at a particular point? By comparing
the costs and benefits of alternatives, one ihtervention or a combina-
tion of several will apPear'as the most desirable.

Program planning, bjj, our.definition, includes the actual Implemen-
tatir-n of the selected intervention(s). While the planner may not be
dirly responsible for the proram implementation, she/he does have
reip.insibillity for ens'urirg that the ideas:generated are.capable of being
translated into action.

finally/Evaluation is an integrar'part of program planning. Eval-

uation requires collecting and interpreting_information to make judgments
about the value or worth of an intervention or program. It is a Aool

for understanding. impact, that is, the extent to which the seleced
interventions were effective in bringing about the desired changes and
thLI's eliminating or reducing the identified problems.

11
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TABLE I-B: EXAMPLE OF A PROBLEM ANALYSIS

rcondary Primary Primary Secondary

Precursors Precursors Problem __Conseqüences Consequences,

Indecisiveness

about appro-

priate investi-

gative agency.

No formal

interagency

procedures

-->

12

Different

views of

appropriate

intervention

1
Vague

reporting

law

Lack of

,ommun-

ication

Protection

of turf

Divergent

purpose in

conducting

investiga-

tions

rosomI.rmlmum

Hassles

for

clients

Frequent

Duplication

of

InVAst:igation

Wasted

resources

Clients

alienated

from

treatment

Less coop-

eration in

other 5erv-

ice 'areas

Other

needed

services

not

developed
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CHAPTER II.: IMPLEMENTING A NEW OR EXPANDED PROGRAM

Prior to planning a new child abuse and neglect service or treatment

program, it is well to,consider what problems lie ahead. Hopefclly,

awareness of these problems will not deter anyone yom attempting to i'mple-

ment a new program, but rather will facilitate the implementation process.

The purpose of this chapter is to acquaint the program planner with the

types of problems which have beeh encountered by others in implementing

and operating new child abuse and neglect programs. While there are no

lormu/as for success, we have sifted through the experiences of many pro-

-grams so that others may learn from the errors or.problems of.a few.

Locw.ing and Using Resources

The first:step in the implementntion of an already-developed plan

for expanding or improving the resources
available for child abuse and

heglect nacommlnty i!> determination of the heed for additional

funds. lt should be stressed that not all ne services which have'been

identified. as necessary will require an ipfusion of resources. Many ser-

vice components can be developed within the framework of an existing

agency with rilli*mal staff re-assignments. Other services might be jointly

sponsored' by staff of several agencies or programs in a community: Or,

ineffective or duplicative services could be eliminated and the funds

used to finance the -new services which have been planned. Finally, thOse

responsible for developing new services should not overlook the use of

volunteers or donated space, equipment, etc. Many very successful pro-

juct,, have been run on a shoestring.

Each of these alternatives, or other feasible 'approaches, should be

tried before a decision to seek additional funds is'made. If there is

definitely no possibility of funding the desired service innovations

through existing sources, clearly new sources of support will have to be

sought.

There are several types of funds potentially available from a variety

of public and private organizations at the Federal, state and local

levers. Many fedt)1 programs and private foundations provide start-up

money (often called -seed money" or developmental funds) for the purpose

of assisting projects to get off the ground. The amount of funding is

usually small (often less than> is required for program operation, neces-

sitating the addition of matching funds from other sources) and time

limited (e.g., six months to ohe year only). While very useful for the

initial development of services, projects with start-up funds that expect

to continue operating for any length of time should begin immediately

9



'ices, not necessarily operating funds), Title IV-B, Maternal and Child

Health funds. National and local foundations, listed irL"The_Foundation
Directory" issued by the Foundation Center in New York City, also have

suc.h monies Local public programs, e.g., Revenue Sharing or LEAA pro-
grams, and local private groups such as a large community industry,
auxiliaries, or United Way are yet other sources ot funding.

Determining which of the possible programs, foundations and organi-
zations should be approached for funds and developing the program plans

and proposal,s most li.kely to receive favorable consideration can be a
time-constiming, bu: obviously necessary endeavor. There are numerous
_publications, manuals, and information systems that catalog the public
and private programS and foundation grants available and the require-
ments for funding. Some of these are prohibitively expensive to pur-
chase (the e--nt information systems may run to $500 per year), but most
are available for reviewat any large library or university. Other child

abuse and neglect funding information may be available from sources such
-as the Federal Catalogue of Domestic, Assistance., Additional sources of

informalion related to.prOgram funding and propoSal Writing pre listed:

.in Appendix E.

One of the key points to remember when assessing the feasibili.ty af

funding is to be thorough but realistic, that is, be certain not to over-

look possible funding sources, even if unusual, but do not.waste time or
resources approaching highly unlikely sources (no matter how worthwhile
the project, a proposal for continuation funds will not be funded by a .

program whose expreSs purpose is.to provide start-up money). Another

key point is the_ importance of considering both public and private funds.
While public money is often necessary and desirable for start-up; a
plan to insure continuation of funding and broadly-based support, should

be developed early in the project's life. Local fun. is.often easier

t.o obtain in small communities with active community gioups and organi-

zations and la-rqe, single industries, while larg, Jrban a,reas may need

to rely more on public fundl,,,even though ther t. tremendous competi-

tion fur these funds.

The final point is.the importance of understanding the politics of

the area, as wellcas the polilics at the state and federal level.

Developing a broad base of support should include the local political

Etructure, the mayor's office or city council, and also the people and
organizations who most influence the official policy of the area. Let-

ters of support or actual testimony from these sources will often make

the difference betweel the success or failure of receiving funding from

any source. In general, seeking and ohtaining.funds from outside is not

a substitute, for community support and local financing the surest way

to maintain a progrrim.

10



takes most new programs fcom three.to six months. Expansion of an exist-

ing agency may. require less time since i-acilities and some staff will

already be available. There are a. number of problems that almost *all

programs confro,?t ttiuring this period.

First, it very difficult to find prospective staff members with

any experience wcirking in child abuse and neglect. A well publicized

job opening. given current -economic conditions, will likely bring numer-

ous applicarts with good social service experience or promisir7.1 educa-

tional packgrounds; however, Lhey will be lacking specific experience or

training in abuse or neglect_ Programs have found that while sUch new

staff members will r,enuire Pore initial training on issues-about abuse

and neglect than miot he desired, with good training, the lack of sPe-

cific experience seea to make little difference in 1.'e performance of

staff or, r the progHim.

Second, it ha,; been difficult to tind packaged training materials

f-or new s i I' I members. Such training materials are just now being cpm-

pieced by UrbanH Rural Sy':.Coms, Inc.- in San ryanCisco;-they 11 Lic

tested and ready for general distribution during the coming year. The

new program will have to search the existing literature, selecting books,

articles and audiji-visual materials which best:suit the program's needs.

This search can be time consuming, but educational in iuself. Since no

one method of staff training has been proven to be more effective than an

other, it is probably best for the tralning to be eclectic and as coMpre-

as possible. In this respect, training is best thought of not

only as a start-up ac'tivity, but as 6 continuing activity of any program.

Third, finding an appropriate facility for a program may pose great

,difficulties. Most nften, program planners would like to find a space

that is convenient to other key agencies and clients and provides a

warm "hwie- like" setting. rather than an oEflcial atmosphere. Zoning

laws, licensing and other codes, prohibitive rents, landlord reluctance

to rent t6 service programs, and the general unavailability of space

make finding such a facility difficult. Perseverance is probably the

key to finding a suitable location, coupled withthe utilization of many

diffoi-LInt reallors. key Lontacts in th.e. community, and even. newspaper

ads. It will be a rare program that finds and refurbishes space in a

week o, two.

Fourth, the actual translation of a program proposal into an opera-

tional program poses difficulties. Proposals are often.,overambitious

an'o unrealistic given the actual ;-esources made available.to a program

and the need to operate in the context of the exiSting community system:

Problems are exacerbated if the Program Director 'was 4rot among the pro-

posal writers and if agencies with which the program must cooperate have



of the initial exciasion. PrograM implementors should anticipate that'
plans will be moJified to take into account the realities of resource
availability and the ideas of ihos4,4fot included in the initial planning.

Manadement Problems

The managemenr problems experienced by new child abuse and neglect
programs fall into three categories: management of cases; management of
staff; and management of resources, especially time.

Thu problem most often encountered in managing cases.is the lack of
case supervision; fw programs provide for a'staff member(s) whose pri-
mary responsibility is to monitor case handling: Even if supervisory
staff are available, they oNen do not fully understand the nature of
"case supervision." Without careful monitoring and review of what is

.

happoPing to cases, clients drop out, do not get the services prescrlbed
for them, or are kept in the caseload for an, unnecessarily long time.
Other issues related to case management are discussed in detail in,

Chap.ter VII.

The primary staff -naciement problem expeAenced by child abuse and
neglect programs is tui ver br "burnout." Wprking with child abuse and,
neglect cases and working ip a new program exact emotional and physical
energy from staff. Assigning staff members diverse responsibilities,
inCluding training and coordination with other agencies, as well as
treilment, and building tirw into the job for necessary rest and recup-
crwion, can reduce these problems.

'4ith regard to management of time,- the issue confronted most frequently
by new p.rogi,-pils is avoiding spending too much time on general management
And not enough on direct services'. 'There is a tendency in new programs,
particularly those. which utilize collegial forms of decision. making, to
speTi 'a great deal of time in staff..meetings, .refiewing procedures,
-planning activities and airing staff members concerns. Such meetings
are flPt only beneficial but essential. However, the program manager
must take care to limit time spent in such,sessions so that staff mem-
bers have sufficient time to undertake direct services.

Ploblems Related to Service Delivery

It is nbt possible for a new program to anticipate every eventuality.
Many of the details related to cl'i,ent services will need to,be_vorked
out after a program has started to accept clients into its<caseload.
However, fhere_are sa.7e problems encountered by most new programs which
the program Manager can be aware of from the outset.

1 7
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unscheduled, the total number of referrals may overwnelm Ene new pruyrdm.
Thus, new programs Should take care ia identifying possible referral

soUrces and in educating theM about the program's capacity ahd the kinds

Of cases it plans to serve. A program may wish to.implement its referral

system in stages to avoid being overwhelmed with referrals before staff-

are,:ready to handle them. Initially., referral linkages could be worked

out with the key public agencies in the community..such as the lawenforce-

ment agentles, protective.services, the local children's hospital and

the schools. As cases are received from these sources, the treatment

program could be implemented. Once the treatment progrc,m is operational,

referrals could be sought from other agencies.

A second problemhwith which new programs struggle is defining the

kinds of cases to accept. Even after the program has developed criteria

for atcepting cases, referrals will come in which do not fit ,thos,:, cri-

teria but which the program will be inclined to accept for fear that

these cases will not receive services elsewhere. Programs have two .

optionS.: to take all cases, althougft this di verts energy from those cases

earMarked for services, Or, to atteMpt to:utilize, or; if hecessary,

develop services in other agencies where these cases can be referred.

Third, new programs often encounter problems in organizing the flow

of clients through the program. Particularly troublesome are working

out criteria for termination, determining if the criteria haye been met,

and actually terminating cases. IL is often easier for a worker to hold

Onto a case than to declare that "we've done all we can" and suffer the

separation anxiety of termination. However, if a program 'fails to ter-

minate cases, caseloads will,grow to unmanageable proportiOns unless

intake is closed, and 'workers will be unable to effe:.:.ively serve any

clients.

Fourth, certain treatment services 'present more serious implementa-

tion difficulties than others. 11,is difficult to establish a. system

for handling emergencies which does not detract from other work and yet

provides 24-hour coverage. It is hard to ensure that clients receive

the prescrihed services. It is not wise, ot least for new cases, to

leave this entirely up to clients; in many instances they simplY Will not

hop on a bus or pay for a taxi themselves. It-is difficult to,provide

multidisciplinary team reviews for every case in the program's ea:eload.

While programs have found it relatively easy to bring together a mu'ti-

disciplinary team (the main problems encountered have been debates ever

turf and issues,of control), it is not easy for a team to do.a thorou9:'

job on more than a few cases at a meeting. Thus, a program witha team

will likely have to select only certain cases to send to the team. And,

while many programs have littie difficulty in obtaining some donated

13



Finally, and perfiaps most importantly, most programs encounter great
difficulty in reaching out to certain clients. Chiid abusers and neglect-
ors are otten initially very resistant to 'services and unable t.o accept
help. For some cases in every project's case!oad, this is 'going to be
true. Repeated home visits, even though no one may'answer the door,
numerous phOne calls and other attempts to make contact with pi-ospective
clients, coupled with' early effOrts to provide the chent.with concrete

..adVocacy and suppOrt' .s'ervices, are essential to Crvercome this-problem of
resistance. .Staffmust learn to cope with their own frustPations in
working with 're-S'istan., cases n ordew to make the breakthroughs whiCh
help clients accept the necessary services.

Problems Fn'Reating to' the ComMunity

No child abuse and neglect service program can exist in isolation
from the rest of the comMunity child_welfare service system. But, there
are many aspects, Of relating to the:community system which cause prob-

.,.
lems for new' programs.

First, new program staff members are generally anxious to spread
the word about their-activities. The desire. to give talks, issue press
releases and do radio and TV-spots is 'great. There is, however, a poten-
tial pitfall in overemphasizing these activities too early in the imple-
mentation of.the programi.the prog-am may be swamped with referrals and
'reque,sts for services before'it 'is ready to provide them... While it is

,
necessary to inform agencies of the new program's activities from the
optset, .staff _should .wait until the program is ready to offer services
before launching extensive publicity campaigns. Even then, community
and professional education, particularly describing the program's acti-
vities, should be kept to a minimum .until the program is well underway.

Second, many-new programs experience difficulty'in gaining accep-
tance from established' agencies, especially if th'ese agencies were not
included in initial plannin.g. It will take the new program some time to
gain trust and respect from outsiders. This confidence Will only come
once the new program has demonstrated 'what it can do. If new programs
promise more than can be delisiered, if,,they do not follo0 through com-
pletefy on referrals, and if they behave in contradiction to existing
professional standards, the trust and respect may never come.

Third, not only do new programs encounter difficulties in.estab-
lishing formal working '-'contracts" with other agencies, particularly the

pore.establ:ished ones, but problems may also arise in putting those con-
tracts into operation. Once another agency has formally agreed to work with

1 .3
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heightened interest in child abuse and neglect, and the general, paucity
of intormation, staff members of 0,2 new progrmii are earmarked immediate-

as "experts" and numerous demands a-re placed on tfieir time. There are

ways to !!!cet these demands without,. greatly interrup:iog program activi-

ties, A program:con as.:.ign a particular day of the week as the time for

vis4tors; speeches cIn he a responsibilLy sharedby allslaff members;

and ;-1 program c.-In produce a brochure oboat its activities to respond to

regary.,ts for intormation, rcdiicinp the need for individualized

responses.

new programs will soon disc-pver, if they -±id not during

the prannin,r st,tge, that there is a dearth of certain services in the

communitv, notably day c.are, emergency shelter and foster care for 'child-

ren 1.1e ,corl proyrams chow,..e to fill these ser\iice gaps themselves,

others mdy mi5h to ,tssist other agencies in filling the gaps so that com-

ptehensi_Ve ,,ervices r.an bo provided to clients.

Soule Comment,

lh the ,next chapter we discuss conducting a needs assessment, the

has?, fry.- deterHning what kinds of services any new program should(pro-

vide. Suh.,equent chapters discuss hop to determine project goals, jnat

r,odt.k a program might adopt, what specific services,a program might

offer, how to keep track of clients and program resources, and how to

rclote to the rest or the commUnity. The implementation problems dis-.

ct,,,,-;eJ in this chapter should he kept in mind whi)e planning and even-

t'ualty ii-H,q.cnting A child .1buse arld _hr9lect :service program.



Conducting a needs assessment to determine the treatment services,
professional and community education endeaVors, and coordination activ-
?ties needed in a community is the obvious first step_to deyefoping.an-
adequatp service delivery system and should precede the cicv^lopment of

all new protrrams. .Often it doesl'not happen; it is skipped or done cas-

ually. A needs assessment consists of the.compilation and analyTis of
relevant statistical information as well as.opinions, to determine needs

in a particular area.

Althqugh the problems most in neecrof:correttion often appear self-

evident, many :times these are merely the most visible ones, or tho..-le for

which an acceOtable and effective solution is afready knOwn. They nia-y

merely reflect problems that program plahners want to see resolved

(because of po!ifical pressure, bias, or previous experience) instead of

the,More important, underlying 4problems6of the system with which they

.are woeking. A thorough 'needs assessment can help uncover some of these

Omablems.

This chapter .clarifies the reasons for conductigg a needs assess-
ment prior to implementing a new program, identifies the types of infor-

mation that could be included in suCh an assessment, and outijnes. a. .

method for Conducting an assessment.

Purpose of a Needs Assessment

The reasons for-undertaking a comprehensive needs assessment in

planning for the initiation of new Community efforts or the modification

of existing programs are:

to determine the adequacy of the.Current -abuse/neglect service

delivery system in part by identifying gaps in available ser-

vices or duplication of efforts by different programs;

to ensure that new or modified activites addrss community
needs on a priority basis, i.e., solving the mo6I. -important

problems first;

to ensure that plans are not made in a vacuum, in the absence

of critical infor.mationmhich may later affect the'lmplem

tation of the p.ew-p-roaram;
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to provi.de information that might be used later as a baseline

agpinsi which 'fp evaluate the effecti.veness-..of subsequent

Ch3n(JS n the system.

Needs Assessment Methodologies

There are various methodologies for a needs pssessment of a community
s

child abuse and neglect system. Many have been develOped for studying
other social and health problems (see Appendix E for references), and
jhe adaptation of existing methods can save time and error.

The following discussfon provides guidelines for structuring a needS

assessment that is useful at the community level. Although it may ..be

made more appropriate t2 the individual requireMerits and situations of
different communities, each step in the process 'is important and should

not be over,looked. The steps irr the proces inefude: identifying all

of the..key agencies and individtials in the' community; determiningl what

iaformation needs to be collecte'd; obtaining copies of e.xisting informa-,
tion; developing instruments for collecting additionalneeded information;

collecting the data; analyzi.ng the collected informatithn and determining
community.needs; developing'plans for periodic reassessMent.

Step l:. Identify Key Agencies ahd Individuals: There are many

ageacies and hrograms in a community that deal with abused and neglected

children or their parents'. Many of these for example the Juvenile

Court, the ,Protective Service agency, police, hospitals, child welfare

and foster care agencies and schools should be involved in the plan-

ning and execution of the needs, assessment. 'In additiOn to these agen-

cies, there are many other agencies that should be included in an

inventory of the:community,system. Agencies and persons providing chifd

care, intludinq day care agencies, Head Start programs, handicapped chil-

dren's agencies,:ehild guidance centers, Community Mental Health Lenters,
drug and alcohol abu'e programs, public healthnurses, priv`ate physicians,

district attorneys, marriage and family counseling servic.25-, churches,

and others, may see 'people with child abuse and neglect problems and

should be included in the community inventory. Other community groLps

and individuals who are knowledgeable about child abuse and(neglect and

community services in general should be identified., These Might include

government officialq% health and welfare Oanning agencies, civic group

leaders, clergymen, funding agencies, and Other privaie cityens invqlved

.rith community problems. A group of former or cc-rent clints, whose
perception,. about-the adequacy of the syst'em would be helpful, should -

also be identified. (It wny n)t bo. po,,ible to ,,ur',ey every agency and

progr,im in th irI nee(k (1,11.1 collvc.tion, but all of them



ment should identify,'from the perspective of their,particular agency,

the critical issues in the system. The most useful information needed
to assess these issues can then be determined by thp group. The required

_ in-foTmation will normally include both quantitativ data, foT example
'the number' of abnw/neglect,.cases seen each year by agencies," and quali-

tative informa0on, for example "the perception of clients regarding the

quality of services they received." The information to be Collected
S'houid'be detailed and specific enough to higqlight both strengths and

weaknesses of the existing system and provide insight'about possible solu-

tions, but should not be so detailed that the assessment becomes an exten-
sive r6seurch undertaking burdensome to:all i-nvolved.

Table 1117A p-rovides a listing of the kinds of'questions that should

be arswered by a_thorough needs assessment. Some of the areas listed may

..be less lmportan't for-some cOmmunitjes than othersand the collection' of

information,required to answer them should be .modified accodingly.

TA3LE 111-A: QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED IN A NEEDS ASSESSMENT

A. Community Demographic Information

1. What are the geographic boundaries of the communit)ts

or service area (e.g., city, county, other)?

2. What is the population breakdown by age groups?

3 . What arc the basic socio-economic data by census
tract or other sMall geographic aipea (e.g., income,

employment, housing, family size,.welfare assist-

ance)?

4. What are the urban-rural characteristics of the
community (e.g., population density, economic base)?

5. Att! there concentrations of special populations
(e.q., Indians,.military personnel, ethnic grcups)?
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5ystem provide some service to abusive/neglectful

families and who are they?!::

2. What proportion of time is spent by these indi-
yiduals specificaily on abuse/neglect problems?

What.functions do these individuals perform in the

community system?

C. Comprehensiveness of Services Available

1. What preventive services are available to deal !

with child abuse/neglect (e.g :hild management

classes, pre-natal screening, family life efica-

lion classes for, teenagers)? ..

2. What outrOch activities (e.4. ,. maternity ward'
monitoring, pr sentations to 'high-risk groups) are

there?

3. What community and professional educacion and
training activities have been undertaken? .

4. Is there a 24-hour reporting or crisis telephone
line? If so, are staff on duty or on-call 24

hours a day?

5. . Is thcre timelj '2Crivestigation of reports-or com-

Oaints? By which agencies?

* The following should he considered: Protective Services and-other

child welfare agencies; courLs; police; s!chools/Head Start/daY care;

child i;uidance/development clinics; hospitals; clinics; private physi-

cianq; public health nurses; foster care placement agencies; p. Hic

and prkate adoption agencies; community mental health centers; family/

marriage counseling centers; drug/alcohol abuse programs; wher public/

private service programs; social service departments; commu ty heal :h

planning agencies; and central fund raising agencies such a; United

Wdy.
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counseling, Parents Anonymous groups)?,

7. What services-are available and accessible for

' children (e.g., psychological and other testing,
day care, crisis nurseries, residential and
foster care, child/play Iherapy)?

What services are available and accessible to
faMilies (a.g., crisis intervention, family
counseling, housing, legal and welfare assist-
ance, transportation)?'

:"9. Are the following functions performed by agencies

in the community: identification, investigation,
,treatment planning, treatment sarvices, referral

to other agencies, placement, f011ow-up?,

co

D. Availability.of Services

.1. Approximatey how many .abuse/neglect clients
receive the services listed in."C" above?

2. Are services provided in a format\convenient for
Clients (e.g., hours of service, transportatiOn
provided if required, central location of ser-

vices)?

3. Are services provided in a manner consistent with

a "helping" or "therapeutic" philosophy, i.e.,

non-punitive and non-stigmatizing atmosphere?

4 Are services available in sufficient quantity to
meet the needs of all the people requiring serv-

ices? Are there long waiting lists, larger case-
loaCis than desirable per worker, or restrictions

on who can be served?

5. Are services well publici2ed?

6. Are clients aware that services are readily

"available?"
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Table III-A (continued)

E. Coordination and Functioning of Service System.

t;*

I. What agencies should be coordinating efforts?

2. What methodS- exist to ensure coordination among
agencies in matters of education, reporting of
cases, treatment planning, legal activities,
treatment, referr.1 of cases and placement?

3. Is there a central agency in the coMmunity handling
abuse and neglect?

4. . Is there an inter-agency abuse/neglect task force
or committee?.

5. Is Ihere a multidisci,plinary team fcir evaltiation

and treatment planning?:

6. Have procedures and agreements for coordination
between agencies been developed?

7. Are there ",gaps" in the system such that one or
more of the functionskis not,being performed (e.g.,

ceferral between agencieS.does not occur)?

8. Is there duplication among agencies where two-or
more agencies perform the same function with

re'spect to an i,ndividual client (e.47", two or more

agencies investigate the same case)?

9 Are there points in the system where a client can
be "lost" (e.g., .a case is identified but never
referred, for treatment)?

10. If two or,more agencies are providing services to
the same client, is there a sys:em for sharing
informafion about the case?

11: Is theredny central retord keeping system in opera-

ti4 Ohat information is available from this

syltem?

12. Au there any bottlenecks in the system (e.g.,

many more cases are reported than can be investi-

gated)?

2 6
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Table 111-A (continued)

F. Effectiveness of the Service System

I. How many reports of abuse/neglect are received by
all.agencies in the community;.is this number in-

creasing? How does this number compare,with
national reporting rates u reporting' rates for

similar 'communities? What percent are repeat cases?'-

2. is the number of reports from previously non-
reporting sources increasing?

3 What proportion of reported cases receive an

investigation?

4. What proportion of substantiated cases receive
'some services from community agencies?

5 -1-low many abused/neglected children are removed
from their homes? Returned home? How long does

3 child usually remain.in foster care?

6. how many agencies perform some follow-up on the
majority of their terminated cases?

7. What are the basic problems of the system as per-
ceived by svvice providers?

8. What a.re the basic problems of the system aS per-
ceived by ,.ciients (or former clients)?

9. Are community resjdents and professionals aware
of the problem of child abuse/neglect and 'the

resources available to deal with it?

G. 'Costs of the Community System

1. What are the overall community expenditures for

child abi.v.,e and neglect (including staff salaries,
administrative support, promotional activities)?

2. What is the cost per client served?

3. What are the most and least costly services cur-
.

rently provided?

2 7
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Table III-A (continued)

4 How do these cost figures comp,ire vith those
of similar commt.mitir's?

p. How do these cos figgre':. compare with rhc

of money spent o other social services

COMmunity?

H. Funding Sources

1. What additional fundi.ng sources are availealje to
the community (inL/Jding public, private, federal,
state, and local sources)?

2. What are the limitations on increased funds?

3. Are there non-monetary resources available (volun-
teers, civic groups, churches, other service pro-
-viders) who could become ,involved.with the child
abuse/neglect problem?
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Stt* i: Obtain Copies of ExistingInformation: Some of the neces-

sary irf,n..,-Ition identified in Step 2 has already been compiled by
various agencief, and can be obtained from them. This includes copies of

pertinent service and health studies, census data about the.com-

munity, state or local Central Regi.stry reports (if one exists) and annual

service and financial seportS of key agencies. These data should be

assembled and reviewed beiore the,development of any new data collection

methods. Even if the existing information is in a slightly different

format from what is desired, or is somewhat out-of-date, it is prefer-

able to use these data a% is, and to concentrate on researching infor-

mation-that is currently unavailable from other sources.

Step 4: Develop Needed Data Collection Instruments: Based on the

information needs established in Step 2 and with knoidedge of what data

already exists, data collection instruments should !Je constructed to

obtain the additional information needed.. These shuld be short, easy-

to-understand materials that specify what information i; desired. Indi-

vidual questionnaires or checklists may be required for different agencies,

depending on the functions the agencies perform and the knowledge that

is available tc them (for example, most data On "Placements" will be

availa:Dle only from fipster care agencies or the courts). Some questions,

however, will probably be relevant for ali agencies and individuals,

e.g., "what do you-consider the major problems in the child abuse- and

neglect system in this community?"

Step 5: Collect the Data: The aztual data collection can take .

many forms. Interviews with representatives of key agencies May be used

to gather information about. the number of staff members working in the

agency, the way in which they function with respect to child abuse and

neglect cases, and\ their perceptions of the'adequacy of the system.

These personal interviews elicit more comprehensive and integrated in-

formation because they permif ,..dditional questioning about unclear

statements, but soMe factual information may be collected through other,

means. Mail surveys often require a longer time for information to.be

received and may entail many 'calls or written reminders to agencieS

before they are coMpleted and returned. Thus, in the interest of tine,

we would not recomnend mail surveys. If the agency representatives sur-

veyed do not have the desired "hard" data (e.g., service statistics)

readily available, viable means of data collection is to Conduct a

search of their records, or at least a sample of records, to collect the ,

desired information. Clearly if such,d record search is to be done, con-

fidentiality of Cases must.carefully be preserved. In addition to indi-

vidual interviews and record searches, a method of v.therisig inf.ormotioo

from many people quiickly and easily is tO schedule a meesting where the

views of various peOple can be e,:pressed on each issue. This is parti-

cularly useful for obtaining information from civic leaders, government

officials, community residents and clients. Care should be taken to

structure these meetings to ensure that the entire range of issues and

questions is addreSsed and everyone has an opportunity to participate.

25
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The whole conduct of the assessment can be concentrated into a short

time-frame; it should probably not take much longer than a month for one

person working close to full time.

Various guidelines and Standards have been issued which can be
useful .in measuring the adequacy or effectiveness of child protective
programs,,or in locating gaps and defining problems in the system. The

Child Welfare League of America issued "Standards for Child Protective
Service" in 1960 and revised them in 1973. In addition, The Children's
Division of the American Humane Association published in 1955 "The
Fundamentals of Child Protection: A Statement of Basic Concepts and
Principles. " Finally, the National Center,on Child Abuse and Neglect
wil! issue shortly a Federal Standards for Child Abuse and Neglect
Programs in arrordanre with Puhlir Law 93-247. There are alsO numherous

studies on prevention, identification, and treatment that-may be helpful.
All these materials can assist program planners. But guidelines,

standards, and studies cannot make a program. They can provide a frame

of reference or a point of departure, which planners can use in light
of their experience and the history oF their agencies and communities.
Planners must uSe their own judgement in adapting the knowledge and
suggestions- of-others to the unique characteristics of their situation.

Step 6: Analyze the Information- Collected: OnCe the r-,Nuired infor-

mation has been collected, it must be analyzed by either the original plan-

ning group or, if no planning group has been established, by some group
.that represents various agencies, programs, and community groups. It is

very likely that the information will be incomplete and some items will

be of questionable validity. The different perceptions of agency repre-
sentatives and conflicting data items will need to be reconciled, and,
interpretations as to the meaning pf all the collected inFOrmation will
have to_ be made in.light of other.known facts about the community. Value

judgements will be a 6ecessary part of this type of analysis. As the in-

formation collected will demonstrate, different people will have varying
opinions about what should be considered a "problem,".and, consequently,
it is necessary to include as many different' viewpoints as possible in
the analysis process in'order totarrive at a consensus truly representa-
tive of community thinking about the problems in the system.

There are various problem-solving techniques that.are often used
with large groups of people to enable them to focus their attention on
the pertinent issues and resolve their differences of opinion in a mutu-

ally satisfactory, way. Thc Nominal Group Process, described in ,Chapter
IV, which permits all groUp members' to voice their opinions, to enter
into directed discussion about various alter-natives, and to develop a
priority listing of concerns, is a useful method for this c:urpose.

Determining the adequacy of the child abuse'and neglect system, or
eonversely, defining problem areas, would be facilitated immeasurably if
generally accepted standards that delineate "adequacy" for various acti-



vities and services were available. While federal standards will be
available soon, currently-service providers and other community program
representatives must rely heavily on their pon experienceand judgment

to determine the adequacy of the syStem. They must .consider the results

of studies that have been conducted for different disciplines or pro-
grams, and -the previous experiences of their own community or a similar---;

one. Thjs may be a more time consuming process than would be necessary
if sbme standards were available, but it permits data.analysis and prob--

lem delineation to be undertaken.. in light of the unique characteristics

of each individual community.

Once the information gathered has been studied, problems or needs

identified should be prioritized and analyzed, as discusseld in Chapter

I. Intervention points 'can then be identified, the most cost-effective-

solutions chosen and a plan for action developed. At this point, feed-

back should be provided to al) Needs Assessment participants; including

a summary of the information collected and the action plan(s) chosen.

This step is often overlooked by those conducting needs assessments, and

may engender negative feelings on the part of.some individuals or agen-

cies. No one should feel she/he has contributed to the study-but never
saw its outcome or participated in the decision making. Later coordina-

tion of the system could depend on the positive relationships developed

sduring the needs assessment and subsequent planning process:-

Step 7: -Develop a Plan for Periodic Reassessment: A needs assess-

ment is not a one-shot undertaking. It is necessary to re-evaluate'the

system periodically to determine.whether the proposed solutions have

been implemented, and if so, hoW successful they have been. It is also

important to.identify any new problems that have arisen since the last

study. One method of accomplishing this is to initiate methods for-on-

going collection of data on key- indicators of the system's functioning

from relevant agencies. These data can be analyzed to detect problems

at any early stage. The yentified problems can then be discussed by

agency representatives and solutions developed. Only the most important
information needed be collected routinely, but these data items should

be .tabulated continually by all pertinent agencies to provide a compre=-

hensive picture of the community system.

If some elements of a thorough needs assessment were not undertaken

in the orig4nal study. (e.g., a survey of community residents' knowledge

and attitudes about child abuse and neglect problems)., ylans can. be- ,

developed for implementing these at a later date.

It may also be useful to develop a permanent cdmmunity child, abuse

task force or-council made up of the agency representatives who part-

.
cipated in the needs assessment. This group would have the ongoing

responsibility for coordinatina the community system and planning any

new service components.



Some Cautions and Reminders

A needs assessment is often overlooked by those planning to imple-

ment a new child abuse/neglect project or program. This can result in

the development of programs that do not respond to the real needs of

the community, or that duplicate 6(isting services, making the system

less coordinated than before.

Although the needs assessment wit] take some time to develop, it

Should never be allowed to balloon into a great research endeavor. The

propose is to'gather as much useful information as'is needed in a short

period of time. If the study drags on too long, the information will

be out of date and much fess useful for planning purposes, and enthusi-

asm for.implementing a program may-have wanP0:17 :IP..0.17der_to prevent

the needs assessment from becoming a costly, time-consuming study in

itself, some compromises may need to be made. Where needed data do not

exist, or exist only in case records that would need to be individually

reviewed, inexpensive alternatives should be considered. For example',

estimates made by agency staff 'might be sUfficient or a sample of re-

cords could be reviewed to obtain estimates. Flexibility, in the level

of detail sought should be stressed. Other time and cost-saving measures

include having volunteers or students conduct parts of the study, rely

ing on already-developed survey instruments if possiple, and gathering

information from group meet.ings, rather than individual interviews.

Some community agencies may resist a needs assessment because they

consiAer, it threatening. It should.be stressed that the purpose of the

study.is not to "evaluate" any agency's performance,' but to help identify

problems that all'concerned can begin to solve. Early consultation With

agencies, a sensitivity,.to the internal pressures of these agencies, a

non-threatening approach by the study group and interviewers, and the

provision of feedback to those who have participated should help to .

break down resistance'to the needs assessment.

///
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CHAPTER IV: PRO6RAM GOALS

Following a community needs assessment, a program tailored to the
specific requirements of the locale can begin. The first step in design-

ing a new program should be using the information gathered in the needs

assessment to define goals or targetsfor the program, selecting goals

that seek to correcl system inadequacies. After determining the direc-

tion the program's efforts will take, the other aspects of the service

delivery packaye, such as treatment modalities, staf.fing patterns and

budgeting, can be developed or refined. This chapter, then, expiains

what goals are, discusses the importance of clarifying goals and describes

methods for identifying and measuring goals..

What are Goals?

There is a long-standing debate in the soci,al sciences abbut the

definitions of and differences between goa!s and objectives. 'tome people

.use the terms interChangeably while others differentiate between them.

For the purpose of this discussion, "goals" are defined as those specific

outcomes the program can realistically expect to achieve by the end of a

particular,time period. "Objectives," which specify types of activities

to take place, are defined as individual steps along the way.toward

achieving program goals. Missions or "global goals" are those long-

range outcomes that gu'ide the total program along its chosen course.

Our primary concern is with program goals and objectives. In order for

goai stetements to serve their function effectively,, the following guide-

lines should be kept in mind.

First, goals should address bath the communitV's end the clients'

real needs. They should not serve the preferences of the program's

staff, its Board or its administrative sponsor. This means that thoSe

involved in program management and determination of goals muSt be open

to the opinions of a wide range of people, particularly as articulated

through the needs assessment.

.All of the aims of the program should be specified in Oa] 5tate-

ments. The list of goals should be realistically attainable giten the

size of the budget and staff. This will most,certainly mean establish-
ing priorities among a long list of poSsible goals, all of which may

represent legitimate needs f the community.

A program should define goals that cover important components of_ a__

program package and ayq_i_d_goals-that -are trivral or procedural. For
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example, a goal of "setting up regular staff meetings" would generally be
too narrow in focus to be consideredan-aCceptable program goat.

Goals .should be stated in clear terms so that everyone Can readily
understand what is to be achieved. It is difficult to determine the
meaning of the following statement: "to utilize strategies_ for deter-
mining modalities for prevention of dysfunctioning-in families which

'exhibit characteristics identified as possible causes for abuse." This

idea could be more clearly stated in this manner: "to identify effective

treatment services for potential child abusers."

Finally, goals should be stated in such a way that progress toward
achieving them can be measured for evaluation and monitoring pUrposes.
"To do well in deliyering community services" is not an apOropriate goal
statement, because there is no meaSurable reference point for the word
"well.". Table TV-A at the end of this chapter illustrates some examples
of goals for a child buse program.

Importance of Identifying Goals

ForMulating goals'is important for at least three reasons. First,

goals provide the program with direction. Because it is impossible to

do everything, articulation of goals forces management to choose from
competing demands and assists in deterMining whether resources are being
allocated in accordance with the .desired outcomes of the program. Sec-

ond, goals make the intent of the program clear to the community. In

most cases, the meMbers of the staff, people in the community and in com-
munity agencies and the funding source(s) all have perceptions of what
the prOgraM is supposed to be doing.: The proCess of defining goals can
make potential., conflicts among the various interests apparent. HaVing a

statement of goals can alsO provide the young program with a base from

which to contend with the pressures of competing interests.' Moreover,

the process itsell provides a method of identifying those individuals or
agenc:es having differences,of opinion so that-program staff can:work
closely with them to reconcile the pointspf view. Finally, thinking and

rethinking about goals and measures of thos,e goals, during the lifetime

of the'program, provides-a-Standard of performance against which evalua-
tion can.take place. Internal.evaluation is critical if a program is .

:
interested in delivering serviCes that are, useful. Measuring goal

achievement can and should be a primary concerh of such an evaluation. .

cl0-1
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How to Select Program Goals

It is possible to select goals in several ways. An individual, such

as the key program planner, can be responsible for determining the-goals.

He or she might attempt to do this alone, based on the knowledge of the

community. While thi is an efficient means to accomplishian end, it

has some hazards, including bias, incomplete knowledge, and lack of later

consensus. .0f course, the person could elicit more information and sug-
gestions for goals from the community by means of interviews with repre-
sentative lay-persons and professionals. This gets the community involved
but allows for no interaction and informatiOn sharing among the various
community actors; .consequently, a procedure for seeking consensus on
goals is omitted. Turthermore, the biases of the interviewer can color
the interpretations of insi'ghts collected from the interviewees. Choosing

goals by,means,of a group of knowledgeable people, such as representatives
of other community agencieS, an Advisory Board if the program has'one,
potential or actual clients, or the staff as a whole, allows for a cross-
section of ideas. However, holding free-form discussions has the disad-
vantage of allowing certain individuals to dominate, particularly people

having high status or leadership positions. In addition, minority views

are often unexpressed; energy-is expended on competing for the floor

instead of on listening to the ideas of others; discussions tend to
digress from the issue; and in the end, the real decisions are hastily
Made.

Because of the advantages of decision-making in a group setting, a
structured group technique, such as the Nominal Group Process, could be

used to ensure arepresentative choice of goals.and to.assure agreement
by a majority of'people present. The Nominal Group Process was developed.
by Andre Delbecq and others over a ten-year period as they attempted to

'e.

increase creativity and ffectiverless in group idea.generation for te

purpose of planning and e aluation. It involves silent, individual

effort in a group setting. The process as used for goal articulation
begins by asking individuais in the, group what they think the goals of

the program should be. Each member of the group writes down hi/S/her

responses during a silent period of 10 to 15 minutes. This is followed

by a round-robin discussion in which all, ideas are shared with the group,

deliberated upon, and then voted on, ''t terms of their impo'rtance or

appropriateness. As a result, the group,selects what it believes to be
the best Of many 'possible goals, while avoiding the pitfalls of unstruc-

tured group decision-making.*

*In-the Nominal Group Process, the silent period itself tension-

producing and, as such, idea-producing. It allow.time' to reflect and

think. All members of the group participate. The Method encourages

the generation Of'minority ideas, avoids hidden agendas, makes each

particip-ant Work and contribute, gives each-a sense of responsibility

for the group's success, fosters creativity as Well as interaction,
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Reassessment of Goals

Goals, at least in the beginning of a new program, should be flex-
ible. Although a-.--program should continually attempt to make progress in'

meeting its goals, in the first year issues will arise that can make the
original goals unattainable. During the initial months, a program will
confront the constraints of the "real world"; it may soon become clear
that the agency cannot do as much as was hoped. The constraints of the
budget; the skills and interests of the staff hired,.and the realities
of pursuing certain activities will call for goal reassessment. There-
fore, it is" to be expected that the program's emphases will shift during
the first year of operation.

Because of the likelihood of changes in goals during the first year
of operation, program Management and staff should periodically rethink
the program's direction and the feasibility of accomplishing certain
goals. At the end of the first year, a structured reassessment should
take place, again using a group technique such as the Nominal Group Pro-
cess. This reclarification of direction will be essential for guiding
the program toward accomplishing well thought out, feasible goals. As

goals are met, or as experience changes expectations, goals can and
should be reformulated throughout the life of a program.

allows personal concerns to be aired, and is especially useful in a

heterogeneous group since it does not permit any one person or point of
view to dominate. Because the silent period is followed by the sharing
of all ideas prior to their discussion, all members are assured that
their ideas will be heard. In the discussion which follows, the bene-
fits of groupHnteraction, feedback and information-sharing are realized.
Group members have a chance to question each other's ideas and clarify
'them. The grouplinterchange is structured only by the time allotted
for discussion and by the voting session, which gives each person an-
other. chance to express his or her views.

Not everyone endorses the Nominal Group Process approach. Some
believe it is not as creative as it is purported to be and that it
really does not encourage new ideas or innovative methods; others feel
uncomfortable while using the technique or reserved about the outcome
of the technique, in that it does not give domjnant recognition to
those havi-ng ultimate responsibility for program results or to those
having the most knowledge and experience. In short, the technique
treats all'participants eqUally, rather than recognizing differences in
expertise, levels of responsibility or accountability. Ultimately, of
course, the results of such group work could be treated only as recom-
mendations, awaiting final action by those having formal authority and
responsibility for program actions. This may be done at the cost of
some morale.

0 0
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Me surement of Goals

One way for a program to evaluate its progress is to determine how

well its goals are being met. In order to do so, indicators of goal

attainment must be developed. Indicators are essentially clues about

what the program is doing. Indicators for each goal should be determined

at the beginning of program operation. They will clarify the implica-

tions of selecting particular goals, both in terms of work activities

necessiry to achieve the goals and in terms of the type of evaluation and

monitoring required to carry out a goals assessma4t. The indicators

should specify the data=to be collected in order to know how well the

goals are being carried out. Table IV-A shows the types of indicators

that could be applied to the sahiple goal statement. Some reflect steps

to be taken to accomplish the goals; others are outcomes that suggest

goal achievement.

Because a goal achievement-assessment shoilld always be community

and program specific:it is necessary to choose indicatirs that are par-

ticular to the locale and agency., While the program director or evalua-

tor may be able to select the indicato.rs, it is important to get input

from both the staff and management who will have to bp integrally involved

in actually carrying out the steps necessary to accomplish the goals.
ri

In a very small program, assessment of progress toward goals could

be done on a part-time basishowever, in a larger agency it may be nec-

essary to have'a full-time evaluator whose task it would be to determine

an evaluation design, develop instruments for collecting program data,

and analyze the data.
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TABLE IV-A: SAMPLE GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND INDICATORS

Program God's Objectives'and Indicators

To increase the medical 1) Participation of medical community in pro-
community's awarenes,; of iect's professional education programs.
suspected abuse and the . a. Number of meetings held with hospital
services availabfe physicians, nurses and social service

staffs.

b. Number of informational packets distri-
buted to medical personnel.

c. Number of courses/presentations given.

2) Inclusion of medicalpersonnel .in the pro-
gram'5 acjivities.
D. Number of medical personnel invited to

sit on the Advisory Board.
b. Number of medical personnel participating

-on the program's multidisCip!inary review-
team.

3) Increase in referrals to the program from
the medical community.
a. The comparative proportion dall refer-

rals to the program that come Trom the
medical community in the years. before
and since the program's educational.
efforts began.

4) Awareness by the medical community of the
abuse services available.
a. Percentage of medical personnel who were

contacted by the:program that can cor-
'rectly identify the 5ervices available.

j To reduce the recurrence I) Implementalion of the service components
of abuse in the pro7 compried in the treatment model.
gram's client families - a. Types 6f-services offered by the program
by developing a family for children or parents separately.
treatment approach that b. Types of services offered by the program
includes'an educational for working with the family as a.unit.

and therapeutic environ-
ment for_both parents 2) Use of program service's by families.

and children. a. Percentage of client families having
mor'e than one member receiving program
services.

a. Percentage of client.families having
both a parent and a child receiving pro-
gram services.
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TABLE IV-A: (contirmed)

Program Goais Objectives and Indicators

3) ImprOved behavior and attitudes of clients..

a. Proportion of parents showing improve-

ment in attitudes and behaviors_related
: to abuse and negleCt.

b. Recurrence rate of abuse for clients in
the families served.

4) Improved family-interaction of the clients.

a. Percentage of families showing improve-

ment in parent-child interaction.
b. Percentage of families showing improve-

nent in parent-parent interaction.

lo identify the most:, 1) Designing a plan to assess the effective-

effective treatment ness of treatment strategies.

for abused and a. Method for assessment of the child on

neglected children. entering- the program.
b. Selecting the control group.
.c. Procedures to reassess the childiover

time.

2) Implementation of pere design.

a. Number of children assessed on entering

the program.
b. Completed records on the resUlts df

assessment and ,reassessment together
with the amount, and type of trea_tment

provided.

3) Awareness of the most effective strategies
of treatment.
a. Description of the-treatments that

prOved most...effective for those children

in the program..

4) Use of the results of the assessment/

evaluation.
a. Alteration of the program's treatment

services as a result of the effective-
ness study..

b. Distribution of-the results to others

in the field.
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CHAPTER V: PROGRAM MODELS

There are many different models of child abuse and neglect service

programs. 'None has yet been shown convincingly, i.e., through systema-

' tic research, to be more 'Or less effective than any others, The purpose

. of this chapter isito explore alternative organizational models and

staffing patterns for child ahuse.and neglect service programs, and to

describe prototypes for such programs. Clearly the kinds of -Jgrams

developed in given communi.ties v 1, in part; depend upon sta._, and local

laws,and maridates under which c izations or agencies operate..

Plooram Dimensions

There are many areas in which programs can vary. These include:

organizational context; source, type and amount of resources; program

components; treatment strategies; staff, decision-making process-;:size;

target population; location, and availability of serVices. Program

plann6rs should carefully consider each of these areas, some of which

may be predetermined, as they design their programs.

(1) Organizational context: In what agency will the'program be ,

housed and with what other agencies will it be affiliated? The organi-

zational context can greatly influence the clature of a program; the

administrative structure can inhibit or enable successful execution of

different activities. Programs may be in public or private agencies.

Most communities have public protective services programs,.. as mandated

by state law. In addition, programs have typically been housed in hos-

pitals or private social services agencies. Other, equaliy viable, but

less frequently used agencies include schools,,c.Public He:31th Departments,

day care centers, Juvenile Courts, or mental health centers. While most

prodrams are housed within a single agency, a joint venture between two

agencii-, is possible, although administration and coordination may be

difticult.

_(2) Resources: What will the resources of the program/be? Where

will the rosources come from and will they be temporary or permanent?

'Currently, programs in .the field have resources rrom a 'variety of fed-

eral, state and local governMental sources, private foundations and other

private groups. Some programs make extensive use of volunteer services

and receive a variety of donated items (including transportation and

child care) as a A./ay of bolstering their budgets. Some programs receive

lump sums and others aro reimbursed on the basis of individual services

offered. Perhaps more important than the actual s-ource of funds is
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--whether_restrictions will be attached to the funding; whether the forM
Of funding (luMp sum, reimbursement) will present any cash flow problems;

4

and how the amount of resourCes will restrict the program.

(3) 0-rogram components: What are the different activities the pro-
gram intends to-pursue? These aCtivities, which should reflect the goals
identified for the.program, broadly. include (a) direct treatment services
for parents, (b) direct treatment services for children, (c) direct treat-
ment services for fapilies, (d) supportive and advisory services, (e)
coordidation of servItes for individual clients, (0 preventive activi-
ties, (g) profe(ssional and community education, (h) consultation and
technical a-§sistance for other professionals, (i) activities ctirected
toward changing child abuse legislation and policy, a'rid (j)' coordination

of the community child abuse add neglect system. MoSt, if not all, of

any program's activities will fall into the above categories. Fpr those

programs pursuing more than one of the above activities, there are many
possible mixes. Program planners should keep in mind that emphasis on
any one activity will have implications, both positive and negative, for
others: Far examp'e, staff members who spend most of their energy pro-
viding services to adult. clients within the program may overlook problems
of other agencies deling with the same clients which could "undo" the
benefits of treatment. At the same time, a strong emphasis n treatment
may produce a staff that can effectively.advise other professionals.

(4) Treatment strategies: Will treatment services be offered
dilectly by the program or will the program be coordinating the delivery
of services from other agencies? What kinds of treatment services will

off -d? What stages of the treatment process will be emphasized?
th,uretic,-,1 orientaelon toward abuse and neglect will be used? The

altern.ltives i treatment services, discussed in detail in Chapter VI,

Jire many. 1 s;Decific service to be offered should be determined only

dT'er a car ii analysis of the options and the needs in the community.

(5) St.iff: WiJI staff be professionally trained? What disciplines

will be represented on the staff? Will staff primarily be paid or volun-

teer, full-time or part-time? Because of the nature of child abuse and
neglect problems, many different skills and disciplines can work appro-
priately within these programs. Persons working in child abuse/neglect
programs, either as treatment workers or in other ways, include social

workers, community educators, teachers, lay therapist/parent aides (a

lay person trained on the job to provide supportive services) , logistic

aides (lay person trained on the job to follow through.with advisory
servi.tes), homemakers, nurses, nurse practitiohers, pediatricians, law-
yers, psychologists, and psychiatrists. The Eelection depends on the
specific services to be offered and the program's own philosophy about
what skills are most e5sential. In addition to the positions listed
above, some programs employ parents, who were previously abusers or neg-
lectors, in the capacity of service providers. A program will at least
want to have a director and coordinator, a bookkeeper/offi.ce manager

1
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secretary, and some number of treatment workers including a casework

supervisor. Not all, programs use professiOnally trained caseworkers;

some train lay persons on the job. The director may provide some ser-

vices, but the number of other demands in running a program usually

prohibits the director from handling as. many Cases as intensively as the

treotment wcrkers. Besides filling identified slaff and 'Consultant'posi-

tions, a program should consider establishing (a) an advisory committee

(wh;ch may or may not have decision-making authority, but whi-h cari help

the program think through decisions and give the program leverage in the

community); (b) a multidisciplinary review team (which may review cases

at intake or periodically during bnetment and which should truly_be

multidisciplinary, having at least t.hree different disciplines; and pre-

ferably more, represented oa it); and (c) a researcher or evaluator to

document what the program is doing and to give the program feedback on

its progress.

"(6) Decision-.making process: What will the chain of command be

within the program and how will decisions be made? What feedback and

communication methods will exist? Although the decision-makina body will

be determined in'part by the agency within which the program is housed.,

there are many variations. Decision-making can be formal or informai,

hierarchial, collegial or collaborative, participatory or non-participatory,

centralized or diffuse. Observations of child abuse/neglect programs

suggest that the particular form of decision-making adopted by a program

will not greatly influence program effectiveness. What will influence

the success of a program is how well the decision-making is carried out.

hat is important is that human needs are kept"foremost, and that all

participarits feel their opinions are heard and valued.

(7) Size: How large will the program be, in terms of financial

resources and number of clients? Although the actual number of dollars

available to a program alone need not determine the scope of possible

aotivities, the number of do)lars coupled with human resources (paid

staff and volunteers) will. The amount of funding does riot strictly

determine caseload size. If a program is planning to offer a very expen-

sive service, such as residential care, the caseload size may be quite-

small in relation to the budget. Conversely, a program offering as its

main service a relatively inexpensive one such as a 24-hour hotline may

be able to serve.many people, with limited resources. A program should

probably plan on serving a minimum of 20-25 families at a time to be at

all efficient. Although there are no guidelines for maximum caseload

size, many people recommend that no one worker be responsible for more

than 20-25 familie--

(8) Target population: Who is the target population? Will the

program work with all reported cases or only a limited number? Will

potential as ell as actual case be served? Will both abuse and neglect

cases be handle:I? Programs that are required or choose to serve all

appropriate referred cases have c,ubstantially different.prohlems from

4 4
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those that serve only a select number of clients. In an unrestricted
program, the caseloads wi,11 prbbably be much larger, the types of cases
will be more varied, and the numbers of referrals may vary from month to
month, requiring.careful planning. Programs that choose to serve a select
population must carefully define their selection criteria and inform po-
tential referral sources of these. Criteria may be "firsC come, first
served".; antyabuse or only neglect cases; or select cases. Some pro-
grams choose cases with certain identifiable characteristics, such as'
living in a specified community, being free from drug abuse, or only
single mothers. The types of clients Dne will accept obviously affect
-what services are needed and, thus, should influence what services will
be offered. If a program cannot explain why its clients particularly
need the kipds of services the program has chosen to offer, or why ser-
vices which the program ha's decided not to deliver are of lower priority
than services being delivered, there are legitimate ;rounds for suspect-
ing,that program planning and design has not been sensitive to the needs
of the target population.

(9) Location: Will the program be housed in one location or
several? To what other services will the prograM have proximity? What

will the nature of the physical space be? Very few child abuse and neg-
lect programs have chosen to operate from more than one office, although
this may be beneficial in se:--ving an expansive geographic area. Many

programs, formally part of a public agency, have sought to locate in a
separate building so that they can escape an office atmosphere and create
a space more amenable to servi,ce delivery. Such a space often takes on
the characteristics of a home, with lounging areas and the like. If a

program has a choice of location, it should locate in an area accessible
to public transportation and to other.agencies.

(10) Availability of program: During what hours and on which days
will services be available? Some programs are-open only during daytime
hours; others provide.services throughout the'day and into the evening,
particularly for clients who work; still others are available 24 hours a
day. Whether or not program staff are available to clients on a 24-hour
basis, the clients will require 24-hour coverage since crises often occur
after hours. Consequently, programs not providing 24-hour coverage for
clients should arrange for this service to be provided by some other com-
munity agency. Deliveriny 24-hour coverage requires consideration of st
assignments, an over-time compensation policy, and, most importantly, ade-
quate management of the 24-hour coverage to avoid worker burnout.

Prototypes of Child Abuse. and Neglect Service Programs

In this section, various models .for child abuse and neglect service
programs are discussed. The models selected are the ones that are most
frequently used. It should beoointed out that some variation of the
Pt-Dtective Services Model presented h-lre exists in every community, as
mandated by state'law.
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Protective Services Model: The Protecti-e Services unit of the pub-

lic social serVices agency in most'communities has been a primary provider

of services for abusive and neglectful famllieS. Traditionally, Protec-

tive Service units have offered counseling and advocacy services to

cllents, provided by professionalty trained social workers. Recently,

some Protective Service departments have revamped their programs. Staffs

have been expanded to include homemakers, nurses, psychotherapists, And

.lawye-rs. With the additional skills 'represented by these disciplines,

emphasis on purchasing or contracting for services from other

agencies, more and varied services are offered, although counseling and

advocacy services remain primary. -Such programs still handle all reported

-cases of abuse and neglect in the community; however, caseload sizes for

individual workers have been reduced, allowing for more intensive, as

weMas,more.va led, service offerings.

This m.Idel has several advantages. First, the agency is legally man-

dated to investigate and treat abuse and neglect cases, and thus begins

with legitimacy, authority and credibility in the community. SeCond, the

agency has a permanent source of funds. There are also.several disadvan-

tages. First, the program must abide by civil service rules and regula-

tions,, which can be somewhat restrictive, although there at-e benefits to

such rules. Second, the program must compete within the agency for money,

attention anc control. And, finally, clients are often resista' t to re-

ceiving services if they are provided under the auspices of thu "Welfare

Department," which often has formal linkages with law enforcement agencies.

A variation of the Protective Servlces model is to ha\,e '.wo units

within the program, one focusing on intake/investigation and the other on

treatment. The benefits of this approach are that the investigation and

diagnosis can be much more thorough; the investigation worker, who bears

a certain stigma in the client's minA, is separate from the treatment

worker; and the treatment can be more 'directed, since treatment workers

do not aiso have to concentrate on intake. However, there are some very

real problems with this approach. First, the chances of the intake work-

ers burning out are great. ln.take/investigation in many ways is the most

exhaust' -1 phase of treatment and these workers never have a chance to

relate any clients for an extended period of time; this often denies

them the positive aspects, of working with, abusive and neglectful parents.

Second, unless a very smooth transition is worked out between the intake

and treatment units, treatment workers may have to repeat many of the

intake investigative steps to make sure that they understand the case and

that clients receive the services they need. Finally, the'clfent may. -

suffer by having to establish a rapport with more than one worker.

Hospital Model: Some hospitals, primarily children's hospitals,

have initiated or sponsored child abuse and neglect programs. These

programs, typically linked with the hospital's social service depar(-

ment, focus on identifying and diagnosing cases. They provide special
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training for all hospital-staff, particularly doctors and nurses who
work in the emergency room and outpatient department. The program staff
is on=call to assjst in:diagnosing suspected cases, reporting the case
to the appropriate agencies and coordinating treatment services for-fami-
lies with other agencies in, the community. A trauma team, composed of
program and hospital staff, is typically included in the diagnOsis of
the most severe cases,-if not for all of the cases. A few programs also
provide their own treatment services, including group therapy and child
care.

The hospital model has a number of advantages. The program has
financial support frOm the hospital and access to hospital services,

.particularly medical care for the abused or neglected child and.parents.
The credibility of the hospital gives the program important leverage in
the community, while also ensuring some physician participation. The
physician can be of great value as a consultant, without carryirrg the
full burden of the management of cases. However, in such a 0-Ogram the
medical viewpoint can prevail, with the emphasls exclusively on diagno-
sis to the detriment of treatment, and social workers and 6.'Jlers may be
forced to take a back scat to the doctors'. The focus of the program
will likely be on physical abuse. Additionally, a hbspital can easily
become ,isolated from the community it serves unless it maintains com-
munication with the local protective_services agency and others.

Private' Service Agency Model: The private service agency model is

most often a small center.,.with a small caseload of 20-40 families,
offering treatment services .on the_ premises (usually includinn grcup
.therapy, individual.counseling, 24-hour hotline counseling, and often
day care as well). Therefore, the focus is on the family as a. unit and

the program facility is selected and decorated to reflect more of a'home-
like than office-atmosphere. These programs are very selective in iden-
tifying and accepting cases.

The benefits of such a program:are the r:?rcAtive lack of red tape-,
flexibility in.meeting clients' needs, and minimization oi stigma for
clients, maintaining cHent anonymity when necessary. The disadvantages
are thatthe program will initially lack legitimacy in the community and
may have difficulty securing interagency linkages; funding is usually
uni3table and may make it difficult to retain highly skilled staff on a
long term basis.

Two di'Ainct variations of this model are: (1) a residential pro-
gram and (2) a program t.hat concentrates more on education and coordi-
nation thri on direct services.

Volunteer Model: There have been several programs that operate
almost exclusively through volunteers, The volunteers may or may not
include former child abusers and nenectors. These programs are pri-
marily concerned with treatment, alt.hough large numbers of requests come
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to them for trainfnu and .edueation. Three services commonly offered

include: lay therapy or parent aide counseling -(lay persons, trained'on

the job, assigned to 1-3 families to:provide friendship and support);

Parents Anonymobs (small therapy groups run by and for abusive or neglect-

f.ul parents); and. 24-hour hotline cOunseling. Operating with small bud-

gets and, occasionally, a .paid -director, these programs typically operdte

independently from otHer agencies in comMunity. -As-suCh, they are

bound only by their own rules and policies. Often they.can more easily

offer services to clients that reflect the clients' expressed needs in a

non-stigmatizing way. . The unit cost of services is substantially lower

than other programs and clients fird it quite easy to relate. to 'the

"non-professional" s.ervice provided. While volunteers may be the most

enthusiastic of workers, the Aurnover rate is likely to be higher than

that of paid staff. A second :drawback is that volunteers, by virtue of'

their lack of training, may be unable to diagnose cases of abuse or'

negtect or are unvepared to work with the most severe.cases of abuse or-

neglect. When the primarily volunteer staff.is supplemented with a pro-
fesSional casework supervisor, .this problem can be eliminated.

Coordination Model: Some agencies, primarily public but in some

instances private, have adopted a. coordination model. With such a model,

the agency takesprimary case management responsibilily for clients, but

.services are provided, often on a purchase-of-service basis, by other,

agencies within, the community. With such an arrangement, the agency

staff have more time to generate service providers in the community ard

to ensure 'that clients are handied efficiently and effectively. A var-

iation of this model is for the agency to'additionally relinquish the

case managemenL functions and to devote all of its time to developing a

more coordin3ted set of services .in the community.



CHAPTER VI:. TREATMENT STRATEGIES FOR PROGRAMS

There are many different services that,might be appropriate for

abusive and neglectful parents and.their. families. At present, there is

little empirical data on which treatment services are most effective_

for different people. :There are also many different schools of, thought

about the Causes of abuse and neglect and the most appropriate treatments.

First, ,there are those who take a criminal justice approach, arguing

that parentS who abuse or neglect should.be prosecuted, and minima:1y

the child shOuld be protected by removal from the home into foster care.

In pontrast to this once prevalent and now diminishing approach,

others argue for trying to keep the:Jamily together, while providing

treatment services. There are t,hose 'who take-a psychiatric approach,

explaining abusive and neglectftil behavior as a result of internal con-

flicts, low self-esteem-,--and other weaknesses of the parent. Psycho7

therapy, most often ihdividual rather than grodp, is advocated by this

school.

Others discuss abase and neglect in Aerms of a socio-economic model

in which behavior-Ts explained by envi,ronmental circumstances. The

stress of poverty and other social., problems is seen as a primary cause

of child rrialtreatment. individual couriseling and advocacy and supportive

services that help break the poverty cycie afe'advocated both for parents

and their families.

The group dynamics approach attributes the abuse or neglect voblqm

to the breakdown of the extended family and increased feelihgs of aliena-

tion and isOlation experienced by many people in modern society, particu-

larly those in urban areas. The suggested tntervention is to provide

people to talk to and to lean on Parents Anonymous, group therapy,

other forms of group activity, lay therapy counseling or foster grand-

parents. Family-oriented:treatment including day care is also advocated.

Those taking an anthropological approach base their arguments on

the (premise that certain racial and ethnic groups have traditional
1

sociAhization patterns that include forms of discipline that outsiders

might regard as harsh, abusive or unnecessary. This approach stiLsses

that the intervention, which may be one of many forms of therapy, must

be tailored to the characteristics of the particular ethnic or racial

group in question. Treatment according to this approach should help
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parenis UrluerbldrUl lne fedSUFWIlle IIMILS UI Lileir oulturaiiy-oaseo iorms
for discipline, instead of attempting to eliminate the.discipline.

Finally, the educational approach suggests that the parents lack an
understanding of chil.d development, nutrition, health care, or homemaking
skills that are causally related to abuse and neglect. Homemaking,
parent education, and child management classes are advocated.

Overall, the focus of these different schools of thought, and the
literature in general, is on the abusive or neglectful parent,' and what
his or her'needs are, rather than on he child who is maltreated.

it may be that.each of..:these approacheS is' germane to understanding
the dynamics of abuse and neglect for some kinds of families or situa-
tions. Abusive and neglectful behaviors.are not simple phenomena. Nor,

despite the similarities in outcome (e.g., a bruise, a broken bone, etc.)
are the behaviors explicable by a universal theory covering all abusers
and neglectors. There is much to take into account in understanding
abusive and neglectful behavior and the most appropriate approaches to

services. Therefore, we do 'not advocate any particular approach. ,Y

Rather, the purpose of this chapter is to identify the range of treat-
ments that a program might offer to parents, children and families, and
to suggeSt some of the critical issues to consider in'planning for these
services.

Dimensions of Services

.7

The mixes of treatment services offered vary greatly from program to
program.. This variation reflects not only the differing orientation of
program staffs toward the abuse and neglect problem, but also the ,dif-
ferent objectives of programs, the kinds of agencies in which pro4ams
are housed, the kinds of clients the program intends to serve, the skills
of the staff, the program's resources and the needs of the community. A

program should address the following questions, which are similar to
those addressed in selecting a program model, in planning its own treat-
ment service options.

Will the program take primary responsibility for manage-
ment of the case, or just provide services for cases
being managed by another agency?

Will the program be housed in a public or private agency?
How will this influence the kinds of clients to receive .
services and the services that will be .offered?

Wiil the program.be housed in anLeducational, medical,
legal, social service, mental healeh, public health, or
other type of agency? How will this influence treat-
ment offerings?
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Will the program provide services tovall appropriately

referred cases or to just a limited nuMber of cases?

Wili the program provide services for whole families,

only adults, or only children?

Will .,the prograM treat preventive as well as actual

cases?

Wihl the 'program treat physical abuse, emotional,abuse,

seXual abuse, physical neglect, emotional neglect, medi--

cal neglect, or combinations of these?

What other criteria will the progeam use to decide who

will receive services?

Will the treatment be short (3-6 months) or long'(1-2

years)?

What kinds of staff members will the program have:

professional, lay, paid, volunteer, a mix?

What resources will the program have: large or small

budget, lots ef space or no space, cars?

Treatment Options

The variety of treatment options for a program are presented below.

Each option is treated as a distinct service. However, the benefits of

one type of service often occ r in conjunction with another. For exam-

ple, individual counseling can be given while a worker is transporting a

cHent. In practice, Services are most.often offered in combinations.

The listing below is certainly not exhaustive; it reflects what many

child abuse and neglect programs are currently offering. The services

fall into four main categories: supportive and advocacy services; treat-

ment services for adults; treatment services for children; and treatment

services for fannies. A fifth type of service, in the form of client

participation, is also presented.

Supportive and Advocacy Services: Supportive and advocacy services

are most often important in gaining the client's trust at the beginning

of treatment and may also be the basis of services throughout treatment.

They can be directed at A number of the client's sitJational problems,

such as lack of food or poor housing. In order to promote.effective

del-ivery of these services, the program must develop expertise in how

other agencies.in the community function (e.g., the juvenile court, the

welfare department, the housing department) and must establish a good

working relationship with key staff members in those agencies. In this

way the program helps assure that clients get needed services from other
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agencies with hom the ,clientay a disadvaptage. At the same

time,, IT helps those agenc)e's become more responsive to the needs of

abusive and neolectful cfrients. Advocacy serviceS may include the'

following:

ANCOME,AND EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE: Activities here vary from

helpici
/'

/g a client to. obtain welfare, enroll in job training,
vocational rehabilitation or education that will lead to job
iilprovement, or helping a client with money management within

, the home.

HOUSING ASSISTANCE: The/worker may assist the client in secur-
ing bLtter housing or in/making his/her present dwelling more

livable.

HEALTH AND WELL-BEING ASSISTANCE: Medical, dental or optomet7
ric care. family planning counselng, or homemaking services
that furnish instructional assistance in nutritional, hygienic
and o.ther health-related matters may be provided.

LEGAL ASSISTANCE: Here, workers may pave the way.for clients
to deal with the courts or police on a variety of legal prob-

%.
lems.

In addition to these advocacy services, supportive services such as the
following may be offered:

TRANSPORTATION: The client may be provided with transporta-
tion to and from service appointments, and for other daily
activities such as shopping.

CHILD CARE: Workers may arrange for child care for the client's
children or may even habysit, giving the client free time to
participate in services or for other daily needs. .Child care

can also pruvide a respite- from the demands of child-rearing,

often reddcing HIE stress-, associated with child abuse'aad

neglect.

WAITING WITH CLIENT:. A worker may sit with a client while he/
she waits for a doctor's appointment, a court hearing, or
i)tht,r- 70.rvices, and at that time assi5t the client with pro-

cedur, well as providing support.

HOMEMAKING: A client may r'eceive assistance with cleaning,
meal planning,.cooking and, the )ike, thereby alleviating cer-
tain household stresses an.d pressures.

EMERGENCY FUNDS: -Small allotments of- money mdy be given lo

to du cc the stress of financial crisis.



Treatment Services for Adults: The general focus of these services.'

is providing the client an opport6nity to work through particular behaV
ioral, situational, or attitudinal,problems'in settings that-ioster sup-
port and friendship. The variations among them depenti OP whethec the,

service is for an individual or A group, tha degreaof formality of the

service, and the range of skills required-of the service provider. These

services include:

'INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING: Individual counseling includes a range
of one-to-one interventions aimed at improving the socjal be-'
havior and situation of the client. Usually the counSeling
involves diScussions between the worker and the client aboLit,
the client's situation and problems and the poss,ibility. of,

change or improvement. Advocacy and.supportive services are

often used as back-up for this counseling. The counseling may
be broadly based, touching on a number of social, p'sychological,
or.economic issues, or focused'on specificissues, strCfi as the

child abuse or neglect situation.

INDIVIDUAL THERAPY: Individual therapy is distinct from
vidual counseling in that it is more structured, requires a
different set of skills from the service provider, and tends

to be more focused. The therapist, most often a trained psy-
chologist, psychiatrist, or social worker, meets with the
client, usually for.one-hour sessions once or twice a week,

and, using a psychological or social-psychological orientation,
helps the client better understand-his or her problems. Such

a service requires, a receptivity on the part of the client_and
a commitment to work on his or her problems.

PARENT AIDE OR LAY THERAPIST COUNSELING: Counseling provided

for clients by lay parsons is a relacively.new, very economi-
cal, and exciting approach to sf::rvice. A lay person, typi-

cally a volunteer who is trained Oil the job, is matched_ with a

client (on occasion,,two or three clients) to provide support,
empathy, and friendship to tat person. This special counse-

lor visits with the client, helps .with household and other
responsibilities and generally provides the client with some-

one to share concerns. The success of such treatment lies in

the selection and training of appropriate persons Lo do the,

counseling, and the support and supervisioh given to them op a

continuing basis. 7

COUPLES COUNSELING: Often the problems experienced by a client
are directly. related to relations with a spouse or mate,-ihdi-

cating a need for couples counseling. Akin to individual coun-

seling in terms of the support provided, the counselor Ideerls

with married couples or two adults living together to help
them talk tnroui;h their difficulties with each other and theit

children.

:) I
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GROliP THERAPY: Group therapy, a widely used.OprOach to treat-
ment, is a series of meetings, run by a .skilled leader, for '

about 6=-10 clients. Through the use of a variety of group tech
niques, c.lients talk over and, ideally, begin to come to terms

with their problems. The spsicins tend to be open-ended, deal-
ing with a wide variety'Of issues, although more structdred
techniques, such as Transactional Analysis of Gestalt Therapy,
may te employed. Greup therapy can help the clieni: understand
that hi,s problem is not uniude, but is shared by others, and
Concurrently gives the client an opportunity to develop social

IDOnds. In some cases, group therapy is dsed to focus on prob.-
iems of special groups, suCh as alcoholics or drug--

abusers.

CHILD MANAGEMENT OR PARENT EDUCATION CLASSES: Child management

or parent education classes, which'may havenothing move ir
common with "classroom courses" than t.he facCthat they meet'at
specified intervals, are a series of group sessions devoted to
child development, parenting and famil/ relations. A detailed
curriculum may or may not be specified in advance.; discussions
may .or may not replace a lecture format; children may or May
not be included. The most common format Used in child abuse/
neglect programs is a directed but informal approach in which
small groups of parents try to learn new positive behaviors,
mostly from their owm experiences and those Of others in the

group. Programs have found it. beneficial to have someone.know-.,

ledgeable about parent-child relations and chil.d development
lead:such a group, and to have parents occasionally bring their
children for more direct learning experience.

24-HOUR HOTLINE COUNSELING: Many programs hae a telephone
line that a client can call at any time, day or night, to reach
out for help and receive therapeutic assistance, or at least be

assured of reaching a patient listener. Calls may be limited
to the program's identified client group, or may be open to..

anyone in need; calls may or may not be anonymous. A smoothf\"/

operatihg hotline requires careful planning and in most cases
participation by most, if not all, of the treatment staff.
Staff members having hotrine duties are given special tutor,i,gg_

in listening skills.

CRISIS INTERVENTION: Crisis intervention, which implres ener-
gency, non-sz.:heduled meetings with a clieht.at times when the,

clie.lt is in crisis, may overlap in.COnterit, although not in
concept, with many of the above-mentioned services.' A worker

may .be providing regular counseling or therapy to a client

during office hours, but crisls intervention requires the work-
er additionally be on-call andcapable of intervening, day or

niyht, whenever the client is in need. As such, crisis
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intervention requires,careful.planning to provide 24-hour
coverage,if desired, without disrupting workers' other respon-
sibilities to clients. 'Crisis intervention for adults may be
provided in the Cohtext of a communitys Comprehensive Emer-'
gency Services 24-Hour System.*

reatment SerVices for Children: Historically, treatment services

in th child abuse/neglect field have been directed to the adult. With
the exception of FOSTER HOME PLACEMENTS and MEDICAL SERVICES, both off
which are essential in certbin situations, the child has been overlooked.
In an effort to help the child overcome some of the residual effects of
abuse or neglect, and to reduce the likelihood that the child will become
an abusive or neglecting parent, programs are increasin.gly developing
specific treatment services for the child to, complement or be used in-
stead of foster care and medical care. In many instances, these services
are beneficial to the parent as. well. Ineluded among these services for

.children.are the following:

e THERAPEUTlC DAY'CARE/CHILD DEVELOPMENT SESSIONS: A.therapeutic
day care program, called child development by some Programs, is

typically provided five days a week fot 4-8 hours a day. ,In.

addition to supervised care for the child during the dayame,
special activities to deal with the child's developmental,
psychological, and emotional or motor problems are provided.
This therapeutic approach to day care aliows for individualized
treatment for children in a group setting. Like day care in
general, programs providing therapeutic day care must ehs,Jre
not only that licensing and other relevant regultions are met,

1 but that the necessary supervjsion, space, equipment, toys and
supplies are av6il6ble.

DAY.CARE: The basic day care program is oriented toward pro-
viding the child with organized play and other activities
during the day in a.group setting. The emphasis is less on

the needs of individual children, and more on providing all
'children with a safe, enriching environment.

CRISIS INTERVENTION:j Crisis intervention, which implies emer-
gency, non-scheduled interactions with a child, may include

the provision of services to the child in the home or, rf

* The Comprehensive Emergency Services 24-Hour System, developed in
Nashville, Tennessee, is a program which involves a coordinated, com-
prehensive child welfare service provided on a 24-hour basis, extended
.to families to prevent unnecessary separation of children from theii-

families during crisis. Materials describing this systervin detail

are listed in the bibliography.



necessa, by removing the child from the ho

:.ight. Such inl2rvention may be pr,'

tup. of a community's Comprehensive Emergen

System.

it any time of
I in the con-
urvices 24-Hdur

CRISIS NURSERY: A crisis nursery is a *iich a child-

may be brought at any time, day or ni . for short

periods of time when a parent is unde; sis or simply

feels in danger of taking out i'rustrati,. ,he child. The

nursery itself may be in a home or on a program's premises.

Careful attention must be given to ensuring that the nursery

actually provides 24-hour coverage.. One danger in operating a

crisis nursery is that i-t may be used as a long-term placement

center rather than as temporary care for the child.

RESIDENTIAL CARE: Residential care implies lenger-term, non-

emergency day and night care of childrer. providing a warm and

reinforcing living environment. Therapc,u;ically oriented ser-

vices for individual children may be included in this treatment,

-and parents may be involved in daytime activities of the resi-

dential center. Because of the 24-hour nature of the care,

the reguirements for-a workable center, including staff, facili-

ties and materials, are much more extensive than those of a

day care program.

INDIVIDUAL THERAPY: The types of individual therapy provided

to a child depend yeTy much on his or her age and needs. ipiay

therapy, using play equipment to promote the child's self-

expression, and individual therapy, one-to-one counseliny by a

child psychologist, n-ychiatrist, or other trained worker, are

core often appropriate once a child has reached pre-school :7.ne.

Other forms of specialized therapy, such as speech or physical

therapy, may commence at an earlier age.

Treatment Services to Families: Besides supportive and advocacy

'services, which tend to benefit the whole family, and the range of crisis

intervention services provided under a Comprehensive Emergency Services

24-Hour System, very few programs provide.treatment services for the

family as a unit. Such treatment services are, perhaps, more difficult,

both logistically and because the individLial problems are compounded in

this setting. However, the benefits are probably as great as for indH

viduaiized services. Examples of family Services include the following:

RESIDENTIAL CARE: Some programs provide.residential care for

both parents and their children. Such care is usually tempor-

ary (two weeks to three months). Many of the other treatment

services l'or adults and children are provided within the resi-

dent:al s-2tting. Like residential care for children, sucn

c - is very expensive and requires extensive planning and

monitoring.
4
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FAMILY COUNSELING OP THERAPY: Like couples counseling, frily
counseling may be provided for mos': or all melbers of a family
when the relationships and dynar.ics amorg them are a problem.

At t::.oes, the counseling may be provided for Individual family
members and_at times for the family as a e;oup.

Client Participation: Clients are often the victims of an isolated

and alienating life. While services such as group therapy he7p to

creace situati,ns in whi-h clients can form bonds with otner people,
client p6rticipat-ion, in various activities is a more direct., apnroach to

helping the clients reduce their alienation un6 possibly enhance their

sell-esteem_ Examples of these include:

PA.;ENTS ANONYMOUS: Parents Anonymous, which is s im ii r to

group therupy, is a series of g.roup sessions complemented by

other activities, run by and for abosive or neglectful parents.
Although such groups ideally have one or.two resource persons
oho act as sponsors and attend the group meetings, Parents
Anonymous is very clearly oriented towaid having the parents
organize and help themselves.

PNRENT CONSULTANTS: Some programs use "rehabilitated" clients
as treatment workers. Stich parent consultants provide impor-

tant and often overlooked perspectives on the needs of clients,

while benefiting themselves from direct involvement in service

delivery.

CHILD ABUSE/NEGLECT-COUNCILS OR OTHER ORGANIZED CHILD ABUSE/

NEGLECT ACTIVITIES: Many commurities are now developing child
abuse/neglect counciis or child abusa/neglect activities such
as Speakers Bureaus or legislation committees. Encouraging

crents to participate in such groups can be therapeutic for

both the client and the eroup members. Participation may

include actully helping to onganize and manage the group's
activities, giving speeches, or helping to operate a hotline.

Examples of Treatment Program Mixes

There are many k)s-sible combinations .of services that would result

in viable programs. It may be true that certain services cluster more
naturally than others (play therapy can easily be incorpbrated into a

day care program; certain advocacy services follow naturally fnom indi-

vidual counseling), but this should not...negate a program's desire to test

inhoVative mixes. As mentioned, little is currently known about which

services are mbst effective for givun clients. Therefore, it is to the

field's advantage for programs to try new strategies and to assess how

well Criey wonk. To give the, program planner a feel for the mTxes that

are possible, the following examples describe five'programs that use

m!xes of services in very different ways.

.3'
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Program A is an independent center, providing services on a daily

basis to families referred by var:uus local agencies. Group therapy and

individual counseling are provided weekly for parents and the Center

operates a 24-houv hotlire for :ts clients. Two day care programs are

operated for children; one for infantls and one for pre-schooleTs. The

pre-school program focuses on the specialized problems of the child.

Parent consultants:are included as part of the treatment staff, and a

Parent Advise:y Board, composed of interested adult clients, has input

into majer program decisions.

Program 3 serves only adult cl:ots referred to them by the local

Protective Services Unit, which 1:ains primary responsibility for the

management of the case. Clients at'-id child management classes or grou.

therapy sessions, or-both, on a weekly bass, and may receive the-suppor-

services of a parent aide or lay therapist.

Program C is housed within a Protective Services Department. This

special child abuse unit provides adults with individual counseling,

complemented by advocacy services, particularly those r,elated to income

and housing. Clients' children who have not been placed in foster homes

are referred to day care prcgrams whenever possible.

Program D is a residential facility for parents and children.
Parents are helped with homemaking skills meal planning, cooking,

money management as well as provided individual and group therapy.

Workers provide direct assistance to mothers in caring for their child-

ren, parti, plarly-aroupu meal time: -The:program,- affiliated wi-the

hospit [
:ides comprnsive medical services for the entire family.

Famil ',:a\ in the residential facility for three months, after which

time l'ney r Hve services on an "outpatient" basis.

Program E offers as its primary service 24-hour hotline counseling.

Anyone may call the program, anonymously or not, and receive support.

When necessary, home visits, advotacy and respite care for children are

also provided by this program, which is staffed primarily by volunteers.

Some Comments and Cautions

Most clients go through a series of.stages during treatment. To

some extent, these stages dictate what Services can most effectively be

offered to the client. Initially, and for some time after intake and

diagnosis, the client is probably in the most resistant phase. Support-

ive and advocacy services are most successful at this stage, sincethe

client is not likely to be ready to accept more therapeutic services.,,

Concrete actions on the part of the service provider that directly affect.,

the clientl,', life, such as help in finding new housing or a day care

center, go . long way not only toward improving the client's life, but,

also in developing the client's responsiveness to other services. Once

the client is interested in the program, more therapeutically or
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educationally oriented services, eiLhrr individually or in groups, are

appropriate. During this receptive phase, the client should be prepared
for the final phase.of the treatment procesS, termination.1 Termination,
which means the reduction or cessation of services to the tlient, can
be the most traumatic phase unless the client is pTepared Well in advance.

Preparation includes reducing the dependence of the Client on the service
provider(s) and services-. .

It is not easy to implement any treatment program. ' Regardless of
the amount of careful planning prior to the initiation of .service deliv-
ery, unanti.cipated problems and situations will ari.se once services com-

mence. Thus, a has-ty change of plans when initial problems occur should
be avoided. Once a set of treatment services has been decided upon, it
would be well to work with the mix for some time (sx months to a year)
before deciding that the mix is inappropriate.
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CHAPTER VII: CASE MANAGEMENT

Case management is that broad range of activities required for coor-

'dination of services to a client ard fOr monitoring client progress.
Case management includes all phases of contact with a cl.ient: outreach,

intake and initial diagnosis, development of treatment plans, arranging

for client's receipt of services, monitoeing client's receipt of services

and the client's progress, revision of treatment plans, and arrange-

ments for termination and follow-up. Good case management allows for

the planful handling of cases, resulting in more effective Services for

the client_and more efficient use of program resources. The purpose of

this chapter is to identify the essential elaments of case management,
the kinds of !oformazion that should be maintained on individual cases

and the ways that information can be used for effective case manageMent.

Essential Slements of Case Management

This section lists questions related to those elements of case

management considered essential by many people working in abuse/neglect

programs. The questions provide program planners, management-and staff.

with a basic checklist,that can help them determine whether individual

cases are progressing satisfactorily and whether the prograHL's case ,

management component is operating properly and effectimely_.

In general, the gauges, or standards for measuring the performance

of these elements, have not been specified. (For example; the list

includes, "Are the program's criteria for case acceptance adhered to?"

without specifying the appropriate criteria for a given program, and,

"Is the time that elapses (the interval) between the initial report and

the first, contact minimized?", without specifying how much time should

or should not elapse.) Each program will have to determine for itself

the appropriate standards or gauges for these elements.

I.ntake: The First contacts with a client are important because

they set the tone for what is to- follow. During intake, a careful

balance between investigative and supportive activities must be effected.

Essential questions,of case management for intak nclude:

(1) Does the program have criteria for deterMining

which cases to accept?

(2) Are the criteria foe case acceptance adhered to?
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(3) Is the time between initial report and first con-

tact minimized?

(4) Is the investigation process coordinated both
within the Aogram and with other agencies involved
with the case?

(5) Is there a sufficient amoun-t of contact with the
client, other household members and other agencies
prior to the completion of intake and diagnosis?

(6) Is a helping philosophy.(one that indicates a
supportive rather Jian punItive approach) com-
municated to the client during intake?

l7,) Is it made clear to the clients what .the program
is goIng to do for/to thE.-m?

Diagnosis/PrescripLion of-Services: Once a case has gone through

initial intake, it necessary to identify the client's problems, to
assess his or her needs, and to determine the most appropriate services.

To do so,morkers must obtain many different kinds of information about

the.client and his or her family. Essential questions of case manage-

ment during diagnosis and prescription of Services include:

(1) Has the necessary background information-on the
client and his/her family been obtained, inclu-
ding:

story of the abuse/neglect ihcident and
surrounding circumstances from each of the

parents' perspectives and, if possiblef

. from the ch.ild's perspective;

basic demographiC, socio-economi6 informa-
tion on the"family;

childhood experiences of both parents;

description of family stress factors and

conditions;

evaluation of parent-child interactions;

-::
This report should be.concerned with what is going on in the family

rather than- which individual is-most 'responsible.
,
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assessment of parents on critical charac-
teristics related to abuse/neglect-, such as
extent of isolation, awareness of child
development, self-este2m, reactions to
crisis sifoations.:,

t identification of .,.y people in family's

lire;

identification of other agencies involved

in the case;

measures of child's physicAl, emotional,
psychological and social development?

(2) Have feasible treatment goals been established,
i.e., realistic; measurable.; non-ambiguous out-

come statements? Mhen were (hey established?

. (3) Has a treatment plan that specifies the serviceS
to be offered, as well as who will provide them,

been developed?

(4) Is the case to be reviewed by a multidisciplinary

team?

(5) Have thq waiting lists for services and, conse-
quently, the waiting time f::ir services, been

reduced?

(6) .
Is the, time between to: cow:act with the
client,. and the initiatiof, of treatment services

minimized?

Treatment Proces: During the provision oftreatment servIces to a
client, program persorine) should be awa.re of the amount and types of

services the client is receiving, both from the program and from other

community agencies. This information, couplcd with observations,of
client progress, will enable revision of treatment Plans as necessary,

and,more effecti-v-iudgments,..1-',egarding discontinuation ef services. The

esserrtial questions of cast!! management-dur.ingthe treatment process are

as follows: -

(1) Does the program have standards for the minimum

frequency of contact witb clients?

(2) Is the freque,cy of contact with the Oient and

other members of the family checl.ed?

uv
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(3) Are the program's.minimum contact standards met?

.(4) goes the program persevere with'Jesistant CSses,

i.e., clients who initially or continually resist

contact with the program?*

(5) Is the client's use of services monitored?

(6) Does the program .have criteria for the format and

timing of case review?

(7) Are the criteria for case reviews met?

(8) Does the program havecriteria for the maximum

caseload size pet'Siaff member?

(9) Are the caseload size criteria met?

(10) When clients are referred to other agencies for .

services, are the referrals followed up to ensure,

that contact iS-made?

(11) Is the client's_ frequency cif contact and progress

mith agencies to Whom he/she has been-referred

monitored?

(12) Are other agencies working with the case, parti-.

cularly the referral agency,.kept up to date b.),

the program on the client's progress?

Termination/Stabilization: Although all programs do not:formajlyf

terminate. Cases, each program will, at some point, -begin to reduce .ser -

vices to the client and stabilize or close the. case., This part. oftheH

treatment process may beianxiety-producing for many clients.: Clients

must be prepared for terMination -or stabilization and programs must

make sure that this occOrs when the client is ready.. A poorly handled

termination can undo mphy of the good effects of a program._ The essen7

tiai questions of case/management for termination/stabilization inclUde:

(i) Does .tbe program have criteria for determining

the timing and procedures for termination ,or

stabilizing cases?

Workers wiil find that many abusive or neglectful families are resist-

ant to services. This is seen by many as a "cry:for help." AtteMpts

to make contact with resistant clients may be viewed as an important

part of the treatment process.
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(2) Are the program's termination/stabilization
criteria met?

(3) Is the client prepare'd for termination/;tabili-
zation:well in advance of its occurrence?

(4) Is the time between the maxi.num progress and
terminationistabilization M7;timized?

Follow-Up: Although mosl programs have not undertaken systematic

follow-up of terminated or stabilized cases,'this step is rega-ded as an

integral extension of the tr,atment process. During follow-up a program

can help clients resume a su Die life without services. Follow-up can

be beneficial to the client wiile helping the program to better under-

stand what impacts it has made. The essential questions of case manage-

ment for follow-up include:

(I) Does the program have policies recacciing
follow-up of terminated/stabilized cases?

(2) Are the program's follow-up requirements
met?.

(3) Are follow-up contacts monitored?

(4) Is the client's progress monitored during

follow-up?

Continuity an-d CoordinatiOn: Cases should be manag0 in 'a coordi-

nated and continuous way. Programs should.strive-to reduce duplication

of services provided to clienta and turnover in staff handling for a

given case. Essential questions of case management related to continuity

and coordination include:

(1) Is the amount of ,turnover of the case manager

for individual cases minimized?

(2) Is.turnover in administrative, casework and
other treatment 3taff minimized?

(3) Are,methods for both formal and informal in-

ternal communication amongstaff on cases

established?

(4) Are the Links between the following made ex-
plicit: intake information and goals of
treatment; goals of treatment and treatment
pla: ; progress and changes in treatment plan;

progress and termination?
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(5) Are procedures established to ensure that
clients clO not unnecessarily receive dupiica-
five services, particularly during intake?

Client Participation; The client should be encouraged to partici-
pate actively in his or her own treatMent. Participation can take mahy
forms: clients can be included in initial diagnosis anctongoing review
sessions; clients may define their own goals of treatment; clients may
keep their own records ta complement those kept by the staff; clients
might even be asked to form an evaluation board to provide feedback to.
the program on policies, staff hiring, and Changes in service procedures.

Regardless of the form, client participation should be seen as an
adjunct to treatment, not separate, from it. Client participation can
reduce the resistance of clients toward t7eatment, reduce the client's
own alienation, enable the program to be more responsive to the ctients'

needs, and divert some of the workerE' confused feelings of being an .

advocate for both the parent and the chiid. However, depending on the
form chosen, direct participation can also be a tremendous threat to
workers. It can take a great deal of time and requires a great deal of

sensitivity. In addition, the program will not always be able to act on
client suggestionS, and this can result in unresolved conflict'. The

essential questions of case management with regard to client participa-
tion include:

(I) Has the program specified procedures for
client participation? Will clients be in-

Yolved befor , during, or after decision-
making about; their Case? Are clients to be

---invol-ved-durling _initial diagnosis and on-

going reviewS?

(2) Has the prog
to participa
family to be

ram specified which clients are
te? Are members of the client's
included?

(3) Is the progriath's client participation policy
carried out ias specifled?

Program Ethics: Ther are certain universal, abiding principles of
service, ethics and profes ionalism whieh apply to work in child buse

and neglect. High\standar s of practice, whi,ch include honesty,' confi-
dentiality,'informed conse C,-and respect for one's colleagues should be

kept in mind when managingicases. The essential pestions of case

management wi,th re

11

ard to Program ethics include:

(1) Does; the prP
gram have provisions for c--)nfi-

dentiality lof records? ,

3
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(2) Is informed consent obtained from all clients-

/ for treatment of children, for disclosing
information about the client, for obtaining
information about:the client from other agen-

cies?

(3) Is careful consideration given to informing

the client of decisions made about him or her?

7:1

Program Priorities: Sensitivity to how cases are being managed is

important for effective deiivery of services. Among the more important

concerns for programs are the following:

(1) Does the program have an internal method for

evaluating the cuality of case management

procedures? Are all workers included in

carrying out th!-, internal quality check?

(2) If certain case management criteria of the

_program are not being met, what is done about

it?

(3) Is staff time monitored tO determine whether

or not a disproportionate amount of time is

being spent on case management or general pro-

gram management rather than on direct t-cat-

ment?

Information to be Maintained on Clients

Some form of case record should be maintained on every client

served.* Several programs in the child abuse and neglect field current-

ly maintain records on families rather than individuals. There are

advantages to this approach if the program is truiy serving the family

as a unit and looking for changes in the family instead of changes in

the individual members of the family. However, family records do not

allow for careful .monitoring of individual progress.

* In maintaining records on clients, programs must pay very careful

attention to issues Of privacy and confidentiality. While courts may

have the right to subpoena client rz.-t.doords, appropriate safeguards must

be maintained to ensure that information about clients is only avail-

able to those authorized to have access to it.
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We believe th.,-At it is best for most prog.ams to maintain records on
. each member of the family who is directly being served by the program,
even though some information may be duplicated from Rne record to another.
These records should,.of course, be organized in such a way that the
total family picture is not lost.

The information maintained on clients will vary from one program to
another,- depending on a program's own rt,jectives as well as its responsi-
bilities to other agencies.. Stili, theft: are certain types of int,'orma-

Lion, discussed later in this section, that are minimum essentials.
Maintenance of this minimum infollmation will ,a ! the primary worker
in understanding the client]s needs and how tIt' needs are being met.
It is not sufficient for the worker to .carry th 5 information in his or
her head. Written information will also.ensure that (1) all other work-
ers oh a given cas?. w:11 know what is happenihg on that case; (2) if

there is worker turnover, new workers will have access to critical infor-
mation needed for continuity of services; and (3) the program has proper
documentatiOn for legal and other proceedings, apd For evaluation of the
effectiveness of its.services. *

../1-listorically, at least in the 'Social work field,'information

clients has been maintained in-the form of narratives, written dialogues
of wha.t,occurs on every contaet with a client. Narratives are very tiMe
consuming, and often difficult to use for reference, but not without
value. When designing their case record formats, programs should attempt
to incorporate some narrative reports to cover the minimum information
requirements outlined below. At the same time, programs should e iden-
tifying ways of recording*other information in summary formats or at
least more graphically, to facilitate reference and review.

Minimum information to be maintained on adult clients: The case
record should include certain background or demographic information on
the case as well as a case history. This information will be useful in

designing the initial service plan and for reference at later points in
the treatment process, particular], if it clearly identifies the client's
primary problems which should be , focus of service. Form VII-A is a
sample of-the type of intake form that might be used to record this
information. This form should be tailored to suit a program's special
needs, keeping in mind otheTorms a program may be required to complete.

The case record should also include a specification of the goal.s of
treat6ent and the treatment. plan developed in conjunction with these
goals. . Such goals and .treatment plans should be reviewed periodically
and changes in them or progress made toward them recorded. Forrt VII-B

is ,) sample of the format in which goals and treatment plans cc be

recorded. This form could be completed at intake and at regular inter-

vals thereafter. The specific categories used in a form such as this
can vary, depending on the types of clients seen bY the progr-.7m and the
range of problems they have. ( his particular list reflects the
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characteristics that, according to the child abuse and neglect lite:ature,

are thought to be related to the,potential for abuse or neglect.) A

section for recording information on recurrence of abuse or continuing

neglectful behaviors could also be included in this fOrm.

The case record should also include information on the services the

Client is receiving, both from the program and f'.'om other agencies in

the community. Recording such information witl force the treatment wOrk-

er to be aware of what is happening to the client. Form Nll-C is a

sample service summary, both by type and by frequency. Programs may wish

to use brief narratives to accompany this summary information.

Finally, information relating to termination and any follow-up con-

tacts with the client after termination should be recorded n the case

record. Included with this information should be a report on what was
accomplished during treatment, the reasons for te:mination, and specific

plans for either follow-up by the program or referral to other agencies.

In addition, each follow-up contact with the cliert after termination

should be noted in the record, with. comments on the client's progress.

Minimum information to be maintained on children: Certain back-

'iround and case history information should be included in the child's

record. Form.V11-0 is an example of what might be included on*an intake

form. Depending on the focus of the program, the detail of the case

history can be expanded or reduced. Vole

The case record_should also include information regarding the pri-

mary problems thatare to be the focus of treatment, the goals or-treat-

.ment, and the treatment 'plan Problems can be recorded within general

areas of child development such as physical characteri.stics and growth

patterns, sociaiization skills and behavior, cognitive and language

devqlopment, motor skill deVelopment, and interaction pattrns. As teS'ts

are\adminis_tered, resultS shOuid be recorded. Form VII-E is an example

of the format in wHich.this information could be maintained. It may-be

deSirable to add information on recurrence of abuse and neglect.

The case record should include information on the type and frequency

:of the services the child is rece-iving. A summary format., such as that

--depicted by form VII-F, is suggested, but narrative accompanying these

data could be helpful.

Finally, the case record should include'information relating to
termination and any follow-up contacts with the child. The record should

show what Was accomplished during, treatment, the reasons for termination,

and specific plans for either follow-up by the program or referral to

other agencies. Also, each follow-up contact with the child'aft-2.r ter-

mination ghould be noted in the record, with coMments on the child's

progress.
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Seme comments and cautions: Besides the information specified above,
there arc many evenN, c!)servations and comments that programs will find
essential for inclusion in a case record, We have attempted to specify
the thinimum needs, which would take a minimum of the workers' time to
record, and which are easy for a program to analyze; beyond this minimum,
program goals and requirements should dictate what is necessary and use-
ful. The case record ,r.ould- be viewed primarily as a tool for workers to
meet the client,.' needs. Many prog.rams will 5( completing forms on clients
to meet local, ,tatc. and federal requirements.

The infortion cehtJined in the ferms ,-,u-eested in .this booklet

summarize the situation of tne chiid and the par&Its, as well as the
program's activities to help them. Such a sgmmary can provije, a quick
overview of e:ich ca.=,e, without forcing someone to read through a buiky
case history to Find salient or important information every time it is

needed. The information in these forms can also be used to evaivate the
effecrivenes-, of the program, the progress of. a treatment plan, and the.
perforrlahoe of irOividul workers. If these forms are ,used, an effort
should he gwidt.! to ,Ivoid duplicatiacj other existing forms. If otner forms
must be filled out for reimbursement pUrposes, a central register, or
various other ociil ,ervice information systems, an attempt should be
made to drv,, oneuniforl form to comply with all these requirements;
usually the information is. s.imiliar, if not identical, and only the
format is different'.

Th,7!5c 'AJT:(,teg or,s are detailed and extensive; they2 require lime
and thought t7) complete aocurately. These forms were developed as part
of a detailed ev,,l'ultion of 11 HEW funded demonstration treatment centers.
As such, they :-ay provide i;,ore information than the average-service
program may be re.-IsonaHy aHe to collect.
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Client's Namr :

Address:-

Home phone :

i ce phone:

2 . Ma t e ' s naate 1

i-dRM V1I-A: A0ol; CLIEN1 INTAKL FORM

3. Cate Report Re:a. : /

-.0 day

4. Sour 4.44 4,f r',0f,,i- :

Name :

Aerr

Orion, 41.A4 r :

5, Pt....1 ',ir I I ...1,ri44` 144,4;;,-;4,-
f I df.,1tS , ..''

6. t:41',4.. 4 . ,

'4-.1 - e t an'
_

Ir44.414._al 4 if` ,-411;

In

S. Pe rson (s ) i dent i lied as respon:-.ible for abuse/

neo er t check all that apply)

Mother/mother sub,t i tote

Fat!). t a t he r tute

Other ',pet t y) _ ____________

Unk!)-_,

P,cy i 4_4u, rct44r.i!,-,i 44F ahu.,e/n4..4(1lect /

perpe: Ia tor V, ttec d t hat app I y)

ot

R,e,r1/cvi d,tact t ilta; I t

tio rta..a-r:/e dent.e al ab 44;a:. ne,1 t

I i ; i 1),r ote. n dent

II". La-at t 40'4 41, t /At, I ctleck a I thdt

apa ;

1,414.1 I / arida', ra a4Iencv(s)

n,;

La4urt chi Id at hrm.-4.
-

(d! ..4 a h,) 'V temporarily (I day.

..4,.144 ;nal: i ,n 44, : .44. 4
'^ 4v..w.a. ,.141 1 4_1 '4,- 144144r 40 11. r 144414;4.-- term

_

,

4.1' al) 1-,4

F4r AAY'a.

I n'.'

',4T4v4.4 r4.1 44r4.4.1 ,!.44!;,a 41, d

t1444!,ram.1 in ; ar-a:

1.1Iy

F.4444.41 I .41.4.;

'4.44.TIrial at) 4

I 4,4 4-1

1 1.; .1 pt. I manen t

.; 1-4 l4.,t ,artra.tt /airml I 4_a_ L4-4 r

I ; n,1 , ,n n .444 444,1, 41 in
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FORM VII-A (continGed)

HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS

Date of birth and sex of children in family 17. Ethnicity.race ,Lrent(:)/parent substitUte(s)

Child irp., lv,2.d in abuse/neglect

Name

Custody
Date of Birth Sex Status

/ /

/ /

Other children in family

13. Adult household memb:fli) (enter the number of

Mother/

substitute

Father/

.ubstitute

Caucasian

Black

Spanish surna.v

American Indian

Other (specify)

18. Estimated yearly famiiy gross income

From employment $

From public assiitance

From other source5

individuals in each category in thc appropriate

space) 19. Fmployment of adult household members

Natu:-al mother Grandparent

Mother suLstitute Other relative

Natural father Other('s)

Father suhstitute

14. Approximate ages of parent(s)/parent r..ubstitute(s)

Mother/mother substitute

Father/father substitute

. Matital status of parent(s)/p'arent s_lbst$tute(s)

Legal marriage

Cunsensal union

Never married

Divorced/suparated

.idw/widower

Marria g,! partner

temporarily absent

Marriage partner
permanently absent

Unknown

16. Lcv if educdtion copleted

Moter/ F-ither/

sti! titut, ..ubstitut,

No school 'legree

Hiqh school degree

',ome college/wcational

ttaining

College graduate

Post graduate

Occupation

:mployment
Status

CLIENT'S NEEDS

20. Primary proble.ms of client whiLh help explain
the actual or potential abLse/neglect situation
(check all that apply)

Marital problems Pregnancy

dilli,ulties

Alcoholism

Drugs

Health problem
(physical)

Heavy .:ontinuous
child care

responsibili.

Physical

spousF.

of

Recent re)ocation

Overcrowded housing
Mental health
,)roblem History of abuse as

child
New baby in home

Argument/physical
fight

Financial

difficulties Other (specify)

Normal meth& of
discipline

Social isolation

Mental retardtion
of parent

21. Elaborate on client's particular problems:



FORM VII-B: ADULT CLIENT'S GOALS OF TREATMENT AND TREATMENT PLAN

PROBLEM AREA GOAL(S) SERVICES PLANNED SERVICE PROVIDER(S)

General Heal t.h:

Personal Habits
(drugs, alcoholism):

,StreSs From Living
SitUation:

Housekeeping:

Child Cal,:
.

Senw id Child
AS Per,,on:

Behavior To...drd

Child!

Developoent :

Isolation:

-

Out Proble:,1,,.

r"

Pe.it.tHn-.tt) Lrkis

Si Wit i;,11',:

Wai Anger IN

Expr.-,,,,t-d

Sen,0> ,..f

Ind..-..rdenc,..:
.

Und,.r5t.vidinq

of S,!if:

Selt

OW r :

,
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Client's Name

FORM V1I-C: SERVICES PROVIDED TO ADULT CLIENT

NOTE-: Be sure to record amount of service provided, using units specified
under specific serTe7e7-(e.g., no. hours, no. sessions, etc.).

"Project" services provided to client by the project and "Other" =
services received by the ,-lient from another agency.

...,

u
w

r"
L.
0.

Ltli6tuLt116w6t111.=
4.1

-C
I...0

...

u

0
L.

CL

tl
.0
.1a0

....,

ut
0
L.

Cl.

-C
4,0

....,

u

-1
0
I.

CL

4.1

-C
4,0

...,

u

--1
0
L

0.

tl
-C
1-,0

....,

u

0
I.

CL

CI)

.0
.1...0

SERVICE CATEGORIES Month .

Psychological or other testing (no. times)

Case Review by Diagnostic Team (no. times)
,

,

Social Work Counseling (no. contacts)

Parent Aide/Lal Therapist C..urseling (no. contacts)

Individual Therapy (no. hc.ur; provided)

Group Therapy (no: sessions attended)

Parents Anonymous (no. sessions attended)

Couples Counseling (no. hours provided)

Family Counseling (no. hours provided)

Alcohol Counseling (no. times)

Drug Counseling (no. times)

Weight Counseling (no. times)
1_ I

Famity Planning Counseling (no. hours provided)

2/- Hour Hotline (no. of calls)

Crisis Intervention (no. contacts)

Child Management Classes (no. sessions attended)

Job Training (no. sessions attended)

Homemaking (no. times)

Medical Care (no. visits) -'

Residential Care for Child (no. nights)

Day Care (no. visits)

Crisis NurserY (no. visits)

Welfare Assistance (Yes or No)
1

...p.

A6Xil;ary Services: babysitting (no. times)

Auxiliary Services: transportation (no. rides)

Emergency Funds (no. doIldrs)

Other (specify)
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FORM V1I-D: CHILD INTAKE FORM

Name
Legal actions taken to date: (check all that apply)

Address
Case reported to legally mandated agency(s)

Phone
Court hearing held

Parents
Court supervision, child at home

Mother'

Fathr

Date Report Received / /

mo day y.

Date of Birth / /

mo day yr

With whom is child living?

Who has legal custody of child?

School & District

CASE HISTORY

Description of iniury,.negleft:

EXplanation of how it occurred:

,Severity of Case:

-For Abuse For Neglect

Death due to abuse Death due Di neglect

Seveicry injured Sevcrel'y neglected

Moderately injured Moderately neglected

Mildly injured nMildly eglecaed

Emotional Emotional neglect

Sexual abuse Failure to lhrive

Potential abuse Potenrial neglect

71
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Child removed from home temporarily (1 day to

2 weeks)

Child placed in foster or other longer term care

Child removed from home permanently

Criminal action against abuser/neglector

Other (specify)

Sex:

Male Female

Ethnicity/Race:

______ White Black Spanish speaking

___ Other (specify)

Special Characteristics of Child:

Premature

Mentally retarded

Product of multiple birth

Emotionally disturbed

Adopted/foster child

Unwanted pregnancy

Unliked child

Previous record/evidence of abuse/neglect (check

all that apply)

Record/evidence of abuse

Record/evidence of neglect

No record/evidence of abuse and neglect

Explain:



FORM V1I-E: CHILD'S GOALS OF TREATMENT AND TREATMENT PLAN

AREA PROBLEMS NOTED GOALS SERVICES PLANNED SERVICE PROVIDER(S)

Physical
Characteristics
and Growth
Ratterns

Exam results:
-

Socialization
Skills and
Behavior

Test results:

Cognitive/
Language
De

Test results:

tor Skill

Test results:

Dev t

interaction
Patterns with
Parents/Other
Family Members

_



Chi I d' s -Warne .

FORM VII-F: SERVICES PROVIDED'TO CHILD BY PROGRAM OR OTHER AGENCY

NOTE: Be sure to record amount of service provided using units specified under

specific service (e.g., no. hours, no. sessions, etc.)

FERVICE CATEGORIES Month .

Day Care (no. hOurs

Therapeutic Day Care (no. hours)
,

Play Therapy (no. sessions)

InclivH(Jai Therapy (No. sessios)

Me 'ical Care (no. times)
,

.

Psychological Testing (no. tests)

'Speech or other Specialized
Therapy (no. sessions) SPECIFY

TYPE

Fos : Care (no. days)

Residentiai Care (9°. days)
.

Crisis '.,rsery (no. days)

Other (spe6fy) .

Other (specify)

Other (specify)

4
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CHAPTER VIII: MONITORING PROGRAM RESOURCES

Program managers should know how the program' funds are being .

Spent, hoW staff members are 5pending their tim, the cost of different

program activities, and the unit costs of different activities. 'In

addition, the program manager should be aware of how the allocation of

,asburces changes over Lime and whether or not there are itss exPensive

ways of carrying out the program's activities. With this information,

prOgram managers can increase the efficiency of the program, improve

use of staff, ensure that r-ogram resources are used in priority areas,

and plan more effectively efficiently for future activities and

funding needs. The purpr--,e of this chapter is to explain an,accounfing

method that will help proqram managers obtain this information on re-

...source expendi,tures.

In traditional cost accouning, \nrogram dollars are accounted for .

by rine items such as rent: telephone and salaries. -Althou0 this

method of cost accounting provides information on how money is spent in

terms of the overall program, and is often necessary for adMinistrative,

purposes suth as accountabili'ty to funding agencies, it does notiprovide

information on discrete program activities. It also does not tell a

manager how staff members a,e spending their time nor does it take

account of the program's donated resourtes. In resource accounting by

' program activity, all of a program's resources, whether paid for or

_donated, are accounted for in termS of allocations.to Speciflc, discrete.

program \activities. ThiS:approach fol s a program to'account for all,

of its resources. in a functional way.

Very simply, resource accounting L., program activities, consists of

the l'ollowing steps: _(I) identifying all of the disc'rete actiVities of

the program; (2) .ident.ifying.all of the program's resources; (3) deter-

mining the time period to be covered; (4) determining how,-within the

given time period, all non-personnel resources are allocated to Rrogram

activities; (5) determining, how all personnel time and, thereby, person-

nel costs, for the.same time period, are -allocated to program activities;

(5) calculating expenditures for the. given time period by program activ-

itie5;.(7) determining how Many units of different services were provided

and, thereby, lheunit co',,ts of di(ferent s6rvices. The steps are elab-.

orated below. Thtw do not reliuire much time, nor any special set of
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. .rep 1: loenrirying ulscrere ACCIVICIes or rne rrogram

The first_ step is to identify all of the discrete activities of the
program. TheSe activities should reflect-specific servicgs of the pro-
gram (such as group therapy or community educatdion) or activities that
are necessary supports for the services (such as general management or
staff development dnd training) rather than the tasks that are necessary
to produce these services (such as writing or talking on the telephone).
The activities should be discrete; that is, thEy do not cwerlap and are
clearly distinguishable from each other. The listing should include
every activity that the program undertakes.

Every program has a slightly different set of activities. Table
VIII-A suggests a range of activities found in child abuse and neglect
service programs.

Step 2: Identifying Program Resources

The second step is to identify all af the programA resources,
whether paid for or donated. Some of these resources may be dollars
from federal, state or Focal sources; other resources are personnel,
paid or volunteer, regular or part-jime, consultant or advisory.

J.i.nally, in addition to volunteered time, program reource.; may include
donated items such as reduced rent or office equipment. It is important
to distinguish donated from paid-for resources, and where possible, to
estimate the value of donated resources.

Step 3: .Determiming the Time Period.to be Covered

The third step is to determine what time peTiod the Tesourcelaccount7
A

ing is to cover. Although any time period can-be chosen for resource
accounting, it is generally best to Use one-month periods, since this
will probably correspond to the program's current accoupLing procedures.
In,addition, one-month periods are iong enough to allow for monitoring
of th,., full array of program activities. Ideally, one would undertake
the resource accou.-.ing every month as a routine part of program manage-.
ment; however, it is generally s.ufficient to conduct the resource
accounting once p,ar twarter:

Step 4: Determining Allocations of Personnel Resources

The fourth step is to find out how personnel resources are allocated
to the various progr.am activities cluring the time period. This is done

//----lby determining how each staff member spent his or her time during the
time period, in relation to program activfkies. Thus, the salary or
imputed salary can be distributed accordingly. It is important to do

this for every person who regularly contributes to the program, whether
paid or not. For ;those not paid by the pronram, estimates of what they
would have been paid (what their time was worth) should be made.
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TABLE VIII-A: CHILb ABUSE AND NE6LEC1 SERVICE PROGRAM ACTIVfTIES

Project Operations:

General Case
Activities:

Treatment Services
to Parents:

Treatment Services!
to Children:

Treatment Serviee
to Families:

Supportive Services
to Families:

C)mmunity
Activities:

General management
Staff development and traihing
Pisiog'.ram planning

'Ca,;e management and ongoing case review
Intake and initial diagnosis

Ni

Outreach
Court case activities
Multidisciplinary team

Psychological and other testing
Individual. counseling
Parent aide/lay therapist counseAing
Indiv;du.al therapy

Group therapy
Parenes Anonymous
Couples. couaseli.ng

Child management classeS
24-hOur hotiinc counseling
Crisis intervention
Alcohol counseling
.Drug counseling

Therapeutic day care
Day care
ResidentiJil care

Crisi$:nursery
Play therapy

the.,rapy

Psydholoqical ahd other testing

Residentiarcare
F;-?mily. therapy

Advocacy with'legal problems
Advocacy yrith income/employment problems
Advocacy wi housing problems

Medical care
HoMemaking
Family planning counseling
Babysitting
Transportation
Emergency funds

Prevention
Community education
Professional education
Technir.al assistance and consultation
Legislation and policy
Coordination

7 7

17
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The easiest way to'determine personnel resource allocations is to

have each person working on the programkeep track of his or her time on i

a daily basis. Form VIII-B is an example of how time can be recorded.
At .the end of the given time period, tally how many hours a given indi-
vidual worked on the different-program activitie. Then allocate the
,person's hourly salary and fringe benefits or imputed salary among the
program activities, as.indicated by the proportions of time. If over-

time is paid, the extra payments should be allocated to the proper activ7.--.
Tally the allocations for all personnel for each activity to

/.

establish the tc-al persOnnel expenditurestby activity.

The information collected on how staff_members spend their time.is,
beneficial to program managers and Staff members, even, if dollar values'

are nOt ascribed to it. One can sum the number of hours ill staff mem--;

bers spent on each of the different program .activities 'to determine how,
\ the staff as a group allocate their time. Or, one can group staff mem-:
\ hers according'to their different roles (for example, regular staff,
\volunteer,-consultants) and determine how these different groups contrib-

Ute to the program.

St'ep 9ta Determining Allocations of Non-Personnel Resources

\The fifth step is to determine how all non-personnel resources
shouTd.be allocated to program activities for the time period selected.
Identify all non-personnel expenditures forthe time period (such as
rent, telephone, printing) and record how much was spent on each (or if

the item ',vas donated, how much,it was worth) on a form such as
Estimate how each expenditure should,2.be allocated-across program activ7

ities.

Examples: If $200 was spent during the month on ,

printing and 50/ of the printing was for community
education activities, 30/ was for research instru-
ments and ,the remainder was for client forms',
allocqte $100 Lo Community Education, $60 tO
Research and $40 to Case Management.

If $800 was spent on rent during the month and:the
office space is equaliy occupied by the day Care
program, the case workers, and administrative'
staff and the research'staff, allocate $200- to 0 y
care, $200 to Case Management, $200 to General

Administration,. and $2000to Research.

These non-personnel expenditures-will probably account for a Small

portion of ,he total budget. Therefore', while accuracy is important,
precision in allocating tnese costs among progr;-,m activities is not

esential. Instead, allocations should ,be made to the' nearest 5-l0/.

Once c,i1 of these non-personnel expenditures f12 been allocated to
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various program activities, expenditureS by activity can be summed to

determine the total non-personnel expenditure for the given activity.

Step 6: Calculating Expenditures by Activities

The sixth step is to combine all non-personnel and personnel re-

-source allocations In order to determine what the total expenditures for

different Program act.ivittes were.during the time period, This :s done

.

Omply by summing the calculated expenditures from the .,4c) cat -ies

flar each activity. This will result in imphrtant management int 'rmation

oa how all program resources were utilized during the time period ,and

what the costs of the different program activities are. A program man-

agerlmay,Hsh to conveTt these data into percents rather than raw dollar

fig\ures; then, as data are collected over Several months, comparisons

will, be easier.

:Step :7: Determining Unit Costs of;-:Services

*1 addition to understanding what it is.costing a program to offer

'various serviees, a program'manager will want tO know what the unit

costs of different services are. For example, how much does it cost to

vovide one day of day care to one child? Or,.what does one case review

by the multidisciplinary team cost?

There are several program activities for Which it will be inappro-

priate to determine unit cost. General management and research are two

obvious examples. However, jt is possible and desiTable to determine

'unit costs for all direct services to clients. .By studying changes in

,unit costS over time, the program manager can determine the efficiencies

within the program. For example, assuming that the guallity of the ser-

vice remaiOs unchanged., if the unit cost of ,a service declines oNe'r time

as the nurli?er of clients using the service iacreases, a program is said

to have "ed.onomies of scale." In other words, the program can increase

its service\provision ;o clients without significantly increasing lts'

costs or reducine the ja ty ot the services.

In order to calcul Oe unit costs of services, the final step .

in the- resouTce allocat,rn, it 1&..necessary to determine how Many units

of a given s6ryiee were ot,t.-d durin:i the tinr period and divide that

number,into the total co,s tor that service during, the month. Form

VIII-D sugge5ts a format tor doing this and possible unit measures.

Infonlation on units of service provided..may be maintained on individual

cases using a .for such as Form VII-C presented in Chapter V4I.

By completing the resourct: aecounting procedure de.!:cribed.above on

a regular basis, the program mclager cap learn a great deal about the

program. .The time allocation of staff members provides clues about where

they feel program priorities lie and may Suggest ways in which sraff time

should be changed. The overall cost allocations will alert "prOgram man-

agers to the true costs of pursuing different activities, information
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useful in future planning and budgetirig, and in making, short-term refine-

ments in program operations. The unit costs will also help the program
manager to better understand the service capacity of the program.

Some Comments'and Cautions-

Accounting for procram resource expenditurQs is a relatively simple
process that can have invaluable benefits for/the program manager if

, done well. The cost data can tell the manag& how staff members are
spending their time, where project resources are going and most impor-
tantly, how project 'expenAitures change over time. The manager need not
be worried about precision in carrying out the analysis, but should
strive for accuracy. Thu accounting will be most effective if don- for
one-month periodS, and if done periodically during the course of the

year.

7
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FORM VIII-A: TIME ALLOCATION

Instruction,

I. For the selected components on which you spend time, please enter the number of hours spent each day.'

2. The houri need not ,um to any partacular total and should not include any part or lunch, time off, etc.

3. This form should be filled by or for all persons who work in any regular capacity directly for the

program.

Day ot Month 2 3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Iii 15

Coirviunity: and

Pofessiona1 Education

Coord

Technical/Assistance
and

;ha t ien

Consultation
Program/Planning
and Development

Genera;

Projoict

Staff
and'Training

Management
4

Research

Development

,

--,

--
.0

,

0
.i:.)

a.a
._.

>
,..

,J

L,

u
VJ

ts

L__

Intake and
Initial Diagnosis
Case Management
and Regular Review
Court Case
Actl-v7ties
Psychological and
Other Testing
Maltidisciplinary
Team Case Revie.
InoIvidual

Ceunseling

Couple, Cour-ielima

2-4 Hour Hotline

Counselir.q

Group Therap;

Parent Education
Classes
Crisis
Intervention

Day C/,re

.

Crisis Nursery

Homemaking

Icdiral Care

8,bysitting/
Chi:d Care
Transportatin/
"iting
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CHAPTER ACTIViTIES IN THE COMMUNITY

An effective service program should be continually active in the

Community. Reachi,rig those people who can benefit from, the program's
services requires .community education to promote awareness of Ahe prob-

lems of abuse and neglect.and the services available to deal with tilt_
probleri,,--To establish good relationships with other agencies dealing
with abir,e and neglect, coordination iS iAperative, for no agency serves

itlien in isolation. Developing an effective community education
And coordination program can be a difficult task. Priorities must be

set, since no program, by:itself, can expect to fill an entire communi-

Ws educational needs in the-area of_ abuse and neglect. Coordination

with existing auencies_must be done in the context of these agencies'

already established roles and perspectives.

TH_: purpose of tnis chapter is to clarify the need for relation-

ships irh other community agencies and the community at large, and 1-.o

...ident:fy appropriate coordination and educational activities in the

communit'i. There are no established guidelineS for delineting the "one

right war to carry out community education or coordination. Each pro-

,- q ram s s taff will develop its own priorities and approach, based on t:re

program's goals and the community in which it operates.

Community and Professional Education

There are:several reasons for devoting some program resources to

community and professional education. Presentations on the dynamics of

abuse and neglect and its treatment can change community attitudes

toward theseproblems and encourage those who recognize an abuse or

neglect situation, in themselves or-others, to.seek assistance where it,

is avaif-able. Where needed serviCes are not available in the community,

educational efforts 'Can create awareness of such gaps. Presentations

for professional groups, including physicians, nurses, teachers-, police,

cdurt personnel, social workers and others likely to deal with abuse and

neglect sit'uations, wifl increase the knowledge and skiils of those cur-

rently workins3 with abusive and neglectful '.3milies. They will also be

instrumental in reaching those professiona,:, who have little knowlejge

of abuse and neglect, who may have been re; ictant to get involved, or

who have been working in isolation from th, mainstream of service

provision.
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Because one program cannot meet every community education need, it

is important to identify the purpose of these educational activities and

the groups in the community who are to be reached. In some community

education endeavors, the emphasis,will be specifically on an explanation

of the program, perhaps even on recruiting volunteers for it. Others

will have as their purpose a broader djscussion of abuse and neglect,

its causes, approaches to treatment, and legal responsibilities for

, people identifjiing suspected cases. A community education program for

which the purposes and target groups have been planned in advance is far

more likely to serve the program.'s and community's needs than an unsys-

tematic program based on simply responding to requests as they are

received. This is especially true in designing an effective professional

education program, since the most important groups to.reach may be those

who have not yet had any exposure to iden.tification and treatment of

abuse and neglect, or groups that are not aware of the range of agencies

and services available to address the problem. Most important, careful

planning for the educational component of a prOgram will reduce suscer-

tibility to the common problem of expending great effort on public

relations and education activities before developing the program's

readiness for the subsequent increase in client referrals':

In staffing educational presentations, many programs .have found it

valuable to give all staff members some resPonsibility, since the range

of staff perspective an'd expertise (social workers, physicians, psycho-

logists, nurses, homemakers, lay therapists) can be used. In addition,

participation by all staff members in community and professional e'duca-

tion enhanCes their sense of responsibility,and commitment, and helps

them to tivelop professionally.-.-It also helps reduce "burnout" by

diversifying activities for.s-taff.

A valuable adjunct to educational presentations is. a method For

evaluating the presentations. The purpose of such an evaluation is tO,

determine whether the goals of the presentation have been achieved and

if the audLence found the subjeCt matter useful for example, whether

the audience's knowledge about child abuse and n-!glect has increased,

or more posi,tive attitUdes had beeA. promoted. A simple questionnaire

can be tailored to the audience and material presented to provide this

evaluative feedback at the end of,the presentation.

Coordination

Coordination with key-agencies, including protective services,

courts, schools, hospitals, and law enforcement, is essential in an

-effort to develop a more effective network for identifying and serving

families where abuse and neglett -occur. In a given community, othe.-

agencies i,nvolved in i.dentifying and treaCing these cases may else be

important, such as mental, health centers, visiting nurses and public

health agencies, and private family service agencies.,
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The purpose of toordjnation is to develop a service network in

-which the various agencies cples and relationshlps are clear, and to

provide the bet_ system kir h'elping families by avoiding overlapping

functions and ensuring that all important services are available in the

,community: Coordination at the agency leve] is necessary to establish

'each agency's responsibility.for the different functions in service

'-- identification, investigation, treatment planning, treatment,

and follcw-up. In addition, coordination at the individucl case level is

impoltt when more than one agency is working with a client. It is essen--

tiakin-this si'_uation to coordinate information on the client's needs,

progret3s, and the services being provided to avoid duplication and pro-

vide the best .service.for the client.

A well coordinated system in a community can be difficult to achieve,

since agencies usually have established procedures and may have differing

perspectives or approaches to handling abuse and neglect. Another agency,

particularly a new progfam, can be viewed by existing agencie, either as

a needed complement- to services they provide or as an ":nterloper,"

duplicating or threatening the role of existing ageucfc

Therefore, in developing any new program it is important to begin

coordination efforts from the outset. This is one of the primary pur-

poses of the needs assessment, discUssed,earlier in Chapter, I I V. When

the.needs asessment -is undertaken, the input of existing agenc.es can

concurrently be incorporated into the development of the planned program

and working relationships, wi-Tich are mutually beneficial and based on the

perspectives 1. both agencies, can be initiated..

Once such comMunication .channels,have been established, agen.cles

, can jointly determine what coordination procedures are,most ne,:ded at,d

would be beneficial. Areas far consideration include referral proce.-

dures among agencies; tho types o cases to be accepted by each; the

roles 0-le-agencies will play in investigating cases, providing varieJs

types of t-reatment: and in day-to-day management of the case; and orfe-

dures for sharing information on the diagnosis and progress of cases with

which more than one agency is working. A written agreemen, ihay hav(_

value in establishing interagency procedures. A sample c. tAleh at-; act,-.2e-

meht is provided here in Table IX-A. Actual agreements f.e.tween &jercies

will vary.depending on the kind and extent of responsibi'it. to

all parties agree.

8/
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TABLE IX-A:

SAMPLE COOPER,11','L WORING AGREEMENT --DIVISION OF SOCIAL SERVICES
(a st.-)Le aqcncy) AND THE CHILD CENTER (a voluntary agency)

Tbe DiviHion Serv-ices (DSS) is mandated by law to
investHate reported cases of child abuse 'and neglect; to
r(.1)ort sch cases to the Central RcHistry; and t.o offer pro-

tective social ,ervic.es r,:ferred for possible or
actual child cihuse.

The Child C.,.nter provids ,.pechlized trea':mcnt services to
al'usi-d or :)otentially abused chlidren and their families.

I. Suspo,ted or no-.sible 01SOS referred to the Child
Center in turn be reIrre.: to DE5. .

The OSS worker will handle refe.-al a-, any other abuse
referral, i.e., ,qukinn a home visit, providing a
written r2l,or/ t.o thc court ,Vid Ccnt!-al Registry within
'="0

ddys.

rcdioy:in(; ho;!,c visit by the DSS worker,.a meeting
will be sf.,t_ up bet.,.-.'ee,1 D!',',) and the Child Center on

c.J.,es th2 !he Cnild Center is considering for
inake.

The CenLr. ..:ker and thc DSS work-e'r will work
to(rether ln f-or 0!tinc.1 an effective treatment plan.

Tne D contin the investigation and
c:tlenint nu7, v:ite tn,.: client tO -,eet. services offered

the CHi Ce)ter.

The DSS .-iorker nrovide the Child Center with any
pert i non t i t .

7 Chjid Center will pro,,i,,cie the DSS with. a copy of
!_h.2 .treent plan re..)ular f-eedback on progress,

i,,cludin(i a v:ritten summary at least every other month.

USS .:t-Lc.r will ilonitor the fa,nily progress through

intor recH,ed fro-1 the Child Center:While the

family in tr,.,Itm,2rit.
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Effective interagency coordination is cften enhanced by agencieS'
participation on each other's AdviSory Boards, by staff sharing agree-
ments, or by interagency contractS or purchat, .-service .agreen'ents.

All of these increase the agencies' knowledg of each other's aLtivities

and 'provide mutual support to fulfill agency and clientneeds.

Coordination on individual cases with which two or more agencies

are invoived may be less formal, but is 1,.:egral to effective case

management. Often, coordination on ceses is e:-tablished through the

informal contacts-that wor.kers in agencies establish with each'other.
Consequently, formal niocedures are not always' neededbut a realistic

_appraisal shouIC be maJe, and inforr,11 Con..act should not be relied on

.as a method for Oaring information on joint clients if it is not likely

to occur spontaneously. In such cases., eloping pxepared forms for
interacency progres:, reports and information sharing on cases can he

valuable. Establi_shioa routine 1-,r inviting the primary worker on a

'case from other agencies to attend aH conferences is another way

of T.Isuring aJeguate co,,rdinatio on joint: cases. While these types of
pro,dures 2.re fundamenel to an individual workers' effective case
managemt, they can he focilitated good working relationshlps at the

..ger-1..y level. Conversely, poor working relationships can hamper even

the beSt worker's achivemen -. of needed coordination on cases that in-

acjencios..

Continuing Nceds Assessment

just as coordirion should qin at the time of an initial needs
assesm-.1r, continuiIr.; needs assessment is-a vital part of effective

coordin .. ion, Tn order to keep abreast of problems in the coMmunity

service delivery systr.:m and Lo wo-k effectively with other agencies to

alleviate these problems.

The difficuities encournored in obtaining needed information for

;.,ri initial needs,as.essment s,i 11 still be problems, and part of an

effec!...ive coordin:, ;on and community education effort should be encour-

oging.agencies in the community to maintainthe kinds of data needed to

continually evaluate t'-e community's ability to serve cases of abuse

and neglect. Of particular importance is regular. feedback on the number
,-fr cases being identified each year,by each principal agenCy, the sources
of cases identiflud, the proportion of cases that are investigated and

-substartiate, id the proportion of cases actually receivingservices.

The Ce dl Registry imay be the best unit for maintaining this informa-

tion, and coordination and educa.t.ton efforts can be aimed at ensuring

(1), lat ell perijnent agenCies and professionals use the Registry, (2)

that the !porting Jorm contains all the important items of information

id (3) that the reSults are reported back to user agencies. Where

there is 'no Central Registry, or it is not the best center for handling

this information, some other approach should be developed. Perhaps a

Otri4d Coordinating Committee, with representatives from all agencieS

and a smal) staff to collect and organize the necessary data, could be
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establkhyd. Alternatively. the health and welfare planning agency in

the-coLA.unity mav be -,uited to. this La.,k. Whatever the form, adequate

data for jontiati.; ,(1 heeds depenti,, on commitment Crom all

agencies to tebullte item,, in unifor manner.

c,fli;10 Com::!ents

Wncn ,.,7iny problems Can occur,

:;lany r,littdk,-; al, ,One Ure tt.n,lyncy t_ concentrate totally on

intrnal .)rogr.t.. Ht.t.c.lo;Yrent, re;';ain;n:; r:]ther isolated from wh.at

c)ther at;encie., in th.. duinci. A second is the tendency to

undertake ;_,nblic relations activities

w,.4Lim; pru1r6m that can providc

when rt..quirui. In conHit..fing community education and coordi-

nation :),.:puncnt5 1,)r nuy: pr.:.Iran,, both ol thee extremes musi obviously

he avoidy A pr,n;;,1:. ; fro, the existing community

11run, L,: it;nto!inq: the 'most' impor.tant service

nt.et!,, and of e,:s,.ntial to the service Jelivery pro-

)' program heavil/ public relatiomi and education' fO
Lh- ,.xch,.,;,71 of de.t./.:1-Hn.) i-ay Find itself unable to

!h-)t ky will have for it.
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A FINAL WORD

The potential of death or severe impairment a _child in many

abusive or neglectful situations presents a unicitle set of problems for

people working in the Field.

New child abuse and neglect programs must maintain a sensitivity
and commitment to the people being served. Abw.ive and neglectful. fami-

lies lack the internal.and external support sysc2ms normally available

to other people. Their low self-esteem often mltigates against efforts

to help them change their behavror and situations. Because of their

previous failures, these familic 7h-e often stigmatized by society,

thus eliminating external support,vahd further reinforcing their poor

sense of worth. Help, in providing these missHng support mechanisms is

essential.

One very important service that new programs can offer is,the

development of a personal relationship with these families, to increase
.

their self-esteem and help provide the motivation necessary to change

behavior. Although a variety of treatment modalities can be used effec-
tively, all should be based on respect and understanding of the'indi-

vidual recoiving,services and his or her unique problem. These people

may requi.re 24-hour support, large measures of love. .and concern,.and

continual human contact in order to break the cycle of rejeCtion,

'
bruta]ity and failure which has been their history. Services which

develop the streflgths of these families, rather than magnifying their

weaknesses, are often the most effective.

Choosing Staff to work with abusive and neglectful families is a.

critical part of any program. There is an obvious need for professional:

skills and training, particularly diagnostic'skills. There is, however,

an equal if no greater need to select.people who 'can love, support, /

parent, and empathize with abusive and neglectful families. A worker in

this field must be able to accept limited success, -t least in the

initial stages o.f7 treatment. He or she needs to be able to deal wi0 .

anger, hostility;, rejection and overcompliance. Workers also need

continuat emotional support from their supervi..ers and the right to;be

flexible and creative in their work. Finally. workers needflto be /

reassured that although the rewards may s.eem very limited, they caln

'provide desporately 'needed services services that-can be effec,fively

provided by very few people.
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Case studies of four child abuse and neglect service
programs follow. These cases-,- selected f7-om a set of

federal demo,-.Ttration programs becaUse they represent

a range of possible program models, are in,:luded to

provide the reader with real world examples of many
of the issues discussed in the preceding document.
TheFa program descriptions are, therefore, examples
of what might be, and not necessarily models of what
should be.
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APPENDIX A

THE FAMILY OEN'TER: ADAMS COUNTY; COLORADO

PROLOGUE

On,a typical Thursday morning at the Family Center the social
workers busily review the week's intake cases in preparation for the
weekly Multidisciplinary Review Team Meeting. Immedi'ately after lunch
alf staff members leqve whatever they are doing and hurry to the Confer-
ence Room at the Department of Social Services offices Several members

of the team have already assembled. The Probation Officer, representing
the Juvenile Court, is engrossed in conversation with the Assistant Dis-
trict Attorney; the psychologist from the Mental Health Center, seated
at the table, 's buried in some apparently important reading, and the
project's consulting physician seems absorbed, perhaps thinki-ng about a
cae seen earlier in the day.. Just before the Center's Director calls
the meeting together; the last three standing members .of the Team arrive;
the Protective Services Supervisor, the Health Department's representa-
tive, and the Team's only nonprofessional, a housewife from a nearby
town.

Copies of the summaries of cases to be presented at the meeting are
distributcd. The participanrs- are asked to read through the first case
summary, which concisely presents identifying informatiOn about the
parents and children,,.data on the,cause of the referral, oedical infor-
maton and the social worker's evaluation and recommendations. Mrs.

Kelly, recently divorced, had been gi/en legal custody of her two Chil-
dren. The referral had come to the Center from a friend of the mother,
,1-1(1 explained that Mrs: Kelly had been distraught and had threatened to
kill herself and her children. The'social worker "on call" that day
learned that Mrs. Kelly was suffering from severe emotion-al problems
resulting from her recent divorce and that she had, on several occasions,
thre'atened tc harm her, children. After securing permission from the
mother, the 'social workerbrought the children to a physician fOr a medi-
cal examination and then placed them in the Center's crisis nurse
The father was located .-sld agreed to take temporayy custody of the
children until Mrs. Kelly's condition stabilized. Because this was a

clear-cat case of poten!-ial abuse, the reeommindation Was to assign the
case to a Protective Sei.v'vces worker who would handle-the necessary court
work for transfer of custody and.who would wcirk with the mother, in con--
jundtion with her primary therapist, a local psychiatrist.

The Multidisciplinary Team members aTk questions concerning the-
mother's relationship with her psychiatrist, her response t6 giving up
her children for a while, and the father's capability of caring for the
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children. In this particular case, they concur with the recommendations
of the,Center staff member.

During the course of the afternoon, four more Center Ca.sLes and
three Protective Services cases are reviewed in the'same way. The.meeting
finally adjburns at 5:00 P.M.. and the Team members leave, 'e>01aus.t.ed but

satisfied that they helped prepare the most accurate diagridsjs and the
best possible treatment plan for each case.

1 HISTORY

The Juvenile Court was the first agency in Adams County to
call attention to the need..for.constructive'interventon in abuse cases.
A local judge had gained national recognition, for his:sympathetic .
approach in dealing with families who'came befo're his bench, and the Pro-
bation Department supported the judge's philosophy of counseling, rather
th,an incarcerating, parents who were charged with abuse.

The Adams County Department of Social Services (ACDSS) , concerne'd

.about the rising incidence of child Abuse, which was reported to have
doubred each year s.ince-1965, called attention to the need for improved
methods For handling these cases. However., the Department's plan for
adding staff to mOre adequately cover abuse cases was dashed when a
state-directed budget freeze precluded new hiring.

.
r.

In the Meantime, other professionals in the community also recog-
nized the importance of developing a more coordinat,d, comprenensive
opproach for dealing with the special problem of abuse. When neris .caue

of possible federal demonstration, money, some seCial workers frcM ACDSS
as well as representatives :-rom other agencies, including Adams Couniy

Mental Hea lfh Center, the Child Advocacy Team, Uams.Coun.ty JuyeOle
Court and. the Tri-County Heal,th Department, convened in respOse, to the
"Request for Proposal" from the Office of Ch'ld DeveloRment.. The perti-

rt community agencies banded together to sugyest'a Multi-ageney approach
to child abuse, and.developed the model for a program separately housed
Ilom, but administered by, ACDSS.

II. COMMUNITY CONTEXT
1

c

Adams County lies north of and adjacent to Denver. The cOunty,
with a population of 206.000, nas seven incorporated small .towns-,- Uut
also has a large rural area. The county has several distl.nct socio-

'eccaomic communities,_from migrant farm laborers and farmers, to blue

collar woi-kers and middle ioltome commuter,s.. The mbst statisticallY sig-
niTicanc Hnority group in the c0,:rit is Chicano, which accoUntS for 16.

of the county's populatjon.
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Although.Colorado law required until 1975 that alr reports of abuse

or pottential abuse be made to a law enforcement agency, in Adams County

the Department of Social Services has traditionally r'eceived more initi,.

reports than all'police and t,'Ieriff's departments combined. Law enforce-

ment agencies still receive a ignificant--number of reports froM the com--7'

munity,at large; they do an i al hcme inVest4gation of these reports,

and, if warranted, carry Jut a criminal investigati.On. ACDSS has separated

the handling of abuse cases from those of the other Protective Services

cases. Incoming neglect cases are evaluated by a separate intake unit,

whereas abuse cases coming directly to the department.are assigned imme-

diately to a Protective Services worker, who provides both intake and

ongoing treatment as needed. Treat.;ient has traditionally invoLved..either

individual or family counseling and/or referral to other .community agen-
cies such as the Mental Health Center or the health department, Tri-County

Health.

Untir.a few years ago the Probation Department of the:District Court

was the principal agency receiving community-wide chird abuse referr'als;

however, the Court,no longer investigates abuse'refcrral's but sends all

new reports directly td ACDSS or tht Family Center for.follow-up. The

Court becomes involved ,only when either the Center or ACDSS files a peti-

tion to remove a childJrom the home. 411/

The CountY's primary public hospital resource is Colorado General

Hospital, a state-supported hospital located in Denver. The hospital,

which houses the National Center for the Preventionend Treatment of

Child Abuse and Neglect, has One of the most sophisticated child abuse

identificatlion and- treatment programs in the countr..

The various school disCricts in the county used to have a self-

contained way of dear'rg with suspected abuse'and neglect. Reluctant to

report suspected cases because they were afraid to anger parents and

because past experience proved that sometimes little interyLlition was

:provided, th.,' teachers and other school personnel were Made ihe prime

target of the Family Center's community education effort. At present;

the pro.:ect has made agreements with each of the districts whereby sus-

pected cases are reeei-red.to a Family Center liaison for tharalstrict.

111. PROJECT GOALS

The project statt has identified che following as rhe goa _ for the

remaining months of the demonstration funding

1. To yoster a multidisciplinary approach in Adams County for the

'prevention, detection and treatment )f child abuse;

2. To improve client functioning providing responsive,intake

and
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3. To demonstrate the role of a nur3e as an important part of a
child abw,e team;

4. To deternin ,. the most effective treatment, within the context
of a Department of Social Services, for abused children and
their familie:

5. To heighten, ,a)mmunity awareness about the dynamics and treat-
ment of ck-ild abuse and about the need to report;

6. To increase the knowledge and involvement of school personnel
in the child abuse services system;

7 To provide continuing chil;d abuse coordination', referral and
treatment services in Adam's County after the federal funds

ended;

U. To (,42vCIOP d child abuse program model tha will be applicable
ly 4ther departments pf Social' Services in the state and
aroSnd the country.

V. OkGAWLATIONAL STRUCTURE

\ithough Lhe project is distinct and separately housed from ACDSS,
it is res'porsible to the dcpartment for admnistration and financial

..management. The project's fiscal natters are handled by ACDSS account-
ants, and the Department contributes financially to the Center by directly
allocating some,operating fundS and by making child elfare Payments.for
children elHible for piaeenent in the Center's crisis nursery. ACDSS

aar.inktration'eneourages the projecL to take the initiative for Oanning
and Program impjenentation, and the Center also has its own personnel
policie, and procedures because of its special funding status. Regular

mcctingl, are hcld beeLff the Center d.rnctor and the Department staff
liaison per-son, the Supervisor of Social Services., Because the model

c;tab'ishe'd under the arant, most abuse referralccoming to the Ceriter
d after intake, evaluation to the Protecti.,:: Ser-vices Unit

of H)r (ftl,lo:r1(1 treat!iif2nt. Thk arrangement necessitates routine
C.' n ci t. . th-;:-.two
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V. STAFFING PATTERNS

FIGURE 1: Organizational Chart

1

ACDSS

Consultants.
Medftal Consultant
Psychologist; 2 Psychometricians

Family Center

Director

Coordinator

Volunteers 6 lay
Therapists

R.N. Supervisor i".lerlcals

4 Social
Workers

6 Houseparents Case Aide

Figure 1
illustrates the project's organizational structure. The

Center gradually expanded its staff during the course of the first year.

The director, coordinator, four social workers, researcher and nurse

were hired during the early implementation period between mid-August

and early October 1974. The first clerical position was' filled in No-

vember. The researcher, whose position was originally part-time, was

made a full-tirre staff member in January 1975, and houseparents were

also hired at that time. The lay therapy program component was put into

operation with the hii-ing of six lay theraplsts in March. Relief house-

parents were also hired in March. A case aide began in May and the

second clerk-typist started in June. The supervisor, who began working

with the projAct on August 1, 1975, completes the staff to date. The

only two staff members whose titles do not describe their roles are the

coordinator and nurse. The coordinators responsibility is to super-

vise the lay therapy program, to organize.the Community Relations Board,

and to carry out some administrative taskS. 'The nurse spends about one-

half of her.time accompanying social workers on intakes involving physi-

cs31 abuse so that she can provide medical assistance; the remainder of

her time goes into therapeutic treatment, professional education and

medical care for the crisis nursery.
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VI. PROJECf COMPONENTS

Community Education: Te main conduit for community education is
the Speakers Bureau, which was set up as a multi-agency effort to conduct
programs on child abuse throughoutthe community. It consists of project
staff and representatives from ACDSS, the Protective Services Division,
Tri-County Health and the Multidisciplinary Review Team. All presenta-
tions of the Bureau are supplemented by evaluation forms that relate tc
how many people attended, their perspectives and their response to the
information provided about the dynamics and treatment of abuse. The
Bureau's first-year has been very active in terms of the numbers of
people provided wit information, and there is evidence of an increase
in public awareness of :_he Center, the reporting law &id community ser-
vices for abuse.

Professional Education: The fir5t year of the project's School
Referral Program was a success. Primarily concentrating on the .public
school districts, the Center assigned staff members as liaisons to each
of the districts. . Each staff member provided training programs for per-
sonnel in his/her ditrict and also arranged referral procedures Iffetween
the district and the project. Since the program began, in September
1974, the num'aer of refesrals from public school5 as in,:reased signi-
ficantly over those of the previous year.

Training in child.abuse has also been provided for other county
Departments of Social Services, Denver Public Schools, the local com-
munity colleges, Head Start staffs, d.ay care ari'd foster parent organi-
zations, Adams County Mental Health,Center, and-a variety of other pro-
fessional groups, including physicilans' office st.affs, hospital staffs
and minissters.

Coordination: In addition to the project's ongoing informal meetings
qith various,agencies in the community, aimed at streamlining the Vocal
referral process, some of the Center staff are active in the Metropoli-
tan Council on Child Abuse which seeks to effct a functional services
system in the greater Denver area and even statewide. Several agree-
ments have been made pertaining to coordination between the Center and
other institutions or agencies. ACDSS and the Center have a written
agreement on procedures for transfer of cases. All of the school dis-
tricts in--,-the area now have written procedures for working with the
Center on abuse caseS- identified by school personnel. 4 verbal agree-
ment has been made with the Ment 1 Health Center conce'rning referral
for treatment of project cheats, and a written agreement has been sighed
with the Tri-County Health Department regarding mutuai responsibilities
for abuse cases that involve the Health Department staff and facilities.

The Center was also helpful in organizing a local chapter of Parents
Anonymous, getting the P.A. leadership together with formerly abusive
parents in the community. This effort resulted in the first Adams County
P.A. chapter, started in Play 1975.
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Legisiative Activity: The project director provided information
and suggestions to legislators during their debate on t1-ie revision of

the Colorado. Child Abuse Rivorting Act. A new statute, without appro-
priations,: was passed in- the spring of 1975, -expan-cling the list of re-

portable offenses to include neglect, and basing the 7.etnod of required_
response to cases on the Family Center approach, i.,e., havHg a community-
wide Multidiscipiinarv Review Team participating in treatment planning

for all cases. The project director nas also presented testimony at a

legislatiqe hearing on the need for giving children's services in gen-

eral and zhild abuse programs in particular a higher funding priority.

?rojec; 1-:esearch: Project research has included'extensive monthly .

tabulation and analysis of data on Center cases, monitoring of the

Speakers Bureau and School Referrak Program, and expansion of the pro-

ject's internal evaluation to Include assessment of abuspd children's

ff5i1ctioning during and after treatment. This evaluation is be.ing

developed ih conjunctin with three consultants (two doctoral candidates

and a unive'rsity faculty member) . The first step has been to review

both the literature and others' experiencec concerning a variety f

developmental testS. This has led to choosing several tests that are ,

approprjate'as diagnostic tools For children's-treatment planning and

for assessing the 6ffegtivE-ess of various treatments. The general for-
-

mat will be, based on parental agreement, testing of all children in the

proj :ct's caseload and in the-crjsjs nursery, followed by testing dui-jag

their subsegoLnt months jn treatment.

Intake and Initial Diagnosis: During the project's first year,
non7manc.gement staff members have spent most of-their time on iritake

and, therefore, have developed a process:for efficiently handling this

work. An "on call" system has been set up, an approach jo be used fort

meeting the reported families and gaining Cheir trust-has been agreed;

upon,,procedures for substantiating case.S have been established, and ,

formal, written follow-up reports o the sources that reported the cases

have beer initiated. When reports .inviblve child battering,' 'a social

worker aid th staff-nurse make the,Anitial home visit together. The-

nurse gives the child a preliminary- phySical examination and is resp00-:

sible for any.necessary medical. follow7up. Transfer of cases to the',

,ACDSS Protective Services Unit occurs'after.the Center social workerr

has completed the case evaluation and after the Multidisciplinary,Review

Teari-has reviewed the case. The transfer procedure involves prepari:ng

the client. for a change in caseworker., sending the file to a supervisor

at Protective Services, .and holding a meeting atter-ix:led by the Center

staff member involved, the newly assigned caseworker and, if _possible,.

client.

Speech and Idearing Testing:. Students at .the University.of

Denver test thF, speech and hcaricg of all children placed in the

crisis nursery. Diagnoses are made along with recommendations
cOncerning referrals these test resu!ts assist the'social worker
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in treatment planning. This service will be extended to children in
other Cente!:-sponsored treatment programs, when those programs begin.
The Univer'sity students are conducting a study of the speech and hearing

developmental lags in abused children.

Multisdiciplinary Review: The Multidisciplinary Review Team, which
serves as a mechanism for diagnostic review of Center cases, meet:,
weekfy to assess staff reports on all CenteT and ACDSS Protective Ser-
vices' abuse intakes. The Team sconsists of the assistant District
Attorney and representatives of the Protective Services Unit (ACDSS),
Juvenile Court, tne Mental Health Center and Tri-County Health, as well
as the project's medical consultant and a memher of the ccmmunity.
Because of the usually large number of cases reviewed each week, a pro-
eedHre has been worked out whereby a staff summary is prepared before
the meeting_apd the Team members provide additional comments and recom-
mendations they consider necessary. The second activity of the Mu.lti-

disciplinary Review Team is to monitor the abuse-related agencies in
the community, to ensure that they are carrying out the case recommenda-
tions of the Team.

Case Management: Because the Center's caseload size has been lim-

-ited from the outset to no more than five cases per worker, there has
been rre fluctuation since the maximum was reached in Feb.ruary. The

Center's administr,ation restricted the number of cases carried on a

regular basis, in order to allow social workers time to deal with the
large number of intakes apd to set up and implement various treatments.

Treatment: Because of the large number of intakes, staff has been
able to provide post-intake treatment services in only a few cases. In

addition to individual counseling, adult clients in ongoing Center case-
loads may receive family counseling, marital counseling, child grbwth
and development education, and group therapy. They may also be referred
to a Parents Anonymous group, one of which is sponsOred by a Family
Center social worker. Individual counseling and play therapy are pro-

vided to children 'in the project staff's caseload. Certain treatMents .

and services that are provided by the Center have'been-made availatie
Ao some abuse clients of ACbSS. Below are more detailed descriptions
of some of the treatment services offered by the project:

Medical Care:. As mentioned previously, the project nurse pro-
vices medical examination of children during,. the. Center's first
contact with a family suspected of being involved in actual abuse.
She also,examines the children in the crisiS nursery daily. -When

the project's medical consultant position was 'Med, this person
provided -further medical services to children ,n th (.! crisis nurs-

ery and was on-call for any_medical.emergencies. NU.: the Adams

County Medical Group is on-call for emergencies.
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from the planning phase to the first steps of implementatron in '

February with the hiring of six lay therapists, each matched with

an abusive parent, whose job entailed becoming the friend of this

parent. The criteria used as a basis for selection of the lay

therapists were the following: (1) parenting experience; (2)

ability to be supportive and yet allow another person to be inde-

pendent; (3) have mechanisms for coping with stress; (h) evideqce

of a supporit system; (5) ability to 3eparate parents' needs frOm

those of title child; (6) ability to work as a member of a team; and

(7) acceptance of project sponsorskip (i.e., beiag part of the

Adams County Department of Sociar-Services). The families assigned

to the, therapists all have the abused child in the home and, in

eacn case, the parent(s)while isolated from others, asked for

and accepted help.

Child Growth nd Development: Eight parents were enrolled in

the first six-session child management class. It Met for one and

one-half hours once a week and was co-directed by one project

soci-al worker and the project nurse. Child development from birth

to s'ix years was covered in the.course of the- class. The second

clas recently got underway, and plans are for the class to be a

conti,nuing resource for the county.

Crisis:Nursery:y-The cfisis nursery, which can accommodate six

children at-any one time, provides food, shelter and emotional sup-

port for children from dysfunctional families. Children are ac-
e)

cepted:if they are actually abused or if they come from potential

abuse situations. A parent can request voluntary temporary place-

mert of his/her child, but the actuai placement must be arranged

by a Center staffperson. The nursery houseparents have provided

a 24-hour homelike environmentfor a total of fifteen children in

the first six months of the nursery's operation.

VII. PROFILE OF CLIENT CHARACTERISTICS

Of Family Center, intakes seen between 1Snuary And May 1975, 29%

Were referred-by s,chool Personnel, the ACDSS referred 18% and self-

referrals.accounted for 15% of all referrals. A little over cne-half

(55) .of the intakes involved actual abuse; 36% were potential abuSe

cases; 5% were fail.ure to thrive; and 8% included either actual or ].

potential, neglect. More than one-half Of the families in the project

intake exhibited marital conflict as a primary precipitating problem

leading to the abuse orpOtential abuse. However, there was a high

-"percentage of'intaCt-''familieS in intake, with 7'7' legatly married and

living together. Additional key 15reciRitatfpg problems for Center

clients: which helped explain the buse situation were mental illness
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39% of the familie0, history of abuse as a child (evidenced in 37% of
Center families) and social isolation (found in 35% of the families).
Other facts of'note regarding the project's intakes are that the average
family income, $8233, was within the range of the average family income .

in Adams County as a whole (i.e., $7000-$15,000 per year) and that only
. 8% of families referre,d to the Center were receiving some kind of public

assistance at the time of intake.'

VIII. CLIENT FLOW

Identification

The prOspective client first comes to the Center'5 attention through

referral from one of 3everal sources; various schools and the Depactment
of Social Services make up the highest'percentage,Qf referrals. Neigh-

bors, relatives, and other individuals are also important sources of

referrals. The calls come to the Family Center staff member on duty for
that day, who takes initial information over the phone. 1 f the'call is

clearly not related to'actual or potential abuse, the social worker refers

the caller to an appropriate community resource.

Intake

'A social worker responds to every referral of suspected abuse with-

in 24 hours of the referral. In Situations that seem to be emergencies,

a home visit is made immediately.; otherWise the first contact with the

family is as soon as possible. The ocial workers, under supervision,

decide whether not to ask a law eifforcement officer to accompany them

on an initial home visit; such a request, however, is rarely made. The

worker's assessment consists of talking to the parents, and to the

child, it possible, and viewing the physical and emotional environment

of the home. :The project nurse gives the suspected abused child a'phy-

sical examination. !f tFle child is in imminent danger, a policeman or
sheriff's deputy is called, since law enforcement offrcers are the only

ones mho can remove the chila fromthe home up to 7.2 hours without a

court order. 'However, the .parents may grant voluntary custody to

ACDSS temporarily or take the child to a,hospital or physician for a

physical examination. When it is necessary to keep the child from re-

turning home, the social worker prepares the court report required for

,a hearing. In determining whether the case would be appropriate.for

either the Center or the ProteCtive Services Unit, th social workr
checks'the state's.Central Registry and the Protective Servi"ces anc pub-

as.Sistance indexes at ACM'S for evidence of.any hittOry of abuse:.

People associated with.the family are asked to comment and to provir'e

background information du.ring the assessMent process. If the family
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social worker while the intake process, which usually.takes two weeks, is

still underway.

Referrals to the Center have averaged about 37:a month since the

project began accepting cases; intakes have-averaged 28 month. The

numbers began leveling off in March, when the project started sharing in-

take responsibilities with ACDSS. The Center, according to an anreement

between the agencies, now handles the first six intakes each week and the

Department handles the remainder.

Diagnosis and Treatment Plännia

.
Near the end of the intake process, the social worker and other

staff merribers ihvolved will discuss the merits of the case with the Super-

visor; then, based on the discussions and.the primary intake person's

judgment, a report iritter. for the weekly Multidisciplinary Review

Team meeting. The Team makes comments and recommendations concerning

the case report,' usually concurring with the proposed treatment goals.

Many of the cases' refei-red and subsequently presented are not substan-

tiated abuse, but potential abuse; however, the project and Adams*County

Department of Social Services are encouraged to Provide ongoing inter-

vention for thislcind of situation. Over 90% of the Center's cases are

transferred at this point to the Protective Services Unit of ACbSS for

c_mtinuing treatment.
-J

Treatment

The project provides ongoing case management, counseling and other

treatment for the cases it keeps after the intake process (about five

cases per social-worker), and also provides treatment services for some

families whose cases are transferred to the Protective Services Unit.

Specifically', the crisis nursery, lay therapy services and child growth

and development classes are available for both clients from Protective

Services and for Center. clients. All ongoing project caSes that are

current are reviewed and reassessed regAlarly with the Supervisor. The

length of.time rn treatment depends on the client's progress, as evalua-

ted by the worker, or on the client's meeting.the conditions placed on

the type of treatment provided (e.g., the child growth and development

classes ace limited in number, and the.crisis nursery provides only a

shcrt-term.stay, restricted by law to no longer than 90 days).

Termination

No specific criteria.have been worked out for termination since

none of tne Center's cases' have apkoachee closure A follow-up proce-

dure also has yet.to t; Formulated. .)11
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the 'project's first year budget was.about $136,000 with some $14,000
cominc, fromhcommunity agencies n the form of actual.and in-kind contri-
butions 6nd the remainder coming from federal demonstration funds. The

total secon.d year budnet is approximately $280,000, out of which 33,000

was carrier:' over from the first year, and $73,900 was contributed by the
Department of Social Services and other community groups and agencies.

By far the largest amount of staff and volunteer-time (36) goess
into th e. crisisnurs'ery, although only' 1/1'. of project e;spenditures are

for the nursery because people put in long hours and considerable volun-
teer time goes into it. Community activities, that is, education, coor-
dination and policy development, take up between and 8 of staff time;
casework activities (intake and case management) take up l3 of staff
time and 17 '. goes to treatment ervices to parents. Most of the remain-
de, .of the time is spent in projc: operations and ,research.,

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Several problems arose during the Center's first year as th pew
program was implemented.

Different Expectations for the New Project

Despite Liie fact that many,different agencies were involved' in
designing the proposed program, it became:apparent soon after aWard of
the' grant that therewas:a conflict in the expectations of what role
the new Family Center wasgoing to have.

Role of the Multidisciplinary Review Team

The Team, meetingr,regularly before the Center began, did not feel
integrally linked to the new project and was hot eager to come under npw
leadershlp. There was' Some confusion over the_role the Team should play
in the project's, policy formulation, some members feeling that this-was
also part of their responsibility, in addition to diagnostic review.

Work:ng Relationships with Other Agencies.

Establishing a satisfactory working relationship with ACDSS and
local law enforcement agencies has taken continuous effort on the Oart
of Cente.r 3tE;ff.
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The First three Anths' experience, with the Center serving the

sole abuse intake unit for the county, proved that this type of approach

could result in rapid response to all reports. However,the s.taff soon

became overwhelmed by the large workload and an agreement was reached

with the Protective Services Unit whereby the Center would take only the

, first six abuse reports per week, and the Protective Servict Unit would

nandle the rest.

Staffin

The project's 'proposal did not include a Casework Super lsor and,

after a few months of operatipn, the Director realized that she aould

not be both- an administrator and case supervisor for a program of this

size. Finding houseparents for the crisis nursery was also particularly

difficult.

Use of the Crisis Nursery 6

The project is very proud of this program component, but difficul-

ties have arisen in restricting both placements and length of stay.

Xl. FUTURE PLANS.

A significant addition to the program will be the implementation of

new methods of treatment for abused children. Although the exact type

of' intervention has not beer' selected, it has been decided that most

child clients will be housed in designated foster care and day care

-h-Omes, --The School Referral Program will be.expanded in the second year

to include regular -Vi's-i-ts by the district liaison person.to.provide
feedback concerning referrals and to set up classroom programs aimed at

preventing chlld abuse. The C,..nter plans to expand community input

into its program and plans are also underway to train volunteers' to

supplement the lay therapy program.
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PRO-CHILD: -ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA

PROLOGUE

"Although the stdff of' the Protective-Preventive Services Unit were

'providing excellent casework services to their clients, it was clear that

.they would bene'fit greatly from consultation'by profes,sionals of other

disciplines and from having staff of 'different skills working with the
project,"..said the Director 9f ProIChild, previously the.Supervisor of

Protective-PreAntive-Services. "As part of the new'grant, we decided tb
add a.Multidisciplinary Team so 'that staff could bring partrcularly diffi-

cult:or worrisome cases to an outside group of experts (lawyers, pedia--

tricians, psychiatrists,.psychologists) for review. We also hired a

nurse, a homemaker, an,d ,a case aide to provide the kind of.specific serv-

ices to clients that the staff had felt were necessary, but they'had been

unable to.provide prevrousiy due to lack of skills or siMple time con-

straints.. Ncw concrete se-r.vices, such.as homemaking, day care, and

assiS'tance with transportation.and medical care and supervision are

immediately av14laIie to our clients.

el"Because hild abuse and neglect are such complex problems and.the

.
effecti$enesslof any one treatment modality is largely unproven, we also

wanted the opportunity to expand the number and kind Of services,which we

could provide, so .that the differirq needs of clients couid be met. The

new services.we've'developed include group sesaions with parents or chil-

dren; family and touples counseling, art therapy for children.and a day

' 'care program. We have also developed short term placement poSitions for '

children in Several Arlington homes as an alternative to foster care.

think, overall, that we have succeeded in creating a greater

diversity and higher quali.ty of services to rlients than would ever have_

-been possibl% here, cr194psually possible within public protective ser-

vices departments."

I. 'HISTORY *.s

, I

,

2 4

iln ,September 1972, a separete unit dealing solely with abuse and

neglect problems was established within the npartment of Human Resour- --'

ces (DHR) of Arlington (theelocal dePartment of the Virginia Public Wel-

fare Agency): A Protective Services Task Force comprised of professionals

from,many disciplines was develcned in,1973 to a.ttempt to resolve some

of the problems related to abuse and neglect 'n the county. The need
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and innovative_program which Utilized a multidisciplinary a -,roach was

the impetus for developing the federal grant proposal. The proposal,
written by staff ol the Protective-Preventive Services Unit, was primarily
concerned with establishifig newr-Prog'ram components whose success had been
at least. partially demonstrated in otherprograms. 'The proposai also
-dealt with_tho. weaknesses,and gaps in thP 'child abuse/neglect sYstem in
Arlington, particularly the lack of coordination among agencies, and the
fragmentation andduplication of serviccs. Ihe new project, Pro-Child,
was funded in May of 1974 and encompassed the existUng Protective-
Prevent,ive Services Unit, .including previous staff and budget:

H. COMMUNITY CONTEXY

N)Arlington County is a small (26 square miles), affluent suburb of
Washington, D.C. Only 3.74 of the population had incomes below the
poverty level in 1970, while in that same year, fully 44'4 had househoLd
incomes over $15;000.

The Virginia Code,:lprior to 1975, stipulated that-report5 of child
abuse and neglect be reported .td the Juvenile and,:Domestid Relations
,Court, the police or the sheriff.'s office, and that services for abused
children and thei: families be provided by the Departmenp-of Human Re-
sources. The resulting situation was that the Cetv-t reAived some reports,
the police received some reports, and the Protective-Preventive Services
Unit received some,,but there was noitqay of identifying or preventing
gaps and.duplication of the reporting systeM.

Once.a reporrt was received there was, likewise, little in'the way
of coordinated services -planning, with the court handling some.cases
alone, seferring,some to Protective Services or handting some cases'
jointly with that:Unit. 'Simikarty the police Might handle a case inde-
pendently,;o: refer the case to the court or Protective Services, or
both. In addition to these agencies, school personnel, Public health
nurse(s. hospitals and othe"community agency staffs had been providing
services to abuse and neglect families unknown to these three key agen-
.cies.

In 1975,- a new law was paSsed that provides the legislative impetus
for a more cpordinatectsystem. Under the new law, the Division of Soc:al
Services (Pro-Child in Arlington) is the single agency mandated to re-
ceive reports and carry out treatment planning and service provision for
abuse and:neglect cases. The law also provides for a 24-hour reporting,
hottine, which will aid inter-county coordination and provide a.central-
ized focus for thd entire state.

fiTo
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The goals of the Pro-Child project are as follow.:

1. To develop public awareness of the problem or child abuse and

neglect, by providing education in the detection, prevention,
protection and care of the abused child; and to develop a know-
ledge of services available in the community and an UAderstanding

of the alternatives to placement of the child,

2. To identify, diagnose, and treat abusive and neglectful families,

.and those in high risk situations with more innovative, effec-

tive, and efficient methOL:s;

To facilitate a more effective coordination and expansion Of

community resources for the delivery of services to'abuse and
neglect clients, including better defining ;espective agency.

roles;

4. To strengthen family functioning whenever possible and thereby
reduce inapPropriate placements;

5. To increase the medical community's awareness of suspected
abuse/neglect situations, the services available, and thereby

increase referrals;

6. To conduct evaluation and follow-up studies and participate in

research to determine the effectiveness of Pro-Child, and to

assess the implications of abuse and neglect on parents and

children.

IV. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The project is housed within the Bureau of Family and Child Services

'
of the Division of Social Services in the Arlington Department of Human

Resources, as was the previous Protective-Prev-mtive Services Unit. Pro-

ject .staff occupies a suite.of offices in the same building as other

Social Services Units.

In addition to tk-e federal monies received'through the.-new grant,

the State of Virginia and Arhington County have continued to provide

-monies to support the protective-preventive.service workers (six social

workers, a supervisor, 'and regularly designated time of a pediatrician,

attorney, and Pupil:Personnel, Supervisor) and other administritive .costs.

Although the project is somewhat autonomous in its day-to-day

affairs because of its federal grant status, it is nonetheless subject



the Department. All policy decisions and many administrative -and program
decisions are made jointly ty the Project Director and the Chief of the
Bureau of Family and Child Services within the Division of Social Services.
Despite the often difficult task of operating a joint federally-locally
funded project with two different foci of accountability, Pro-Child, by
being housed in an ongoing_community agency, has had the advantage of
being rk:adily accented by.other agencies, particularly in terms of the
project's credibility and leverage within the community.

V. 'STAFFING PATTERN.

The Pro-Child Project consists of a Project Director, a Project
Coordinator, an Intake/Assessment Social Worker, six ongoing Social
Workers, a Public Health Nur5e, a Case Aide, a Homemaker and a Project
Secretary. The organizational relationships of these staff members and
their accountability both within the Project and within the Depa!tment
of Human Resources is depicted on the following chart.

FIGURE 1: Organizational Chart
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Lommunity taucation: in dUUILIUR LU
'clients-, all Pro-Child staff have been involved in providing educational

"presentations for the community. These presentations are directed at

helping citizens become more aWarc of the dynamics of child abuse and

neglect, their reporting responsibilities, and'lhe -resources that are

available in the community to combat thrs problem. Pro-Child staff have

been intervic d for newspaper and magazine articjes, appeared on local-

television and radio shows, distributed.posters-and pamphlets throughout

the county, and given presentatHons to many groups, including service

clubs, students and auxiliaries.

Professional EduLation: In order to acquaint local. .professioilals

with the problems ofchild abuse and-neglect, the Vftginia Code require-

ments related Ub abuse .and neglect, and the services avail-able from Pro-

Child and other agencies, the project staff have held meetings, training

sessions, and interviews with a,wide variety,of community agencies.

Most of these efforts have been aimed at professionals who are apt

to come.in direct,contact with abuse or neglect situations, including

personnel in the Schools, the Juvenile and:Domestic Relations Court, and

hospitals, as well as police and private.phys.icians.

Coordination: Efforts to develop a more coordinated community sys-

tem, one Of the goals of the project, hinge on the educalional efforts

described above and on extensive coordination activities with community

agencies. Prior to passage of the new state law in early March 1975, the

project's attempts at coordination were_primarily in the area of central-

izing reporting so that one agency, instjad of three, would have respon-
sibility for receiving and investigating all reports of abuse and neglect.

Agreements were reached with both the police and the Court that all

abuse and neglect reports ould be forwarded immediately to Pro-Child

fornvestigation. The Virginia Code now makes this reporting procedure

mandatory.

Attempts to coordinate service delivery include developing proce-

dures for referrals and follow-up betWeen service delivery agencies, and

joint consultation on individual cases whenever necessary.

Legislation and Policy: During its first year, staff of Pro-Child

worked with state legislators and other agency personnel to draft a new

child abuse and neglect law in Virginia. The new law, Title 63.1, passed

in March 1975, designates the local department f welfare (Prb-Child) as

the sole agency to receive reports. It broadens the definition of abuse

and neglect, provides penalties for failure to report, and mandates 24-

hour reporting and investigation' coverage, the use of Multidisciplinary

Teams, and the establishment of a state Cential Registry. Each of these

provisions was supported by Pro-Child, and the Multidisciplinary Team

approach was patterned, in part, after Pro-Child's program. The Project
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als with the new regulations.

Research: The evaluation efforts oi the project have included the

development of monthly statistical summaries of all cases, logs of client

contacts, and other record-keeping procedures required by the Department

or the state agency. Additional research efforts include an analysis of

referral YDUTC'es to determine the effectiveness of Pro-Child's educational

efforts', analysis of client success and recidivism rates, a survey of

.

clients to determine their impressions about the project and the service;

they received, and participation in two research studies conducted by

social work professoes and students about Pro-Child clients.

Treatment Services

Case Management and Regular Review: Each of the social workers on.

the staff provides general casework services for all clients ih his or

her cac.eload (approximately 25 per staff member) either individually or

as a. team with other staff members. Home.visits, telephone cafls, and

office visits are all used to maintain close contact with clients.

The workers provide a supportive, .non-judgmental framework for dis-_

cussing the famili'es' problems and attempting to resolve them. In the

courCialiof this casework, they assess the needs of the fami)y and provide,

either directly or through referral to other agencies, the services re-

quired. Agencies in Arlington that provide supplementary financial

assistance, clothing, food, transportation, legal aid, etc., are used

as referral sources by Pro-Child workers. In addition, many-services

are available through other units of the Division of Social Services,

e.g. , AFDC assistance and public health clinics, including well-baby,

dental, mental health, child diagnostic and evaluation, growth and de-

vclopment, alcoholic and drug abuse clinics.. Follow-up on referrals is

usually provided.

Each worker reviews his orher ongoing cases at least once every

three months. At this time the client's progress is assessed, any new

problems are explored, and if warranted, new gools and treatment plans

for the client are established. Less formal, ongoing review of cases

takes plaLe with each Worker's Alpervisor on an as-needed basis.

Court Case Activities: Staff social workers who are faced with the

need to present a cose in court are given legal counsel by the lawyer

who is a member of the'Multidisciplinary Team. The County Attorney's

Office has donated 20' of this lawyer's time to the project.

The social workers prepare the necessary petitions with assistance

from the lawyer, fe.:plain all ml the proceedings tr, th,. parents and chi-ld,

Eind app,ir in (olirt Ii, ttify and make tecommendotions.about disposition



while the child is in care, in order to ettect early tamily reunirica-

tion.

Psychological Testing: Psvchological testing of both adults and

children is provided by the psychologist who serves as a corv,ultant to

the proj.e_ct _and-is a member of the MultidisciOlinary Tea. His inter-

pretation of the tests administered is aided by his thorough knowledge

of the types ot cases Pro-Child deals wittr: His contiribinB availability

to worker for consultation helps provide more appropriate-treatment

planning.

Multidisciplii-lary Team Review: Multidisciplinary Team reviews of

complex or problem cases are held on d bi-weekly basis. Two cases a

session are usually'.reviewed with ail staff and coasultants, including

a pe-;?trician, psychiatrist, psychologist, lawyer and a school repre-

sentative. In .addition, other professjonals who have direct knowledge

of a case, for example, a Public Health Nurse or School Social Worker,

are often asked to attend these Meetings. The meetings are .held both

.to enable an individuaLworker to better .deal with a specific case.and

.
to provi,de Continuing education and exposi,ure to'a var'-ty of problems

for the remainder of the siaff.

Individual Therapy and Counseling: The treatment mode most fre-

quently used by Pro-Child staff, either alone or in conjunction with

other services, is individual therapy or counseling. Through this tech-

nique, the staff attempts to engage clients in a dialogue that permits

the client to explore his oe her feelings about problems he or she is

encountering, to analyze various solutions to the problems, and, to choose

a course of aCtion suited to achieving his or her desired goals. This

counseling'usually takes place in the client's 1-,-,me Dr the Prb-Child

offices, as often as necessary,. and is not lim. , to strict "appointment"

times. The counseling tends to be intensive when a client first enters

the project and around crisis periods, gradually tapers off as

clients become more able to cope with probleA.

Group ThPrapy: Three staff members co-lead group therapy sessions

for many Pro-Child clients. There re currently afternoon and evening

mothers' groups and an adolescent group; each has approximately 10 par-

ticipants. Two of the social workers are also jointly offering family

therapy sessions for a few of their clients and this component may be

expanded if it appears effective over time.

Day Care: During its first year, Pro-Child provided day care for

up to 15 children one day a week through a contract with the local YMCA.

The primary purpose of the WAY program (Wednesday at the Y) was to give

the parents some relief from their daily chil-d care responsibilities and

to provide an opportunity to asses5 the developmental difficulties of



The WAYAprogram has been discontinded, but the project is cirrently
necotiating with another chuich affiliated organizaton to provide the
same type of day care for an expanded number of children..

Spee'ral Family Care Homes: Pro-Child has four:Family Care homes for.
the temporary day and over-night care of children. , Three 'of the.x homes

take children of all ages for shorl periods and one home works only with
-adolescents. One ofhe homes for younger children is subsidized by Pro-
Child, so that there is at least onp slot lie lc open for real

emergencies. The other homes are reimbursed, baSed- on the number of days

, and nights,a child is' in care. These homes are Particularly appropriate
for s)tuations where brief child care is needed,, e.g., a family' crisis

requiring a "cooliog down"' period or a temporary hospitalization. The

only alternative would be foster care, whicn tends to involve temporary
loss of.custbdy and is a threatening experience for parents.

Play Therapy: An Art Therapy class for up t9 six children is_pro-
-vided once a week by a trained art therapist. jhese classes provide a
mechanism fOr ale iiiiproved diagnosis of children's PsychOogical prob

.

lems'and prOvide the children wf;th an acceptable way of expressing them-

selves.

Homemaking Services: Homemaking services, including assistance in
household management, budget preparation, and nutrition counseling, are
provided for many clients by the project's Homemaker.

Medical Care:. The., Public Health Nurse who is a member of the staff
does medical screening and provides nursing services and routine mediCal
services for parents and children when-required. In addition, many

other forms of medical care are available to Pro-Child clients through
clinics and special programs operated by the Department of Human Resources.

Transportation: County cars are available to the Case Aides and
other staff to provide clients.with transportation to shopping areas,
medical and other appointments, Pro-Child activities, and t.he day care
program. In addition, the three staff members providing froup_therapy
supply participant% with transportation to and from these sessions.

Financial Support: A modest amount of money is available, partly

through the_grant and partly from private donations, to make smallcloans

to clients in a financial crisis. Food, clothing and other supplies are

also given to clients who are in need.
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referred a large proportion of cases. The e were more neglect cases

accepte ,! than abuse cases, and both ubuse 3nd neglect cases tended to be

moderate/mild or potentiales of the t o problems. Parents were gen-
er-ally Caucasian, in theirlOsv and had fçtwer than three children in

their families. Most parents (73.4%) wer

,

separated. Over 60V of both males and f" males had at least a high school

legally married or divorced/

degree. Almost 80,', of the males were employed full-time; a substantially
lower proportion of females (37'd had full-time jobs, and almost half
(49;0 were unemployed. The average family income was $9938, but fully
47.:, of the families had incomes over $10,000, reflecting the upper-income
suburban class nature of the county. Marital problems, mental health
disorders, financial worries and heavy child care responsibilities were
the primaSY Problems most often-cited as contributing to the abuse/neglect

problem. There were no deaths or svere'abuse/neglect reincidence while
cases were in the caseload. Moderate to mild abuse and nerlipèt occurred

occasionally (2l.4 of the cases) and both emotional Yuuse and neglect

occurred in a largerproportion of cases (36X).

VIII. CLIENT F 1W

Identification: Referrals during this first year were initially

received by the Department of Human Resources Generic Intake Unit, which

screened cases for referral to the appropriate DHR Unit. Sore prelimi-

nary information was recorded bythe Generic intake Unit staff and if

the complainant alleged abu!,..e or neglect, or there appeared a serious

potential for abuse or neglect, the case was referred to.Pro-Child.

_

Intake: Cases received from the Generic Intake Unit are logged in

and assigned either to the Intake Worker for preliminary assessment, or

to an ongoing worker if the case has been known to an individual worker

previously, or-if the Intake Worker has too many cases already.

The Intake Worker makes a series of home visits to assess the home

situation, the primary problems contributing to the abuse or neglect or
potential abuse situation, and the client's motivation for accepting ser-

vices. Collateral conta'cts are made with other people or agencies who --
know the family in order to gather as much information as possible. If

a report is invalid, or the persons involved cannot be found, the case

is closed. -If a report is inappropriate for Pro-Chi)d, but the family

has other problems, a referral is made to another agency or to a unit

within DHR. For those cases that 'require only minimal service to help

the family maintain stability, the intake Worker herseIf will often pro-

vide the ri,...cessary services for a few weeks and close the case. lf, in

the Intake Worker's judgment, the family will need ongoing services and

1
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tain an overall equal distribution of cases among staff.

Diagnosis and Treatment Planning: The process of diagnosis and
treatment planning, which begins at Intake., continues through_the first
few meetings that the ongoing worker has with the client. The worker

will ascertarn more fully what the problems are and what services the
client feels would be most helpful. The worker helps motivate the client
to discuss his or her feelings and problems more fully and to agree to
continued intervention by the project. Through cons.ultation with.his or
her supervisor, outside agency personnel (if appropriate), and the prc-
ject's consultants, the worker will formulate a treatment plan and present
it to the client. If necessary, psychological or other tests will be
administered to parents orchildren, or both. Particularly complex or

problematic cases may be presented:to the Multidisciplinary Team for a
shared diagnosis and treatment plan formulation.

Treatment; Those services that,are most appropriate to the client's
needs, arld which he or she is,able t6 accept, are providedleither directly
bY the project or through referral to other agencies. ConOnuing con-
:tact is mainta'ined with other agencies, usually teachers or other ser-:
vice personnel who know the client, in order to assess progress_or the
development of new problems. Cases are reviewed every three months and

new goals and treatment plans may be established. A case may be reviewed
by the Multidisciplinary Team any time a worker feels the need for addi-

t.ional 'input or is worried about the unsatisfactory progress of a case.
Each of, the consultants is also available for individual confeeences
about particular cases during the weeks the Team doesn't meet. Services
for both 'parents and'children are provided ac long as is necessary to

promote adequate family functioning.

Termlnation: Specific termination criteria have not been developed,
but normally a client remains in treatmer,it until the family situation

has stabilized and the worker feels.confident that there is minimal or
no danger to the child and that the parent can no.longer benefit from

services. Many times clientviill move from the arca or will refuse
further services, which, unless there is enough evidence to bring the
case to court, also results in termination. There i5 currently little
follow-up on terminated cases, but the-project is worklm, to develop
specific procedures to rieriodically check on the progress of these former

clients.
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allocated to the project from county/slate funds. The resource expendi-
tures of Pro-Child have remained fair1y constant during the first year

of project oparations. In May 1975, which was a typical month-for the
pr6ject, the largest percentage expentliture was for.case managewent and
review (21), highlighjng the project's emphasis on direct services to
clients. Other areas of heavy expenditure were Indi,,idual Counseling
(12%), Intake and In;tial Diagnosis (9) , Gene7el-Management (9),), and

Staff Development and Training (7) . The reninin 62 of the project

resources were expended among the remaining 25 project components, both
project orientA (e.g., program plenning, eveAluation, research) and
direct services (e.g., group therapy, day care, transportation), but in
no case did any of these components consume more than of the resources.

The resource expenditures of each component correspond very cloSely-
to the actual amount of,time spent by staff on that component, emphasiz-
ing the fact that the primary cost of most service components is a staff

salary cost. 1

1

!

X. IMPLEMENTATION PROBLEMS

Staffing: Because the project.sis housed within a public agency,
tbe hiring of staff must p oceed through official civil service channels,
which often holds up actual hiring for weeks or months. This has ham-

' pered,efforts of the project to fill.existing siots on many separate

occasions.

Multidisciplinary Approach: It has been difficult for some socizl

Work Staff to adjust to the concept of working as a team with other staff

who are not secial workers. There was considerable confusion aboOt the

roles and resporisrbilities of new staff (Pdblic Health-Nurse, Homemaker,
Case Ai-de, Parent Aide), and there were voblems in determining the pro-
per.role for all staff in cases,where other' professionals were simulta-.
neously involved with a family, e.g., other public health nurses, psychia-

trists, probation officers, staff of other agencies.

Crite,.ria for Acceptance and Termination of Cases: In order to

maintain a manageable caseload, and to Preclude the acceptance of cases
essentially inappropriate, for Pro-Child (e.g., no rictual abuse or
neglect), the staff were forced to define a set of critea for accepting
cases into the project, with highest priority given to cases where a
.recent incident bf abuse or severe neglect has occurred. In order to

eliminete the common practice of keeping cases open on a "maintenance
only" basis (i.e., periodic contact with a relatively stable case), t'lle

project will also shortly be defining 'termination criteria

1.1 9
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implemcnting programs that require changes in personnel or staff payment
procedures can be very complicated, since it is diffl,cult to introduce

changes for one unit that are not applicable. to other.units.

Coordination with Other PHR Units:. Because the project concentrated
originally on developing, relationships with ou.tside community agencies,
rather th3n with other DHR units, and also, irc part, because of the

feeling,amorq other DHR stalf that the project, by virtue of its Federal
grant statds, was able to provide.more servic_s, there have been some
strained relationships between the project and these units. Sinte many-.

of Pro-Child's cl.ients require services provided by the.se units. (foster

care., adult services, AFDC assistance, etc.) the project is now attempting
through meetinEls and educational presentations to develop better working
relationships with all DHR units.

Xl. FUTURE PLANS

During the second year, a new Intake Worker will be added to the
-staft and the project will assume itsown initial intake of cases. A

new day,care. program, with an expanded capacity, is being developed

throug.h an agreement with a church-affiliated organization.. Twenty-four
hour referral services wiil.be made available to' the community through'
an arrangement.with--both state and local hot l.ines Some additional

group-and family courvseling sessions ill be developed and 'a home that
Will accept a mother and her child for short periods oF time will be,

supported.
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ARKANSAS CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT PROJECT: LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS

PROLOGUE

On my. first visit to the SCAN project in Arkansas (the letters stand
for Suspected Child Ahus8-and Neglect), I Ki:d witnessed manyof the sup-
port,ive 'layers of the organization, whjch enable the r.ore of tfie system,
the lay therapy model,-to operate unencumbered by adminiStrative or pro-
grammatic responsibilities. I'd listened to the Oroject staff of SCAN..
recount their progress and problems in the communities in Arkansas where
the demonstration project is funded. . I'd interviewed community agency
representatives for their perspective of the role the project played in
the service network for abusive parents. I'd.visited a SCAN day care
center and attended an evening session of Parents Anonymous, sponsored_by

-SCAN. 1 had 'read case file notes of active clients. And'I'd been along
,on;the initial evaluation Of aistraught young mother whose.child had
ben removed':by Court order;foi- necessary-medical !attention. The7SCAN'
worker had tactfully and suOportiveiy elicited from her a tale of isola-
tion, excessive home responsibilities, and low self-esteem, all of which
are conslstently present in an Abusive or potentially abusive parent,
and are known to project members as the "dynamics of abuse."

Now, the SCAN staff was collected in the conference,room of an old
Georgian-style brick building on,the V.A. Hospital grounds for its semi-
monthly staffing. Since the essence of the SCAN project.-- the actual
.relationship between an individual lay therapist and his or her client
is private rather than pub.fic, this stafFing promised to bring an out-
sider as.clbse to experiencing this relationship as possible. lt,was not

a disappointment.

In the course of the four-hour staffing, the real core of the lay
therapy model became visible, as the workers recounted their efforts
,over the preceding two weeks with the two or three,clients to whom they
had each been assigned. In this session, the capacity of the team mem-
bers to help each other resolve frustrations and confirm perceptions of
progress in their cases was readily apparent. It was particularly illus-
trative of the techniques they use with their clients. While there is
an ever-expanding list of activities which the lay therapist undertakes
in an effort to help a client (such as providing information about avail-
able services and programs; providing on-the-spot counseling in marital
relations, sex education, and child development; providing a parenting
Model; providing transportation or babysitting to enable the parent to
attend PA; or.even supplying emergency funds for food), the workers
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I. INITIAL CONCEPT OF THE PROJECT

Following the passage of the child protection legislation by the
Arkansas legislatu.re in-1967, the rate of TepOrting of ,child abuse and

. neglect cases to Arkansas'Social Services began to increase. As the
-

Social 5erVices -staff strained to provide adequate servite,to4he-growlng
caseload, it became apparent not only that additional ..re5o6rces would
have to be committed to child protection, but that some:new kind of com-..
munity system would be needed to counter the apparent increaSe in inci-
dence of abuse. Key to following the serendipitous fashion in whith the
Arkansas syster for child protection eNiofved'is the recognition of two-
independent and-parallel efforts- which Were brought together by An abu--
sive mother.

.;

One'side of the history begins with the Pulaski CountY Tag'k 'Force .

for Child Abuse. While the Task Force. moved forWard, with the help of
Dr. Ray. Helfer, to explore the available model; for child protection, an
isiformal effort was independently taking place which would ultimately
lead to the creation of a workable system of volunteer service delivery
to families in which child Abuse had occurred.

.r.ln the summer of,t971, Sharon Pallone began working with an abusive
mother as a volunteer lay therapist. In the course of events, Dr. YoUngi
the Chairman of the Task Force, also worked with the woman, thereby
becoming aware of Ms. Pallone's approach. Since the volunteer group.con-

.

......

cept resembled the model that had been Proposed to the. Task Force, Ms.
Pallone was encouraged to recruit additional volunteers who were then
trained by Dr. Young, Ms. Pallone, and Social Services. By the sUmmer
of 1972, the group of volunteers had established a,non-profit corpora-
tion, SCAN -(Suspected Child Abuse and Neglett) Volunteer Services, Inc.,
and had been contracted by Social Services to offer treatment services.

In time,_as the caseload and,la.; therapy staff grew, and SCAN gained
credibility within Arkansas Social Services, local task forces were
formed in other counties of the state where public interest in the forma-

tion of SCAN units was fostered. By the fall of 1973, SCAN was operating
local units in three additional counties. At this time, members of the
staff at the University of Arkansas Graduate School. of Soclal Worklpecame
aware of the availability of demonstration funds in the field of child
abuse and approached SCAN and Arkansas Social Services to develop a pro-
posal. The program, which was federally funded in tne spring of 1974
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in Litt!e Kock.

H. COMMUNITY CONTEXT

Demographica1ly, the Three demonstration sites of the Arkansas pre-

ject are similar. Each county.has a single major town of under 100,000

population, and in each of the cocnties most of (he people live in the
major town. In other respects.; however,the sites are unique and present
different challenges for 'the local projects,. The moSt important town in
Garland County is Hot Springs National Park,'a spa, resort and racetrack
town: About One-third of the permanent population is over the age of 65.

In Jefferson County, the major town is Pine Bluff, loca)ted south .of
Little Rock on the-Arkansas Rive-T. The population of Pine Bluff has de-

clined since ti:le last ,cepsus.

-Washington County is the secOnd mcist populous county in Ar'ansas

after Pulaski County (Little Rock). It is also the fastest growing

county in the state. Most of the people live in Fayetteville and Spring-

dale. Fayetteville is the home of the University of Arkarisas and attracts

light industry and service industry, as well as mobile upper-middle-..
class and professional families from many parts of the U.S.

The community-system for dealing with cases of child abuse and
neglEct is similar in the three demonstration counties, with a few minor
exceptions. BeSor _:AN, some caSes that were discovered by citizens in

the community were reported to several different ,igencies, and,cases dis-
covered by iiimbers.of the agencies were reported at least to Social Ser-

vices and sometimes to another agency. Many cases weresimply not

reported. The main 'community agencies that provided services for fami-

lies in which child abuse or neglect.had taken place were Social Ser-

vices and the Juvenile Probation Department of the court: For cases that
were.not referred to Jevenile Court, the ,services mostly amounted to
crisis intervention, temporary shelter for thE child and some counseling
anA advocacy by counselors in Social Services.

The establishment of a SCAN unit in the three Aemonstration coun-
ties and Ahe effort5 of the project ha,,e changed the community systems
in several significant ways. Reporting, for example, has become'more

centraiized. Neighbors, relatives, and'other citizens who previously
reported to any of several other public agencies have responded to SCAN

'publicity and now report directly to SCAN. Other public agencies have
also agreed to 'forward reports that they receive directiy to SCAN. The-
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to investigation of reports; con5equently, all'appropi-iate reports are
evaluited in the family's home, and periodic follow7up after a case is
sCabilized 'is a routine part of the community system.

III. PROJECT GOALS.

The following are the current project goals:

Overall Goal Statement: Because the Arkansas Division of Social
Services is committed to improving the quality of the family rela-
tionship so that a child can be re in his or her own home, it

-proposed-to continue-the demonst.-dtion of the feasibility of the
volunteer model, in which lay- therapists provide protective ser-
vices for children.and farni.lie.s i.nvolyed i,n the problem.df abuse

and neglect. '

Objective 1: Identify, develop, expand, contract for and coordinate
codnty-wide resour'ces necessary fo,r more effective SCAN/Social Ser-

vices operations.

Objective 2: Implement the coordinated efforts of public agencies,
private agencies, and volunteer groups by providing specific ser:
vices on behalf of clients.

Objective 3: Ensure immediate delivery of services to pyoject
clients and encountige otheragencies to accept and provide services
to project clients on a more-immediate basis.

Objective 4: Educate the project community, including professionals,
a.bout the dynamics of abuse and the necessity of reporting as re-
quired by state law.

IV. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The most notable feature of the Arkansas project's organizational
stcucture is its unity and cohesion, despite the fact that it is dis-

persed among four different cities and in two separate offices in each
city. In each of the three deMonstration counties there is a separate

local SCAN office, housing the SCAN staff, and a Social Services Coor-
dinator, "locatcd in the county offices of the Divison of Social Services.
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SCAN. At project headquarters a management information system is main-
.

tained, containing monthly client data. \Day-to-day decisions, needed for

the refinement of the interaction betweeniSCAN'and Social Services, are

made here. Management consultation is provided-by the'Graduate School

of Social Work, which furnishes this service to numerous.social projects

in Arkansas.

While the Arkansas. Social Services is ultimately accountable 144...the

state.office for providing protective services, it can, through cont,fAI,

delegate duties for child abuse cases to SCAN Volunteer Services, InC. Yt4

The, local Social Services Coordinator plays the &jai role'of speeding

th'e provision of services to SCAN clients who are receivihg'social ser-

vi,tes .from Ihe agency and of ensuring that reported Child.-abirse cases

get the attenti,on legally required by the State. Although 'paid as staff

members of the project, the coordirrators retain their status as staff
. .

members pf the-local Social Services divisions.

The local SCAN staffs are supervised by the central SCAN staff (in

Little Rock), which in turn coosdinateS with the,project headquarters

staff. While payment for project expenses are made from the grant, the

essence of .the program is the use of volunteer services, both lay and

professional, for srvice delivery and consultation- to the project. In

addition,,some offce space is donated for project use, as wet! as a

field communications system for the central SCAN staff.

V. STAFFING PATTERNS

Figure 1 is a diagram of .the Arkansas project organization. The

organization .contains only one formal chain of command, that within the

SCAN'organization connecting,SCAN headquarters with the local SCAN units

and thelay'therapists; the reSt of the project, organization bperates by

cooperative agreements. The Social Services coordinators work within

the orgadizational framework of the local Division of Social Services.

Written procedures have been developed by the project for coordination

between the Sotial Services coordinators and the local SCAN- drrectors.

The "Project, Director works,within the organizational framework of the

State Office of Social Services and, in fact, spends half-time with that

organization, with his salary paid by them. The Project Management. Con-

sul-tant and her as'sistant are currently paid a full-time salary by Alle

-project and receive some direction from the Graduate School of Social

Work. The Management Consultant takes care of the day-to-day monitoring

of the project, short-term problem solving and technical assistance for'
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the local projects in t e deVonstration tounties. Together with the
Assistant Management Co,. ultant, she also maintains the information flow
into and out of the project and the flow of internal management informa-
tion.

The State Director of SCAN, Inc., deals with the overall policy
development for that organization and with the Overall coordination of
SCAN with.Arkansas Social.Services. She supervises the operation of

- SCAN state-wide and is available, for consultation on alt abuse and neglect
cases. SCAN Volunteer Services, Inc. has a Board of Directors that
develops policy for the organization. The State SCAN Coordinator pro-

-

vides the day-to-day supervision of the local SCAN directors and directs
the "staffing sessions" 'that each.project holds every two weeks.

The key to successful case management at the local level is the

effective coordination between the SCAN Director and the Social Service
Coordinator. The Local SCAN Directors are primarily concerned with the
evaluation and initi-al ckisposition of new 'referrals to the project'and
with case ma.agement of the SCAN cases in their communities. They super-

vise the work of the lay therapists, provide some individeal counseling
to .clients, provide support and-back-up for the local chapter of Parents
Anonymous, and devote time to community education andthe coordination of
community services. They work in tandem'with the Assistant SCAN Directors.
The Social Service Coordinators are reponsible for expediting and'facili-
tating the delivery of services from the Division of Social Services to

, the SCAN clients who are to receive them. The Coordinator works in close
cooperation with the SCAN di-rector on the development of case plans and

C. particip'ates in case reviews both' at, theVCAN staffing sessions and at
,,,.

meetings of the h6Spital review team. I iaddition,-the Coorilinator keeps

the Social Services records for SCAN ca s, assists in the development of
foster homes and arrangements for day .c.are, and shares the load of speak-

ing engagements with"the Director.

The Lay Therapists make themselves,available'for accepting cases
assigned to.them by the SCAN dicector. They sometimes participate 'in

the initial investigation of case during intake and then begin their
lay therapy on an intensive basis when they are assigned- to the case:
Their hours are flexibte,.but they are on call to the families they are
working with 24 hours a day, 7 days-- a week. The lay therapists are
reimbursed for up,to $50 of their expenses per month and are considered
volunteer staff members. This reimbursement is a critical consideration,/
in the lay therapy model, in that, depending upon the personal financial
situatiOn4of_the.volunteer, the $50 monthly budget may offset-any dis-
advantages--,they may experience in volunteering. Turnover among.the lay
therapists/has been very.low, usually occbrring only When a lay thera-
pist:moves from the community or when.there is a change'.in the
therapist''s own family situation. Many of the Jay therapists..have college
degrees, and some have been trained in'or have worked in various profes-
sions which help them in their work and add to the effectivenes! Of the

bi-weekly case reviews.
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Figure 1: Organizational Chart
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yl. PPOJECT COMPONENTS

The project coMponents have evoked somewhat from the model that
had been proposed to th -. orjginal task fc

Education: The prc, 'ect provides public . orofessional
education and training Lhe lay therapists. ; ,,lic education pro-
vided by the local proj takds place mostly In the form of various
kinds of speaking engag, vnts with schools, community groups, and other
groups in the county. le T:resentations are made mostly by the SCAN
Director or the Social 'ervices Loordinator, but the new assistant SCAN
directors are expected to p-ovide some of this information as well.
Occasionally, lay theraps and SCAN clients part:-.ftipat.

The project responds to professional groups that request informatibn
and also seeks out professional groups, such as the police, who should
be informed of the project's position in the community and the nature
of the child abuse problem.

At the headquarters level, staff members furnish public education
programs with a wider scope, including speaking engagements throughout
Arkansas and out of state, di-,semination of a packet of informationai
material that can be sent ir answer to written requests for information,
and broad circulation of th montniy proje,..t newsletter, FOCUS, which
is intended primarily for t,e. eight project offices, but which is sent
to a variety_of other group-, and agencies.

An integral part of the operation of SCAN is the recruitment-and
training of lay therapists: The lay therapy training session in Little
Rock runs for three days and is very intensive. The tral-ning sessions
take place two tq three times a year and are generally scheduled to
accommodate the volunteers wh, are waiting to begin. in the second year
of the project, the SCAN training sessions will continue to be open to
other members of ,the community besides lay therapists.

After the initil training seion, the lay therapists continue to
receive training in tie form cC' the guidance given them during the bi-
weekly truining"sessjons, and also attendante at special seminars or
selected topics several times a year.

Treatment:: The SCAN units principally offer crisis intervention
and lay therapy as treatment services. The local staffs have aiso organ-
i7.edfarents Anonymous chapters, multidisciplinary teams, and howitai
_committees in the demonstration counties and-provide continuous -support
for them. Within Parents Anonymous they arrange for volunteers to be
on hand to care for children while their parents are in the session;
they provide transportation to the session when it is needed; and, above
all, they provide the patient and sensitive coaxing, sometimes extended
over several weeks, that is needed to get some parents to attend Parents
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Anonymous. Through Arkansas Social.Services the.local projects also

make day care and foster care services available.

Lay therapy counseling is the name given to a complex 'set of respon-

sibilities. The prime task of the lay thercTist is to establish a trust

relationship with the client. :From this bask therapeutic friendship,
various hats are assumed by the lay therapist, such as that of a parent-
ing model; marriage, sex education 'and/or child development counselor;

as well as that of a resource and advocate for needed adxiliary services,

including homemaking, babysitting, day care and transportation. In

assuming any and all of thelse responsibilitie, the lay therapist strives

to maintain a non-judgmental, non-punitive rclationship with his or her

clients with the end goal pf enabling the p-,rent t,o reaCh discipline

alternatives to abuse and to achieve indep.:ndence.

Crisis intervention is a distinct service of-the project and an

integral part of the lay therapy. Sometimes ,a case is initiated. through

SCAN's ,intervention in a crisis situation that is reported to the pro-

ject. Once a case-has been accepted bY SCAN and a lay therapist' is
assigned,,the,lar therapist is "on call" to the family' 24 hours a day..

Fellow-up, which was also Originally planned as a distinct part of the
projec, is now built into the lay therapy service in the.sense that

cases are not closed, but rather 6tabilized,.and the lay therapist con-

tinues to keep in touch with the family from time to tine to assess its

ability to function independently.

Auxiliary Services; The original'auxiliary services included coor-

dination, day Care/foster care, case management/advocacy and SCAN training.

These services are included in'the two main components ofthe project.

Part of thd treatment coordination efforts of the project'have been

directed toward the development of'day care and foster care services

the communilty. The local SCAN direLtors have promoted day care programs

and Social Services has encouraged creation of new foster homes.' C..ase

management js an underlying.service provided, in the Arkansas project,

by both" SCAN and the Social Services Coordinator. Therefore, two/files

exist for ally/ family that is receiving both SCAN services and e'Vices

from or thrOugh the Division of Social Services., Advocacy is provided

by the lay therapists, and SCAN training is considered a part/of the

education cOmponent._

VII. PROFILE OF CLIENT CHARACTERISTICS

Since S\CAN was already operating in the demonstration counties when

the project begani-Aht.re was already a casoload and a modest number ol"

new refeclIS to the project in the first month. The following client

profiles are based on those families in each county with Fritake

during the period of January through June; 1975.
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Of the nine Garland 'County cases, mdre than half are established
abuse cases, with'most being moderate or mild cases of physical abuse.
The average number of children per family is two; parents are relatively
young (most being under 25); and all are legally married couples. All

but one family are Caucasian. Almost none of the parents has had any
education past high school. The average total family income is approxi-
mately .$5400, with over one-quarter of the families receiving public
assistance. The primary problems which-help explain the-abuse or neglect
incident bringing these cases to,the project's attention include finan-
cial, social isolation, job related and marital problems. Some reinci.-

dence is seen,.in the form of emotional abuse with occasional moderate
or mild physical and emotional neglect.

In contrast, proportionately fewer of Jefferson County's 28 cases
are established cases of abuse or neglect. In close to 50iof the cases,
however, there is a strong indication of abuse. Very few of the cases

are severe abuse or neglect. The parents are s,lightly older than in Gar-
land County and the families are slightly larger. Fewer of the cases
are legally married couples (80) and fewer of the cases are Caucasian,
(75..1.. The educational level is approximately the same; the average
family income is higher ($7300) and more of the parents are employed,
leading to fewer recipients of public assistance. The most frequently
cited problems in these cases include financial, marital, and mental
health. The reincidence rate is higher, reflected primarily in emotion-
al a'Duse and neglect with some moderate and mild physical abuse occurring.

In the 18 Washington County cases, even fewer are established-abuse,
and none are severe abuse or neglect. The family size and parents' ages
are comparable to Jefferson County; however, significantly fewer are
legally married couples (674). The educational level is somewhat higher

than in the other two counties, as is the overall proportion of employ-

ment, but the average total,family income is lower ($4800). The primary

problems most Often mentioned as related to child abuse and neglect in-
clude heavy child care responsibility, financial and marital problems!.
Reincidence is primarily seen as mild physical or emotional neglect, with
some instances of moderate physical or emotional abuse.

VIII. CLIENT FLOW

Identification: Almost all referrals to the project come by tele-
phone, from other agencies in the community, particularly Social Ser-

f

vices and the-Juvenile Court, and from neighbors, relativeS, anonymous
callers and self-referrals.. A referral to the project is taken by the

loCal SCAN Director or, if she is out on, a case, by the Assrstant Direc-

tor or the Secretary. For all reports, the SCAN Director calls the
Social Services.Coordinator to find out anything that Social Services
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may have in their records about the case.and then prepares for the home

evaluation. At this time a report .is-sent to the Central Registry.

Intake: All cases are evaluated by the local SCAN staff within 46

hours, but crisis cases ere evaluated immediately, regardless of the

time Of day or night. During the evaluation, the SCAN Director takes a

non-threatening position with the family, Offering help and trying to

get the famiiy to accept SCAN services. If there is.any reason to sus-

pect that/abuse might have occurred or be potential, a lay therapist will

be assigned and begin visiting the client at once. If the initial eval-

uation indicates that the case is a neglect case, it is reported to

Social Services and referred to the appropriate agency.

Diagnosis and Treatment Planning: Once the evaluation has shown

that there has been abuse or severe neglect, r that there is potential

for it, the case is entered in the SCAN caseload and begins to be re-

viewed at the bi-weekly SCAN staffing sessions. A preliminary case plan

is made by the local SCAN Director andthe lay therapist, with assist-

ance from the State SCAN Coordinator anu the Social Services Coordinator

in some (i.e., severe) cases, to provide any immediate services beyond

the lay' therapy, such as day care or counseling, which need to be arranged

through Social Services. Besides the reviews at SCAN staffings, the case

will be reviewed by the Multidisciplinary Team at the hospital if it is

a hospital case or a particularly serious case, and possibly by the com-

munity consultation team in the counties that have one. The progress of

treatment is subsequently reviewed as needed.

Treatment: The main service offered by the Arkansas project. is lay

therapy, which take§ place during visits to the client's ilome. Depending

On the severity of the case or the degree to which it ls stabilizing, the

intensity of the lay therapy counseling provided may vary widely. Typi-

..cally, a relatively-new, diffi_cul.c case
receives considerably more than

.the average six hours of lay therapy,:counseling per month. In genera!,

the lay therapists strive for some form of weekly contact with their

clients. In additioh, clients may receive individual counseling or par-

tidipate in Parents Anonymous.

FollOw-Up: As a case stabilizes, which may be six Months or more

after the initial referral, the intensity of'lay therapy will normally

taper off f.rom .several visits a week-to a much lower, frequency. The' .

project continues to maintain contact with _the client indefinitely, how-

ever, and keeps the client's file open,_though in a stabillzed status.

The case continues to be mentioned from i-imeto time during stetting ses--.

sions and during the diagn6Sfic review team Meetings. In'this way, SCAN

is in a position to resume more intensive treatMent as soon as there are

signs of need for it. If an unstabilized client moves from the county

or sfate; the case is referred to the appropriate agenLjes.
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IX. RESOURCE AtLOCATION

The total first year federal budget for the project was $150,000.
Because the Arkansas project makes such extensive use of volunteer time
in treatment services to prents, the allocation of funds by the project
to the service components differs considerably from the allocation of
hours. The use of volunteers in treatment and support servic , shows up
as a higher percentage of hours than of dollars for those groups. The
difference is balanced, of coOrse, by the nercentage of dollars being
greater than that of hours in project operation, which is done mostly by
paid staff. Aside from the fixed general administration costs, staff
development was the dominant component of project operations.

Most of the staff deveiOpment time is "spent" by regular staff. The

main forms of staff development are regular staff meetings, project semi-
nars, SCAN training, visits to training seminars 'or institutes by projeCt
staff, training provided within the project by the State SCAN,Director,
Project Director or Project'Management .Consultant, and workshOps held by
Arkansas Social Services.

X. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The Arkansas project has had few serious implementation problems.
As the project entered its second year, howeyer, some issues now appear
to.be inherent in this kind of model in which a vol.unteer service is
provided in cooperation with a county Social Seryices Division.

Legitimacy: Since the Division of Social Services carries the legal
responsibilitY.for providing protective services, some individuals and
agencies in the community gueStioned whetherkSCANas-a private non-
profit corporation, could be 'accepted as a legitimate agency fOr satis-
fying the legal mandate,. The project staff feels that its model Could
have had a Ipetter start in the community if they had prepared a Circular
that clarifled the legal position of the prkiate group and reassured."
those concerned about it by including signatures of appropriate officials.

Credibility: There was, as well, the matter of legitimacy in :he

broader sense of gaining acceptance by other agencies as a dependable
and effective group. SCAN's efforts to establish credibility with other
agencies and thereby gain their confidence and support were dependent
upon their consistent demonstration of capability.

Confidentiality: During most of the first year the local projects
were at a slight disadvantage in diagnosing and reviewing cases' of

clients who were receiving treatment elsewhere in the community. The

confidentiality agreements.between clients and the.community mental
health centers or private counseling services precluded the sharing of
information about clients there with SCAN. In one of the communities,
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arrangements have been made fsor sharing this information if .the client

gives his or her written consent.

Cooperative Procedures between_SCAN and Sor'al Services: Since the

Social Services Coordinator works within the oryanizational structure of

Arkansas Social Services and occupies office space there while working

closely with the SCAN Director for the project, it is essential that

priorities and procedures be established to ensure efficient joint deci-

sion making. During the first year, written procedures were developed

as they were requested, .and the project headquarters has re-emphasiZed

them periodically, especially at the time of turnover in the pOsition,of

Director or Coordinator. Beyond this, however, it has been necessa.r'y to

gradually.define the Coordinator's position more and.more clearly with

the local Division-of Social Services in order to develop a clear chain

of command and distribution of responsibilities. This is an important

part of the development of the model whose demonstration is the overall

goal of the project.

Lay Therapist's Administrative Work: The principal service of the

project is lay therapy, provided by volunteers who receive only a maxi-

.
mum compensation of $50 a month for expenses. The concept of lay theraPY

as an effectime service involves an element of informality, a

therapeutic friendship between the client and someone else in the com- .

munity who does not represent authority or the threat of punitive action.

For both .of these reasons it is important that the lay therapists be as

unencumbered as possible with administrative duties and paper work, and

the project felt that the lay therapists could .not be asked to do a great

deal of extra administrative work... This matter was settled by getting

additional .staff positions -- firgt, an. Assistant Management Consultant

at project headquarters who travels to the demon5tration counties to get

the needed information and second, an Assistant Difector for each SCAN

office. The assistant diTectors were already needed,to absorb some of

the growing workload of the directors, and the addition of the evaluation

work necessitated a full-time position.'

\
Physical Dispersion of the Rroject: The project operates in four-

different cities and in two different offices in each. The State SCAN

Coordinator travels to each demonstration-county every two weeks, which

helps to keep the local projects in touch witil each other, and the State

SCAN Director anciproject headquarters staff make.oceasional visits to

the local projects. This does mean,-however, that meetings always imply

extensive travel time, which must be taken from time that staff members

could uSe for some other purpose. The Centrex.telephone system makes it

possible for the various parts of the .project to have frequent.telephone

contact, and the project initiated in the spring of 1975 a monthly news-

letter, FOCUS, which summarizes the month's developments for all members

in the project. It is felt by the project staff that,provisions,'in the

form of centralized and, coordinated communication, as well as through

funds for field contact, must be made to .accommodate physical dispersion
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Xl. FUTURE PLANS

The project has spelled out most of its future plans in the objec-
tives of its second-year proposal. These plans are mostly for the
refinement and improvement of the SCAN/Social Services model. Particular
effort will be directed at improving the coordinarion between public agen-
cies, private agencies, and volunteer groups within the communities.
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APPENDIX D

FAMIL\' niSOURCE CENTER: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

PROLOGUE

The large, old house on Lindell Boulevard looks like several others

on that street which have seen a change in use over the years from ser-
ving-as elegant residences for St. Louisans to their current roles
housing,an array. of small businesse's. But, inside this particular build-
ing, Monday morning witnesses a series of activities very different from

those of its neighbor businesses. Here on the.second floor of the Family

Resource Center, several children are participating in the Child Develop-

ment Classroom, working sometimes on group activities such as drawing

and singing and at other times on a one-to-one basis with the teachers

and volunteers to develop some of the skilJs which they-lack i tproving

language skills, fine and gross motor'activity, and their cognitive

ability. On the first floor, many of their mothers are gathered in the
parents' Lounge for their weekly Group Therapy meeting, where they can

share Ch1Frr-pri-51-5Tan benefit from knowing that there are others who

have similar experiences to tel-r-own

On the third floor, in the Staff Lounge the volunteer Parent Coun-

selors are meeting for their bi-weekly discussions of the parents they

are working with and ideas. on how to handle problems they encounter in

- their lay therapist roles.

Chier in St. Louis Children's Hospital, which is a few blocks away

but which is the,parent agency for the FamilY Resource Center, the Child.

Abuse Coordinator who is a member 9f FRC's staff is running a seminar

for new interns and nurses on the Emetgency Room staff, on identifying

and handling abuse cases.

The activities on this Monday morning are typical of the range of

things being done at the FamMy Resource Center. ,Many of the.parehcs

and children will be returning to the Center at other times during the

week, for'the fathers' group, family counseling, reCreational therapy or

maybe. for one of the special picnics or family activities the Center

holds occasionally.
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I. HISTORY

During late 1973 two students and a professor from the George Warren
Brown School of Soc:ai Work at Washington University in St. Louis became
concerned about the lack of treatment resources in the St. Louis community
for families involved in abuse situations, other than those provided by
the governmental agencies legally mandated to deal with the problems of
child abuse and neglect. Consequently, the group began the devclopment
of a full-fledged treatment center, with services for the entire family.
An organizational sponsor was needed for the program in St. Louis, and,
based on the strong interest of the Director of the St. Louis Children's
Hospital (SLCH) Department of Social Services, the decision was made to
develop a hospital-based program, with St. Louis Children's as the -sponsor. -

The group, now including the hospital director of social services,
wrote its grant proposal for the Family Resource Center (FRC) , and

began making community contacts to develop support for the potential
program.

COMMUNITY CONTEXT

The City of,St. Louis is one of the major urban centers in the coun-
try, and as such suffers from most of the problems associated with urban
areas.- With a population of 622,236 in 1970, St. Louis had 26.57 of its
hopseholds below the poverty-income level and another 37.4% with incomes
between $5000 and $10,000 per year.

The service delivery system for cases of abuse and neglect in the
St. Louis community has been characterized by the presence of two focal
agencies mandated by the child abuse law to receive all abuse reports,
the-Division of Family Services (DFS) and the Juvenile Court. -Each re-
ceives reports and referrals of cases from other major agencies (hospi-
tals, 'schdols, police) for investigation and service planning or place-
ment; but neither of the two refers cases elsewhere for investigation
.and service planning, except to each other. It is not,, by any means, a
ontralized system. The two focal agencies do not see all abuse and
neg)ect cases known to the other key agencies. And, for many of the.
cases, .which are seen by these two agencies, they jre not the first agency
to pe<orm an investigation. schools, hospitais, and the police all do
their oç investigations and some dodiagnosis, service planning, and
serice,pisovision before reporting te case to DFS or Juvenile Court.
The evel d'f\ coordination among agencies in the system has been low, with
little intertion among agencies in terms of planning and training staff
to a.chieve bet4r service delivery for the community, and limited coor-
dination and comunication in the handling of individual cases.
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III. PROJECT GOALS

The goals of the Family 'Resource Center are ac follows:

1. To develop a f7imily treatment approach which will reduce the
incidence of abuse in FRC families by providing an educational
and therapeutic environment for both parents and children;

2. To improve the child abuse service network in metropolitan St.
Louis through establishing referral procedures with agencies
for Fat families, identifying the nature and scope of FRC ser-
vices for the agency network, involving agency staff in FRC

"meetings ana initiating the expansion of services.for abusive
-families through other agencies;

To provide a community education program which will develop
greater awareness of the problem, it,prove the process of iden-
tifying.and reporting suspected cases, improve attitudes to-
ward abusive parents and their children, and encourage commun-
ity support for programs servicing this population;

L. To organize training programs ifor professional, student and'
lay workers involved with abused children and their parents;

To expand the relevant knowledge basp pertaining to child abufe
by (a) participating in the national evaluation, (b) developing

a process for conceptualizing program components for dissemina-
tion of the FRC model to the field, (c) determining methods

.for measuring behavior change in parents and children, (d)
'testing and diagnostic assessment of target chil.d,.(e) identi-
fication of characteristics of the.clients, and (f) .formula-
tion of admission criteria.

IV. ORGANiZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The Center is a special projecN,of SLCH's Department of Social Ser-
vices. ,Its budget is covered almostItotally by the federal demonstra-
tion monies, whiCh are chaveled through the hospital. The hospital
provides some financial"support in fringe benefits and other miscellar-

neous items. 'During its first year of operation, the project. also 'has
obtaineorlimited local funding; securing a $4000 grant for .its children's

program and a $400 donation for ;special needs. The development of a
local funding base has been an important objective Of the Center fromi.its
inception, and staff continue to devote significant effort to this aim.

While housed organizationally in SLCH, the Center operates the bulk
of its programout of its own -faci!!ty, a large residence in close prox-
imity to the hospital grounth. lt functions semi-autonomously, with
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operational program and policy decisions resting primarily with the
Center's Director. The hospital's Director of Social Services serves as
the project's Director for Administration (a 20% time commitment), admin-
istering the hospital functions of the project, and participating with
tNe tenter Director coordination of relations between the two facili-
ties.

It is import.int to note that while the Center functions relat:vely
'autonomously of SLCH and derives only minimal financial support from the
hospital, the tie to the hospital has been an important one 'or the Cen-
ter, particularl- in establishing credibility within the community.

V. STAFFING PATTERN

The staff organization of FRC includes five.Program Coordinators,
with responsibility for each of the distinct program areas of the Center,
who.work with the teaching, soda] work, ahd other volunteer staff.in
carrying out the Center's programs. The Project Director administers

the program. In addition, a pediatrician and child psychiatrist from
SLCH consult for .the project and serve, with the Director for Adminis-
tration, as the "collegial consultants" of the project, linking it to
SLCH. Ultimate-accountability, as the following organizational chart
(Figute--11 illustrates, is to the hospital's Executive Director. An

---iMportant characteristic of FRC is the use of students as an integral
part of the staf'. Students, participating in the Center for the prac-
ticum experience toward the MSW degree, commit a full year to the pro-
ject ancidevote 15 to 20 hours weekly to the project on a regular
schedule handling their own cases dr teachng responsibilities. The

chart on !the following page illustrates thee staffing patterns.
?

11,
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FIGURE 1: Organizational Chart
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Community, Education: Community education is designed to make the
community aware.of the Center ana the services it offers, to change atti-

tudes and promote_understanding abot-t the problem of child abuse, and to

make people knowledgeable abput resources in the community system for

dealing with the problem of abuse.

In addition to seVeral presentations by or about FRC in the media,

Center staff made' 17 presentations during the first year to comMunity

-groups, including commUnity clubs, students, and prospective volunteers,

on'the dynamics of abuse, resources for reporting and treating abuse,

and legal aSpects of abuse: Over one million people were reachc. .

,
media presentations and several hundred through dFrect group preserta-

tions.

.Professional Education: The Center works with professionals from

Other agencies in the community to increase knowledge about child abuse

r.an.d negleCr; its identification and effective treatments... TRC has.a

slide presentation and video tapes that have been.used2l times by com-

un!ty agencies and hospitals. ,One hundred_sixty agency representatives

attended sessions. on FRC at its'communIty 614n house. Twenty presenta-

tions .emphasizing forms of intervention and needs of abusive pareots
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have been made to professional grOups, including nurses, social workers,

physicians, teachers, staff of the bivision of Family Services (DFS) and

mixed grotTps.

A special emphasis-in the professional education component is the

training program provlded by the CAM Coordinator to physicians, nurses

and other staff of SLCH.

-
CoordtnatiOn. A primary concern of the Center staff has been the

establishment of working relationships with community agencies that have

responsibil)ities for handling child abuse caSes. The long-range goal of

coo'rdinatiOn is the develOpment_of an effective com:,nity netWork for

prov ding services in r'use situations.

During its first /ear, FRC engaged in extensive coordination activ-

ities thdt. resulted in the establishment of referral procedures with 11

agencies, Orocurement of a written agreement with the Division of Family

Services (St. Louis City), participation in agency meetings to di.Scuss

FRC program design, and establishing a Parents Anonymous Chapter in 'St.

Louis. In addition, the Center is increasing its contacts and coordina7

tion- efforts with the county Division of Family Services as more'and

more of its referrals come from the county.

Legjslation and Policy: During its first year, FRC staff worked

with others in Missouri on drafting a proposed major revision of the

child abuse law, and mental health legislation affecting children. rhe

prepoied law was researched and drafted by the Governor's Committee for

ChiLdren and Youth, on which FRC had staff representation. ;

Research: The research efforts of the projec.!- have inci..ded the

development and implementation of record-keeping in the project, includ-

ing logs for client contacts, monthly reports on client status, chil-

dren's records, and family summaries. In addition, the following research

activities are being undertaken:

a. development of an expanded client charactc,ristics question-

naire, which will be used to determine the characteristics

of clients being screened out during the int:ake process

versus those of clients being accepted into the Center;

b. performance of a series of tests (Denver Developmental, PPVT,

Vineland and others) on all "target" children (i.e., abused

children) whether or not they become act,ive in the Center's

children's programs, to characterize the developmental charac-

teristics of abused children;

c. perfortnance of a more in-depth series of tests (including

McCarthy, Vallet, etc.) on all cbildren enrolled in the Cen-

;er's programs, to further refine the charterization of

cognitive characteristics of abused children;
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d. concepeUalFzation of the treatment components of the program;

e. development of,measures of behavioral,change in parents and
children:

Treatment Services

!ndividual tounseling and Therapy: The Center offers these services
on a weekly basis to selected pal-ents. While these treatment approaches
are considered irriortant for some cases, the Center does not use them as
the primary treatment, depending on group work and the parent counselors
for primary treatment and using individual wor!: as needed. The Parents'

Coordinator and Intake 'Coordinator currently do individual wohk, along
with severaJ of the student 'staff.

Parent callaa2.11E: The Center now has six active parent counselors
(or lay therapist)s. Each parent counselor has been assigned to one
parent, and has made a commitment to the.Center for at least one year.
The Parent Counselor serves as the primary contact between the Center
and the family. Their responsibilities include remaining available to
the family on a 24-hour on-call basis, making frequent home visits, and
establishing a trustftg relationship which will allow the parent to turn
to the counselor both in crisis situations and for-a basically support-
ive relationship. For some parents the Parent Counselor is the'only ser-
vice they receive through the Center, while other parents with counselors
are actively involved in additional project activities.

Group Therapy: Group therapy for parents is an important treatment
service of the Center, which is offered to very parent. There are two

active (j; Jps: a Mothers' Group and a Youn Mothers' Group.. Both aroups

meet wee iy and are directed by two co-th apists.

Par_nts Anonymous: During its first year, the Center staff initia-
ted the development of a PA chapter in St. Loui.:. In conjunction with a

yisit to the St. Louis area by Jolly K. founder o PA, the Center
developed a publicity effort Lo attract parents who IN:qht benefit from
PA, recruited sponsors and offered Center space for meetings. Currently,

a PA group meets weekly at the Center with an outside sponsor, and a

special PA telephone line has been established at the Center to receive
calls and provide information to parents who are interested in joining

the group.

Parent Education: During the first year, a six-session parent edu-
cation program was provided for the Young Mothers' Group. .1n addition,

education in child management or behavior management techniques is being
provided for some parents on a one-to-one basis by the Children's Coor-
dinator, usually ir the parent's own home.
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Crisis Intervention, Diagnosis and' Referral: ln addition to the

availability of staff an-u Parent Counselors to respond to crises occur-
ring in the families participating in Center programs, the project offers
a special crisis intervention, diagnosis and referral service through the

CAM Coordinator in SLCH. She responds to all cases of abuse identified

Llt the hospital, meeting with the parents, assisting them in crisis sit-
uations, providing counseling as necessary and arranging an appropriate
referral for the family, either for FRC services c: to another community

agency.

Child Developmc.nt Classes: The child development program is designed
'for abused children who Aeed .remedial work in language, cognitive and

motor development skills. It is designed for children between the ages

.of 2-1/2 and 5. The program, which includes half-day sessions five
mornings a week, has as its primary focus individual "prPscriptive".
activity sessions tailored to each child's needs. The sessions are com-

pl.emented.by group activity and free play. Breakfast and a snack are

included each day,,_ and these meals are an integral part of the therapeu-

tic program. Five to eight children participate at any given. time. The

program. is under the direction of the Head Teacher-who works with the

Diagnostic Teacher, student teachers, and several volunteer child devel-

opment aides. An expansion of the program to include an afternoon ses-
sion for a second group of children is part of the project's second year

efforts. This prog;am will be focused on children with behavioral,
rather than developmental, problems.

Play Therapy: Play therapy is used both for children beyond the

age range of the Child Development Program, and as a complement to that

program for some children who can benefit from both. The Children's

Coordinator and some student social work staff provide this treatment.

Child Care: Students and other volunteers provide child careat
the Cpnter for children of mothers attending group therapy sessions,

famllies attending family or marital counseling, and for parent counse-
lors 6uring the twice monthly meetings. This babysitting service also

allows Center staff to have an opportunity to observe siblings of chil-

dren in the Center's programs as well as abused children who are not
involved in the Center's programs.

Transportation: The 'Center provides daily transportation to and..
from Child Development classes for all children, as well as taxi vouchers

for parents who need transportation to and from the Center. In addition,

some of the Center's 5ervices are provided in the parent's own home.

In addition to the services discussed above, the Center offers

couples and family counseling, medical care, and testing services and

specioi therapy through purchased service ar,-angements, and 24-hour

criss availability to parents in the program, through use of a "beeper"

Lelephone system.
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VII. PROFILE OF CLIENT CHARACTERISTICS

The Center served 23 families in its first year. Self-referral is

the.predominant source of clients for the Center, accounting for over
one-third of the clients. Significant proportions of clients are refer-
red from hospitals and the public social service agencies. Courts and
law enforcement agencies have not been the source Of referral on any
cases yet accepted for- services. All FRC cases must be abuse or poten-
tial abuse, but neglect is a factor in over one-fourth of these cases
well. Almost hal,f of the cases have had the abuse established, and only
about 10% of the cases are simply potential abuse situations,

About 60% of the families have two parents in the home, legal.ly
married, with about one-fourth of the families being "single" parents,
either divorced or separated. Almost.half of- the families are receiving
public assistance, and one-fourth of the families have incomes of under

$2000.

VIII. CLIENT FLOW

Identification: FRC receives about 25% of its referrais from SLCH,
its parent agency; about 25% from the Division of Family Services, about
one-third as self-referrals; and .the remainder from a variety of agen-
cies and individuals. All referrals are handled by the Intake Coordina-
tor, who screens out cases clearly not appropriate to the project (about

15-20% of the calls, which he refers elsewhere). The project accepts

only abusp cases.

Intake: For those cases not screened out at the point of initial
referral, the Intake Coordinator makes in-person contact with the fern:1y,
usually a home visit. Sometimes this Is done by the Intake Coordinator
alone, sometimes with a student social worker from the project, and some-
times accompanied by a staff person from the recerral agency. Tho-se

cases that are no-t appropriate to the project, either because there is

not a potential or actual abuse situation or 'because there are psycho-
logical problems of a type or severity inappropriate to the project, are
referred elsewhere for help. The aim of the initial contact is ! Jom-

muniCate FRC's desire to help, to explain what FRC offers, to clear up
any oonfusion in the parent's mind.about the legal aspects of the situa-

tion, and to begin to develop a relationship on which to base ongoing

treatment. Participation in FRC's programs is completely voluntary.

Diagnosis and Treatment Planning: Weekly meetings are held by the

Intake Coordinator, Parents' and Children's Program Coordinators and the

Project Director to review cases received into intake. An initial plan

is established and the case is assigned to a staff member for primary

responsibility. The diagnosis phase will usually involve a series of
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developmental tests given to the abi;sed chilaren in the family to deter-
mine their needs and Whether.Child Development or other children's pro-
grams tqould be appropriate.. Following this diagnosis and treatment
planning phase, parents are placed An the appropriate treatment serv-

,

ice(s). One or both parents may be involved; children can be placed in
the Center's programs only if the parent is involved in:Center services.

Treatment: Both parents, and children may participate in one or
more of the Center's services. Staffings are held periodically on cases

and each case is reviewed at three-month intervals at a case conference
with the family present. Workers from DFS or other agencies active in
,the case are invited to participate in the review. At this time, pro-
gress is reviewed and new goals may be estAlished, with the treatment
plan heing revised as appropriate. Length of time in treatment depends

on the individualisituation of the client.

Termination: Termination sometimes occurs because a family leaves,
the area or otherwi'se becomes'unavailable for further treatment-. The

basic criteria for termination as a "successful" case is based on a
judgment-that family functioning has improved to the point where.abuse
has,come under control for a given-period of time and the family feels
relatively secure. A child will be terminated from the Child Develop--
ment ,Program when the developmental lags originally nr .ed for the child
have been remediated. Upon termination of a parent .or,child, FRC makes

-a referral to a community agency. (day care, community mental health

clinic, etc.) for Continued work as aPpropriate. No specific follow-up

has yet been formulated for parents. One child has been terminated from
the program and follow-up is planned through observation of the chlid
when the parents Come in for couples counseling, as wen as by contact
with the day care center to which he has been referred.

IX. RESOURCE ALLOCATION

The total first year federal budget for the Center was $135,757.
dproximately 60%, of the project's resources go into case services, in-

cluding intake and diagnosis as well as various forms of treatMent.
The Child DEvelopment program consumes the largest proportion ofcproject
resources (about 27%), being the major service for children. The combi-

nation of services for parents (counseling, therapy and education)

represent about 11/, of the project's resources. Staff development and

training consume about 14r,/, of the resources.

Unit costs for services vary from about $1.50 per contact for family
counseling to $49.00 per contact for play therapy to over $200 for acti-

vities in handling a court case. Unit cost analysis for this project
are probably premature at this time, since unit costs per contact are
based not only on cirect treatment contact time but also include costs
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of planning and development of each service. Since the vari8us services
offered by the project are in different stages of development, some rela-
tively stable but others new and requiring signlficant effort in planning
and development, relative unit costs will be much higher for the latter.

X. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The project has faced many issues in implementing its program. Cer-

tain issues have been specific to ti-e Center's particular situation, but
many are relevant for any new agency attempting to provide services in
the child abuse field. Some of the most significant issues are discussed

below.

Staffing: The relatively low salaries that could be offered, and
the fact that the project is funded only for a specified period (and
thus cannot necessarily offer indefinite job security) served to make
finding staff difficult. Further, because the Center administrators
could not find people with extensive experience in child abuse, they
found it necessary to revise their experience criteria to include per-
sons with backgrounds in working with families or children, and with

some experience in, or, dealing with, agencies in St. Louis.

One noteworthy positive experience of the project has been the use
of student staff in the Center's programs. The practicum students work-

ing at FRC are an integral part of the staff, committing themselves to
the project for a full year, and spencling 15-20 hours per week at the

project. Each student hardleS 'his or her own cases, providing indivi-
dual counseling, doing case management, providing play therapy, serVing
as a child development teacher, or co-leadi.ng one of the therapy groups,

under the direction of one of the professional staff.

Acceptance by Community Agencies: Instituting a new agency, out-

side the established legal network for receiving reports and referrals
ci cnild abuse and neglect cases, required major efforts-in terms of
developing cooperative arrangcments with other community agencies. The

Center experienced some normal resist.ance from other agencies, partly
due to apprehensions that the Center would change established procedures
for reporting and handling of child .abuse, and partly to a sense on the
part of agencies that the project was conceived and funded without their

input.

.Project Leadership and Decision Making: The originaf design for

the FRC administrajon included a rather complex administrative struc-
ture: a collegial directorship (pediatrician 10'4, child psychiatTist

10%, and social worker 30%), Associate Director for Treatment, and Asso-

ciate Director for Administration. This design was, oonstructed as an
interdisciplinary management approach to child abuse and as a methanism

for incorporating SLCH personnel into the structure. Practical aspects
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of management-and decision making soon emerged, necessitating some revi-
sion in the rather cumbersome structure. Devejoping a decision-making
model that incorporates staff input in an effective way remains a diffi-

cult problem.

Limited Staff and Resources: The most pressing problem :identified
by all staff during the first year has been the lack of adequate staff
to respond to the treatment needs of parents, 'Staff limitations in a
small Center preclude the provision of individualized therapy and coun-
seling in all but a few" Cases, and thus group therapy and the use of
volunteer Parent Counselors are seen as the primary treatment modes for
parents.

Criteria for Acceptance: A problem Telated to the limitation in
project resources is he need to identify a population for whom the
Center's services can be.beneficial, considering what the project can
offer, and to develop criteria for accepting'cases. Admission criteria
were not initially designed by the project, which decided to "test out"
several types of families to ,ascertain'the particular families that
could use the FRC services. General admission criteria now exist for
identifying families to be accepted into the FRC program, or, alterna-,,
tively, referred elsewhere-,---Ah intake screening instrument identifying
parent characteristies, parents' attit.udes toward children, and child
characteristics, is used.in the admission process.

Proportion of Time Spent in Direct TreatMe-nt: Staff members saw a

significant portion of thejr time being spent in meetings, and in plan-
nine. and implementing the Center's programs, leaving a_ smaller portion-
of their time for provision Of direct treatment than they felt was de-
irable. The realization that they are part of a field in very develop-j
mental stages, without a set "technology" or all the "answers" to serving
abusive families,has helped the staff to understand the need for spend-
ing so much time planning and implementing rather than doing, but it did
not relieve the frustration.

Transportation: Transportation for parents and childrer has been a

signif:icsnt problem for thL Center. A regular driver for the children
has never been obtained on a long-term basis, aid no Center vehicle is
available, so that the driver must use his personal car or a staff mem-
ber's car. Parent transportation is another problem. Most of the .

parents in the Center do not drive, and staff members spend significant
amounts of time going out to the homes, and sometimes driving parents to
the Center. 'The hospital provided taxi voucifers, as a donated resource,
during the first year, but these will not continue. Staff feel'that

their experience indicates a need for planning for transportation of
clients during the proposal writing stages to enhance the likelihood of

achieving a reliable solution.
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Channels of Communication with the Federal Funding Agency: Estab-

lishing clear communication:concerning expenditures and other grant
management matters has at times been a-problem. The prbject -feels that

better comimbhication channels at this level might have facilitated reach-
ing solutions to.other implementation problems.

Xl. FUTURE PLANS

For the second year, the project is adding a Second child develop-
ment class', focused on abused children ith behavioral problems.

With the addition of a Parent Staff Social Worker, the Center plans
to increase its service capacy from about 25 families '(current.case-
load) jto 45 families. 'This will include expanded marital and family
counselingl-starting a couples' group, and possibly adding a third
mothers' group. Haying opened the tenter one evening a week, foe marital
andjamily counseling and child,care, the Center plans to remain open an
additional evening. The evening nours allow more work with the family
as a -unit, by increasing the possibility of seeing all family members

toge,ther.
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APPENDIX E

OTHER RELEVANT DOCUMENTS

The following books and reports will provide the reader with valu-
able additional information and clarification specifically related to
topits covered in this document.

General Child Abuse and Neglect

Many more books, reports, and articles on all facets of the child
abuse and neglect problem have been prepared than can be presented in
this document. The following publications outline many of these'works.

Child Neglect, An Annotated Bibliography. Prepared by the
Regional Institute of Social Welfare Research, University of
Georgia, for the Social and Rehabilitative Service of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare (1975).

The bibliography, dealing primarily with neglect, is
divided into sections covering general works, preven-
tion, identification, etiology, treatment, and sequel-
lae; entries under each heading are fully described.

Hurt, Maure. Child Abuse and Neglect, a Report on the Status
of.,the Research. Prepared for the Office of Child Develop-
menl, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, D/HEW
Publication (OHD) 74-20 (1974).

'ties

This report contains both descriptions of the recentLy
completed and ongoing research in child,abuse and
neglect, and an annotated bibliography. The research '

study descriptions are compiled under the categories
of: (1) characteristics of abuse and neglect, (2)
reporting, recording and diagnosis, and (3) remedia-c,

tion and the family.
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Potansky, Norman; Hally, Carolyn; and Polansky, Nancy. Child
Neglect: State of Knowledge. ,Prepared under a grant from the
Social and Rehabilitative Service of the Departmert of qealth,
Education and Welfare to the.Regional Institute of Social
Welfare, Research, University of Georgia (974).

The authors explore what is currently known about child
neglect, the definition and prevalence of the problem,-
its etiology and identification and the prevention and
Areatment services most widely used to combat the prob-
lem..

Existing Child AbuSe and Neglect Services.

A Directory of.Child Abuse Services and Programs. The

National Centerfor Child Abuse anOeglect, Washington, D.C.
(1976).

This directory, which is to be periodically updated,
presents a listing of over 1500 child abuse services by
D/HEW region. Entries include locations, contacts, pur-
poses, services provided and a brief program descrip-
tion.

Child Protectiv Services, a National Sdrvey. Prepared'by
staff of the Ame ican Humane Association, Children's Divi-
sion (Denver) un er a grant from the Child Welfare Founda-
tion of the Amer can Legion (1967).

Planning

Blum, Henrik L. ssociates. Health Planning. ComOre-
hensive Health Planning Unit. School of. Public Health, Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley (1969).

Delbecq, Andre L. and Van de Ven, Andrew. A Group Process
Model of Problem Identification and Program Planning.
Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, Vol. 7, No.-4 (1971).

This paper describes the history of the'Nominal Group
Process, the procedures involved in applying the tcch-
nique and its usefulness in various group settings to
promote consensual decision-making.
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HargraVes, WA., Attkinnson, C.C., Siegel, L.M., McIntyre';
M.N.:, and Sorensen, J.F. Resouree Materials For CommunitY
Mental Health Program Evaluatiori, Part'll: Needs Assessment

and Plannjng.

This ser.ond of four resource bobks emphasizes the
importance of the needs assessment phase of,planning,
provides useful guidance in the development and design
of such studies E4nd,analyzes the adequacy of commonly
available data and information.

Identify.ng Funding Sources/Proposal Writing

Lewis, Marianna O. (ed.) The Foundation Directory. lrying-

ton,-New York, Columbia University Press (1975).

The baslc work in foundations, listing those founda-
tions that have made in excess of $25,000 in a year, or
who possess $500,000 plus in assets. Contains informa-

tion on progr'ams, personnel, and financial data.

Wilson, W. and B. Wilson. Grant Information System. Scotts-

dale, Arizona, the 0A,fx Press (1975:.

A regularly updated, easy to use volume that groups
grant programs by funding area (e.g., Health Field).

Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and

Budget. 1974 Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance. Wash7

ington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office. -

This annual publication dealing with all federal funding

programs is particularly useful when attempting to iden-

tify potential federal funding souTces.

Hall, M. Developing Skills in Proposal Writing. Corvallis,

Oregon, Continuing Education Publication (19725.

Urgo, Lewis A., and P-)bert J. Corcpran. A Manual for Obtain-

ing Foundation Grants. Boston, Massachusetts, Robert J.

Corcoran Company (1971).

Focuses specifically on approaching foundations. Con-

tains examples of forms and formats which might be
adapted when writing grant proposak.
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Program Goals

Mager, Robert F. Goal Analysis. Fearon Publishers/Lear
Siegler, Inc., Belmont, California (1972).

This book describes a process for clarifying goal state-
ment.s, generatjng performance-indicators for established
goals, and plotting performance results to monitor goal
Achievement.-

Protective Services

A Guide for State and Local Departments on'the Delivery of
Protective Services to Abused and Neglected Children and
Their Families. U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Social and Rehabilitation Services (1976).

This guide, developed by Community Research Applica-
tions, Inc, under contract to Social and Rehabilita-
tion Services, presents state and local administrators
in public welfare and social service departments, with
ideas for developing a responsive and comprehensive
protective services program.

Comprehensive Emergency Services

Comprehensive Emergency Services, U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, Office of Child Development (1374).

This, and severaf related publications, explain the
Comprehensive Emergency Services. System, developed by
the National Center for Comprehensive Emergency Ser-
vices to Children in Crisis in Nashville, Tennessee,
designed to care for chTldren in crisis due to family
or-community abusf or neglect:

Special Services for Children

Cohen, Donald and Brandegee,,Ada. Serving Pre-School Chil-
dren. U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Office of Child Development. DHEW Publication No. (OHD)

74-1057 (1974).

One of a series of booklets on day care, this handbook
explores numerous issues related to ieveloping day care
programs for pre-schoolers, including program adminis-
tration, budgeting, licensing, facilities, curriCula,_
staffing, and the provision of health/nutritlonal Ser-
vices-. There is a comprehens-ive overvjew-of the.. *.
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pre-school child's development and descriptions of
exemplary centers.

Day Care Evaluation Manual. Prepared by staff of the Council/--

for Community Services in MeIropolitan ChicagO for the Office
of Child Development. Publication NO.. 7501 (1974).

This very extensive manual presents the rationale for

,
the evaluation of day care services and describes the
procedures and processes of applying the evaluation
system outlined-in the Manual. TWenty-seven separate
evaluation questionnaires, mostly in check-list form,
covering every aspect of day care program administra-
tion, physical facilities, staff, licensing, and ser-
vices are included in the manual.

Standards for Foster Family Services Systems with Guidelines
for Implementation Specifically Related to Public Agencies.
American Public Welfare Associatiorf, Washington, D.C. (1975).

This easy-to-read report presents both basic and opti-
mum.standards for foster care agencies in areas such as
legislation, facilities and equipment, standard develop-
ment, rights of children and parents, community educa-
tion, staff,.case records, recruitment of foster families,
voiunteer services, evaluation services and many Dther
important foster care related topics.

Evaluation

Clinic Self-Evaluation Manual for the Determination and Im-
provement of Clinic Efficiency. Prepared.by Neil Sims, M.D.,

the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine and Health
Systems, Department of Westinghouse Electric Corporation for
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Maternal and
Child Health Services (revised 1971).

This comprehensive, indexed manual provides guidelines
and sample formats, which allow clinic directors to
evaluate the efficient utilization of facilities and
manpower, and the effectiveness of services and appears
e,sily adaptable to .most direct service prorams. The

manual de-51S' with documenting clinic objectives, admin-
istration procedures, resource expenditures, clieAt flow
analysis, work sampling (quality), and the interpreta-
tion and utilization of study results.
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:Suchman, .,Edward A. Evaluative Research: Principles and
Practice in Public Service and Social Action Programs. New
York, Russell Sag& Foundation (1967).

A ciassic'yolume on evaluation research with emphasrs
.on the health and medical care fields.

Weiss, Carol H. (ed.) Evaluating Action Programs: Readings
in Social Ac0on and Education. Boston, Allyn and Bacon, ..

Inc., (1972).

A well-organized volume of practical arlticles dealing"
'with evaluation.

Other Federal Publications of Interest

Model Child Protective Services Act with Commentary (March 1,

1976) DRAFT.

Report of the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare to the President and Congress of the United States on
the Implementation of Public Law 93-247, the Child Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Act (August 1.915).

Working with Abusive'Parents from a Psychiatric Point of View,
DHEW (OHD) 75-70.

(The) Diannostic Process and Treatment Programs, DHEW (OHD)
75-69.

The Problem and Its Management Volume i: An Overview of
the Problem, DHEW (OHD) 75-30073.

The Problem and its Management -- Vol,ume 2: The Roles and
Responsibilities of Professionals, DHEW (OHD) 75-30074.

The Problem and 4ts Management Volume 3: The Community
Team: An Approach to Case Management and Prevention, DHEW
(OHD) 75-30075.

Federally Funded Child Abuse and Neglect Projects, 1975 DHEW
(OHD) 76-30076.

Child Abuse and Neglect Reports (Quarterly Pub.) DHEW (OHD)
76-30086.

U.S. Department of Health, Edu&ation and Welfare Activities
on Child Abuse and Neglect, DHEW (OHD) 76-30504.
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AbAse and Neglect Prevention and Trea Program,

4:;CFR Subtitle B, Part 1340, Federal Registt_ !ol. 39,- No.

245, December 19, 1974.

Child Abuse Projects Funded December 19-

Children Today, May-June, 1975, DHEW t.

Comprehensive Emergency Services: A System I_L:srgned to Care
for Children in Crisis, DHEW (OHD) 75-8.

(The) Extended Family Center "A Home Away From Home" for
Abused Children and Their Parents. Reprinted from Children

Today, March-April 1974, Vol. 3, No. 2 (2-6).

Publ ic Law 93-247.

Research, Demonstration, and Evaluation StAies on: "Child
Abuse and Neglect". The Intradepartmental Committee on
Child Abuse and Neglect, FisCal Year 1974, DHEW.(OHD) 75-77.
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